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RESUME BREF i

Cette étude examine le recours aux nombres et aux schémas numériques dans les

Kephalaia manichéens coptes. Après un survol de l'usage des nombres dans les textes

religieux et philosophiques de l'antiquité tardive (Chapitre 1) et dans la littérature

proprement manichéenne (Chapitre 2), le chapitre 3 porte sur le genre littéraire et le

milieu social des Kephalaia en vue d'expliquer, à l'aide de la critique rédactionnelle,

comment les compilateurs des Kephalaia, pour répondre à des pressions internes et

externes, ont transformé la tradition canonique manichéenne par le moyen des schémas

en cinq parties en vue de proposer une vision du monde plus cohérente et plus

symétrique. Le chapitre 4 explique comment ces schémas ont été utilisés par les

compilateurs des Kephalaia pour présenter de nombreux thèmes ontologiques,

théologiques, sotériologiques, éthiques, ecclésiologiques, polémiques, et étiologiques. La

conclusion donne un résumé du fonctionnement des schémas numériques dans les

Kephalaia et rend compte de manière plus détaillée de l'usage des nombres par les

compilateurs du recueil, en vue de répondre aux questions soulevées par une scolastique

grandissante, par la persécution et par la mission.



RESUME LONG ii

Cette étude examine l'utilisation des nombres et des schémas numériques dans le premier

volume des Kephalaia manichéens coptes, une collection de discours, sous forme de

questions et réponses, portant sur de nombreuses questions doctrinales.

Le premier chapitre présente un survol de l'usage des nombres dans les textes

religieux et philosophiques de l'antiquité tardive. Ces usages sont classés selon un

schéma quadripartite : 1) temporel/calendrique, 2) exégétique/théologique, 3)

littéraire/rhétorique, et 4) liturgique/magique.

Le deuxième chapitre étudie ensuite le recours aux nombres dans la littérature

proprement manichéen, en utilisant le même modèle que le premier chapitre. Ce survol

permet de mettre en lumière plusieurs constatations qui ont déterminé notre recherche, à

savoir : 1) le fait que les manichéens, plus que leurs contemporains, aient utilisé des

nombres dans leur discours religieux, 2) que des schémas en cinq parties soient les plus

communs, et 3) que les schémas se retrouvent le plus fréquemment dans les Kephalaia

coptes. L'objectif de notre étude sera justement de comprendre l'usage de ces schémas

numériques en cinq parties dans cet important ouvrage manichéen.

Le troisième chapitre porte sur le genre littéraire et le milieu social des Kephalaia

et il cherche à comprendre, à l'aide de la critique rédactionnelle, comment les

compilateurs des Kephalaia, pour répondre à des pressions internes et externes, ont

transformé la tradition canonique manichéenne par le moyen des schémas en cinq parties

en vue de proposer une vision du monde plus cohérente et plus symétrique.

Le quatrième et dernier chapitre décrit comment cette transformation s'est

produite, en tablant sur les schémas en cinq parties connus de la tradition canonique

manichéenne (c'est-à-dire les propres écrits de Mani), et explique comment ce modèle a

été utilisé (et révisé) par les compilateurs des Kephalaia pour développer de nombreux

thèmes ontologiques, théologiques, sotériologiques, éthiques, ecclésiologiques,

polémiques et étiologiques.

La conclusion donne un résumé du fonctionnement des schémas numériques dans

les Kephalaia et rend compte de manière plus détaillée de l'usage des nombres par les

compilateurs du recueil, en vue de répondre aux questions soulevées par une scolastique

grandissante, par la persécution et par la mission.



ABSTRACT iii

This study examines the fréquent occurrence of numbers and numeric patterns in the first

volume of the Coptic Manichaean Kephalaia, a collection of question-and-answer

discourses that attempt to address a wide range of doctrinal issues.

Chapter 1 consists of a gênerai survey of how numbers were used in religious and

philosophical texts from Late Antiquity. Thèse various uses are classified according to a

four-fold schéma: 1) temporal/calendrical, 2) exegetical/theological, 3)

literary/rhetorical, and 4) liturgical/magical.

Chapter 2 then reviews the occurrence of numbers in Manichaean literature

generally, using the same basic framework, thereby bringing into focus several key

factors that motivate this research, namely: 1), that Manichaeans utilized numbers in their

religious discourse more than most of their contemporaries, 2) that five-part structures

were by far considered the most frequently recurring, and 3) nowhere are five-part

structures given more attention than in the Coptic Kephalaia. As a resuit, the primary

object of this study is to corne to terms with the occurrence of five-part numerical

patterns in this important early Manichaean text.

Chapter 3 addresses the literary genre and social setting of the Kephalaia, and

outlines how the author, by means of rédaction criticism, intends to show the ways in

which the compilers of the Kephalaia, in response to the internai and external pressures

of their social setting, transformed canonical Manichaean traditions by means of five-part

numeric patterns in order to achieve a more cohérent and symmetrical view of the

cosmos.

Chapter 4 describes how this transformation occurred by establishing what five-

part patterns are known from canonical Manichaean tradition (i.e., Mani's own writings)

and explains how thèse basic paradigms were used (and revised) by the Kephalaia

compilers to address a wide array of ontological, theological, soteriological, ethical,

ecclesiological, polemical, and aetiological thèmes.

The conclusion provides a résumé of how numeric patterning functions within the

Kephalaia and addresses in more détail how this use of numbers may reflect the

compilers' responses to issues such as scholasticism, persécution, and mission.
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INTRODUCTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The rôle of numbers and number patterns in religion is largely unexplored territory. This

is due, in part, to the fact that such patterns hâve become so embedded into our collective

consciousness that we rarely reflect on their origins or implications. In the Judaeo-

Christian tradition, for instance, we do not usually inquire as to why there are ten

commandments and not twelve, why there are twelve tribes of Israël and not twenty, or

why Jésus, when he wanted to feed a crowd of his hearers, used only/n>e loaves and two

fish. Similarly, practicing Muslims are not apt to question why five daily prayers are

required, instead of six, or why the Qur'an contains 114 surahs instead of 120. On a

deeper level, modem Christians are rarely required to think about why God should be

conceived of as a trinity and not a quaternity, or for that matter, a pentad. Such things are

typically taken as "givens" and hâve corne to form an intégral part of our symbolic

language. But this does not mean that explanations do not exist and cannot, therefore, be

sought. Numerical aspects of religion simply aren't seen as generating sufficient interest

to require attention. Besides, it is not as though "mainstream" religious discourse is

brimming over with numerological spéculations. The average reader of a scriptural text,

be it the Pentateuch, the New Testament, or the Qur'an, is not struck by an abundance of

numerical formulations. Thus, it is not surprising that such a phenomenon goes relatively

unnoticed.

While numbers may not figure prominently in "mainstream" (i.e., orthodox)

religious discourse, religious discourses that are seen as existing on the fringe of

orthodoxy are far more likely to make créative, even audacious, use of numbers in their

efforts to communicate and interpret sacred messages. For us, this can be seen most
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dramatically in the "underground" of western religions in Gnostic, Kabbalistic, and even

Ismaeli modes of discourse, which often display a great interest in numbers and numeric

patterns.

Added to this group can be the great underdogs of religious history—the people

whom we label Manichaeans. Thèse people, followers of the 3rd century CE Babylonian

prophet Mani (or Manichaios), in spite of the best efforts of governments and religious

leaders throughout the centuries to stamp them out, continue to re-emerge from extinction

in a diversity of most unexpected places. While European scholars and church historians

long knew of this "heretical" group, particularly from anti-heretical writings and

Augustine's one-time affiliation with them, a number of things happened in the 19th and

20th centuries to bring them back to light. First, scholars and orientalists began to notice

Manichaeans cropping up in a number of médiéval Muslim authors, such as al-Nadïm

and al-Biruni, which provided important évidence as to persistent Manichaean présence

in the Muslim world.1 Next, at the turn of the 20th century, European expéditions

uncovered masses of textual fragments and scrolls left behind by Manichaeans at various

locales in Central Asia. Most famously, the texts from Turfan (in western China) contain

a substantial number of mutilated Manichaean texts in a wide variety of languages.

Shortly after, yet another sensational find occurred in 1929 with the discovery of a

collection of Coptic codices near Medinet Madi (Egypt), containing still more original

Manichaean writings—writings much earlier than the fragments from Turfan.

One of the things that enabled the identification of thèse texts as Manichaean was

the fact that Cari Schmidt, the scholar who inspected the codices, had just been reading

the proofs of Hoir s édition of Epiphanius, and was struck by the name of one of the

1 Ries, Les Études manichéennes, 67-118.
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codices—Kephalaia—which reminded him of a text described in the heresiologist's

report on the Manichaeans.2 This discovery inaugurated what appeared to be a new and

promising era in Manichaean studies. After some initial progress, however, war broke out

in Europe and publication stalled for several décades. This has meant that most of this

material remained largely unexplored by scholars of Late Antiquity—which brings us to

the current study.

The text that jogged the memory of Cari Schmidt is, now that substantial portions

of it hâve been published, striking for another reason, namely, the extensive (some might

say obsessive) use of numbers and numeric patterns as a means of expressing

Manichaean theological discourse. This phenomenon, most prominent in the first half of

the codex, has gone unexplored3 and unexplained. As such, this study will attempt to

explain this most puzzling aspect of the Kephalaia, first by examining the use of numbers

generally in late antique religion and philosophy and, then, through careful analysis of

one particular set of thèse patterns, by addressing the various ways in which this

technique was used. We shall see that the use of numeric patterning in the Kephalaia

reveals important traces of how Manichaean traditions were transmitted, received, and

redacted in response to a variety of internai and external concerns of the text's creators

and their community.

2 Schmidt and Polotsky, "Ein Mani-Fund," 6.
3 While Michel Tardieu pointed out the importance of five as a basic classification tool in Manichaeism {Le
manichéisme, 107), few hâve followed his lead. A superfïcial index of five-part séries from Manichaean
sources was given by Strom ("Le chiffre cinq," 333-338), in comparison with other traditions, while in the
same volume Couliano suggested that ail pentads were based on the demonization of the planets ("The
Counterfeit Spirit," 53-58). See also, Lévy ("A propos de la pentade et du dualisme manichéens," 493-500).
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CHAPTER 1: NUMBER AND RELIGION IN LATE ANTIQUITY

We tend to use numbers primarily for practical purposes.4 Aside from some modem

branches of advanced mathematics that are primarily abstract and spéculative, numbers

are most frequently used in areas such as commerce, politics, the arts, entertainment, or

technology to achieve some spécifie practical aim. In a religious context, numbers can

also be used in a variety of practical ways to aid in activities such as the calcuiation of a

liturgical calendar, the interprétation of a sacred text, or the effective communication and

rétention of a religious message; activities which are essential to the life and survival of a

religious community.

The late antique period was no différent in the various ways in which numbers

were employed for religious ends. Unfortunately, however, our remoteness from this

period means that our principal sources of information about late antique religion are,

naturally, texts. As a resuit, any analysis of the use of numbers in ancient religious

contexts is essentially an examination of how they were used and described textually. As

such, as a preliminary to the study of the use of numbers and numeric patterns by

Manichaeans (one of the more enigmatic of late antique religious communities), this

chapter offers a cursory examination of a représentative5 sélection of religious sources

from antiquity, out of which four primary uses of numbers in religious contexts may be

identified:6 1) temporal/calendrical, 2) exegetical/theological, 3) literary/rhetorical, and 4)

liturgical/magical.

4 Crump, The Anthropology of Numbers, 22.
5 This chapter is not intended to be exhaustive, but merely to provide a contextualizing framework in which
later chapters can be placed. I hâve, however, tended to privilège so-called "western" traditions, especially
early Christianity, due to the fact that, among late antique religions, this tradition is most closely related to
Manichaeism.
6 It should be noted that thèse catégories are not rigid and frequently overlap in religious contexts.
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1.1 Temporal / Calendrical

Naturally, numbers are use by religious communities as a way of measuring time and of

recording both their historiés (i.e., their past), and their eschatologies (i.e., their future).

Such measurements may involve long, cosmic periods, the date of création, the âge of the

world, the lifespan of important figures, or the time remaining until the end of days. Also,

temporal measurements were used to serve more immédiate practical needs such as

calculating the dates of religious festivals or more récent dates of importance, such as

events in the life of a religiously significant individual. One large-scale measurement of

time that was commonplace in antiquity was the ordo saeculorum, or "séquence of âges."

Originally mentioned in the Greek tradition by Hesiod, who in his Works and Days (106-

201) describes a séries of five âges of human history (gold, silver, bronze, heroes, iron), it

is developed on astronomical lines by Plato in Timaeus 38C-39E, where he describes the

idea of the "Great Year," the period during which the stars and planets return to their

original starting point in the heavens.7 The ordo saeculorum was later taken up by Vergil

and given a particularly eschatological thrust in Eclogue 4, where the poet describes the

"last âge of Cumae's prophecy."8 A similar idea is also developed among Jewish and

Christian intellectuals such as Philo9 and Augustine, who attempted to harmonize it with

the biblical six days of création.10 Meanwhile in Persia, Zoroastrians counted ten

7 A similar idea is found in both Zoroastrianism, which counts a 12 000 year "World Year" (Boyce, Textual
Sources, 20) and Buddhism, with its concept of the "Great Aeon," a cycle of cosmic décline and renewal
divided into four "Immeasurable Aeons," which are in turn divided into twenty "Intermediate Aeons"
{Oxford Dictionary of World Religions, 188).
8 Vergil, Eclogue 4.4: ultima Cumaei uenit iam carminis ordo. See also ten générations of humanity in
Sibylline Oracles 4.49-101.
9 Philo, On the Création 3.
10 In De trinitate 4.7, Augustine describes the six âges of the human race from Adam to Christ. The idea of
the "world week," or what Yarbro Collins terms "sabbatical eschatology," is commonplace in the Jewish
apocalyptic traditions (Cosmology and Eschatology, 83).
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générations of humanity,11 while Mandaeans divided history into four âges totalling four

hundred and eighty thousand years.12 In this way, the entire span of création could be

numerically quantified in a religiously meaningful way.

Lunar and solar calendars also play an important rôle in religious affairs and are

greatly influenced by them. For instance, the measurement of time in Judaism,

Christianity, and Islam is closely connected to events such as the création of the world,

the birth of Christ, or the flight of Mohammed from Mecca to Médina. Judaism in

particular was concerned with the accurate calculation of a wide variety of religious

festivals and holidays,13 while controversy over the dates of important events such as

Easter has led to conflict and schism among Christian churches, as is witnessed by the

Quartodeciman affair of the second century CE.14 In fact, the différence between the

Gregorian and the Julian calendars continues to influence the liturgical dates used by the

various Christian churches. In addition to establishing the correct date, numbers also play

a rôle in the duration of religious festivals such as Hanukkah, Lent, and Ramadan.

1.2 Exegetical / Theological

Numbers may also be used in theological formulations and exegetical readings. As such,

they occur in a wide variety in late antique religion. The number one, for instance, was

naturally viewed by theologians and philosophers as the number of unity and, especially

in the monotheistic traditions, of the supremacy of God,15 while two was a number of

11 Bahman Yasht, 1.11, 3.29,4.1, etc. See also Sibylline Oracles, prologue (1.332).
12 Lupieri, Mandaeans, 49.
13 Qumran has revealed a number of calendrical texts using a variety of time-scales, some even written in
an esoteric script known as "Cryptic A" (see Parry and Tov, Dead Sea Scrolls Reader).
14 This controversy involved the date of Easter, which some in the early church celebrated on the day of the
Jewish Passover.
15 Augustine, De trinitate, 4.7.11 and De civitate dei, 11.10.
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discord,16 tension, and duplicity,17 but also of créative power,18 as in the dualism of the

Zoroastrians and Manichaeans. The fact that the number three was thought to represent

completeness and divinity is witnessed by the numerous divine triads inherited from

Graeco-Roman,19 Near Eastern,20 and Iranian l mythology. Such triads became

commonplace in Neopythagorean,22 Neoplatonic, and Valentinian thought,23 and later

became central to the formulation of mainstream Christian theology of the Trinity. Four

was reflective of natural phenomena such as the four seasons, the four directions, and the

canonical four éléments, while five was a number closely associated with humanity,

love,24 and life.25 Six was considered the number of completion, as in the completion of

God's créative work on the sixth day, and was the preferred number of Mandaeans,

16 Jérôme, Adversus Jovinianum, 1.16.
17 Augustine, De civitate dei, 11.13-16.

18 Schimmel, "Number," 14. See also McGuire, "Numerology," 475.
19

In his L'idéologie tripartie des Indo-Européens Georges Dumézil suggested that a comparative analysis
of Indian, Iranian, Roman, Celtic, and Germanie religion and mythology reveals a tripartite cultural
ideology in which society is divided into three classes: 1) a priestly class, 2) a warrior class, and 3) a
peasant/agricultural class.
°For example, Zeus-Hades-Poseidon (Greek), An-Enlil-Enki, Anu-Bel-Ea, and Sin-Shamash-Ishtar

(Mesopotamian). See Jundt, La symbolique des chiffres, 11-13.
21 See the Old Iranian triad of Ahura Mazda-Varuna-Mithra (Boyce, Textual Sources, 9).
22 Nicomachus of Gerasa (second century CE) and Numenius of Apamea (second century CE) (See Dillon,
Middle Platonists).
23 See Father-Son-Church {Tripartite Tractate, NHC 1,5.57-59), or spiritual-psychic-earthly (Heracleon,
Fragments 20-24; also Tripartite Tractate, NHC 1,5.118).
24 Five was thought to be a marriage number due to its union of two and three, the first maie and female
numbers. Pythagoreans also saw it as the number of justice, since it stands at the mid-point of the décade
(Peck, "Number as Cosmic Language," 61).
25 Due to our five sensés, limbs, fingers, and toes. See Endres and Schimmel, Das Mysterium der Zahl, 120-
136. The number five is centrally important (as will be seen) to Manichaeism and, later, Islam, with its five
daily prayers, five pillars, etc. Five takes on a particularly potent significance in médiéval and renaissance
esoteric thought through the pentagram and the quest for the quinta essentia (Endres and Schimmel, Das
Mysterium der Zahl, 131-132). It should be noted also that five is also a prominent number in both
Buddhism and Jainism.
26 Peck, " N u m b e r as Cosmic Language" , 6 1 .
27 According to Lupieri , Mandaean tradition delights in the number six and its multiples, such as twelve
disciples, twelve signs of the Zodiac , thirty days of the month, 360 days of the year, as well as 360 prophets
of Jérusalem {Mandaeans, 148). It is interesting to contrast this with (as we shall see) the Manichaean
penchant for five.
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while seven was long connected to ancient observations of the planets and cosmology.28

Eight was a number of renewal and new beginnings,29 although nine was considered

defective, being one away from ten, which symbolized perfection and all-inclusiveness.30

Such numbers, however, even though primarily theological and philosophical, may not

necessarily be without a certain practical utility. Whether as a représentation of différent

segments of society (as Dumézil proposed) or as a solution to a burning theological

controversy,31 the theological use of numbers may at times be viewed as a response to or

a symbolic représentation of a particular situation on the ground.

The use of numbers in theological and exegetical contexts became particularly

controversial for the early church during the 2nd and 3r centuries CE. Irenaeus, in

particular, criticized the practice of gematria32 i.e., calculations based on the number

value of Greek or Hebrew letters, by his Valentinian opponents as arbitrary and without

scriptural foundation. For instance, he states that some replace the non-Greek name of

28 The number seven was particularly prominent in Babylonian mythology, in which the "Seven (Gods)"
are associated with the Pléiades (See Black and Green, Gods, Démons and Symbols, 144-145). In Old
Babylonian mathematics, the number seven is indivisible and may hâve meant "innumerable." The "Seven
Gods" came to represent ail the gods of the Babylonian-Assyrian tradition (Friberg, "Numbers and
Counting," 1144). Seven was also central to Zoroastrian theology, with its seven Amesha Spentas, seven-
part cosmos, and seven holy days (See Boyce, Textual Sources, 12-13). The Roman polymath Varro even
wrote a discourse praising the number seven called Hebdomades (Yarbro Collins, Cosmology and
Eschatology, 93). Mandaeans, however, maligned "the seven and the twelve" as representing the seven
planets and the twelve signs of the Zodiac (Lupieri, Mandaeans, 40).
!9 The New Jérusalem cornes in the eighth âge, while Easter is called dies octavus (Peck, "Number as
Cosmic Language", 62).
30 Peck, "Number as Cosmic Language", 62.
31 For instance, in Christian theology the idea of the Trinity is a practical way to résolve a real theological
problem arising from incongruous statements made by the early Christian tradition, namely, that God the
Father is suprême, Jésus is God's Son, and that this Son intends to send a third manifestation known as the
Paraclete, or Comforter.
12 It is certainly difficult for us today, who are so accustomed to using a separate notational System for
representing numbers, to understand this exegetical practice. Nevertheless, for ancient Greek, Aramaic, or
Hebrew readers the numerical équivalents of each letter would hâve been automatic. Greek may hâve been
the first language to use alphabetic numerals (Friberg, "Numbers and Counting," 1142) and gematria
became popular in Hellenistic religious and philosophical thought. For instance, the well-known Hellenistic
holy name "Abrasax" equals 365. It was not, however, always used for such seriously religious purposes—
a graffito from Pompei reads "I love her whose number is 545" (Schmitz, "Number," 683). In Islam the
practice is called abjad ("Gemmatria," in Oxford Dictionary of World Religion, 370).
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Jésus with episemon in order to arrive at a calculation of 888, the "Plénitude of the

Ogdoad" (Adversus haereses, 2.24. l).33 The bishop of Lyons also criticized the arbitrary

sélection of biblical numbers in order to fit a particular theological system due to the fact

that the scriptures contain such a wide variety of numbers and numerical patterns

(Adversus haereses, 2.24.3), especially involving three, seven, twelve, and forty.M

Irenaeus cited, for instance, Valentinian exegesis of the thirty years before Jésus' ministry

as a représentation of the thirty aeons of the Pleroma (Adversus haereses, 1.1.3), while

the passion of the twelfth aeon was considered to be an allusion to the betrayal of Christ

by Judas (Adversus haereses, 1.3.3). Others, however, such as Clément of Alexandria,

(perhaps under the influence of Philo)35 were more open to spéculation about biblical

numbers. For example, in his Stromateis, Clément suggests that the 318 members of

Abraham's household (Gen 14:14) were sanctifîed due to the fact that iota and ëta

indicate the Saviour's name (6.11). In the same work, he also spéculâtes about the

divinely inspired proportions of the Tabernacle as a symbol for the earth (Stromateis,

6.11). Later, Hippolytus would revisit the question of numbers and harshly condemn their

use in theological spéculation, which he considered a grave error ultimately derived from

Pythagoras (Refutatio, 4.51).36

Such a charge, while laced with polemical and rhetorical overtones, was not

without foundation. While the original manifestation of Pythagoreanism, which saw a

3 Irenaeus claimed that this word was selected because nothing could be made of christos {Adversus
haereses, 2.24.2).
34 Interestingly, Irenaeus cites numerous occurrences of the number five from the scriptures that he says his
opponents ignore, because they do not conform to their System (Adversus haereses 2.24.4).
35 See Philo, On the Création, 3.
36 Hippolytus' sweeping indictment is directed principally at Valentinians, whom he accuses of plagiarizing
the doctrines of Plato and Pythagoras, who ultimately (he believed) derived their teachings from the
Egyptians (Refutatio, 6.16-17). Interestingly, even the Elchasaites, among whom Mani himself is thought to
hâve grown up, are accused of drawing their doctrines from Pythagoras (9.9).
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pre-ordained numerical structure to the universe, seems to hâve largely died out by the 4*

century BCE,37 the lst century BCE saw a revival of Pythagorean ideas, in what modem

scholars hâve called "Neopythagoreanism," an eclectic religious and philosophical

movement that drew éléments from both Graeco-Roman and Near Eastern culture. Some

of its main proponents, such as Nicomachus of Gerasa, believed that Pythagoreanism was

more than simply a mathematical philosophy, but rather a fusion of religion and science,

"combining exact mathematical theory with a belief that the harmony apparent in the

cosmos is the same that binds together soûl and body in man."38 Numenius of Apamea,

Porphyry, and Iamblichus were Syrians and Neopythagorean ideas seem to hâve

exercised a considérable influence on the pagan, Jewish, and Christian traditions from

that région.39 Perhaps it was the eclectic and spéculative nature of Neopythagorean

thought that the Church Fathers found so unsettling—we cannot be sure—-but

nevertheless, the Pythagorean charge, with ail it implies about numbers and numerology,

became one of the standard features of heresiological discourse during the 2nd and 3rd

centuries CE.

It would seem, however, that, in spite of the decidedly négative reactions of some,

there was a certain ambivalence about the meaning and significance of numbers in the

early Christian tradition. It is clear from the amount of attention given to the question by

Irenaeus and Hippolytus that the mixture of mathematics and numerical spéculation with

theology was viewed by church authorities as a significant problem. Yet while

heresiological writers sought to discourage the construction of elaborate theological

37 Some schools or communities of the eastern Mediterranean may hâve survived. Certain Jewish authors,
such as Aristobulus, showed an interest in Pythagorean thought, while Philo believed that Pythagoras was
ultimately a disciple of Moses (Yarbro Collins, Cosmology and Eschatology, 94-97).
38 Chadwick, cited by MacQueen, Numerology, 41.
39 See Dillon, Middle Platonists, 341-383.
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Systems using numeric séries or patterns, others such as Clément of Alexandria,

Methodius,40 and later Augustine41 reflected gladly on the harmony and perfection that

they perceived in biblical numbers.

1.3 Literary / Rhetorical

Numbers were also used in ancient religious texts for literary and rhetorical purposes. In

fact, numbers are frequently used as a rhetorical tool in Graeco-Roman, Jewish,

Christian, and Islamic literature42 in order to create a variety of literary effects such as

parallelism or hyperbole. For instance, the twelve disciples of Jésus from the gospels are

meant to parallel the twelve tribes of Israël, while the three days after the crucifixion

were sometimes read as a parallel to the three days Jonah spent in the belly of the whale.

In apocalyptic literature, in particular, numbers are frequently used to indicate the

40 While speculating on the number six, Methodius wrote: "Moreover , it is évident that the création o f the
world was accomplished in harmony with this number , God having made heaven and earth, and the things
which are in them, in six days; the word of créative power containing the number six, in accordance with
which the Trinity is the maker o f bodies. For length, and breadth, and depth make up a body. And the
number six is composed of triangles. On thèse subjects, however , there is not sufficient tirne at présent to
enlarge with accuracy, for fear of letting the main subject slip, in considering that which is secondary"
{Symposium, 8.11 [trans. Clark, ANF 6]).
41 "As to the reasons, indeed, why thèse numbers are so put in the Holy Scriptures, other people may trace
out other reasons, either such that those which I hâve given are to be preferred to them, or such as are
equally probable with mine, or even more probable than they are; but there is no one surely so foolish or so
absurd as to contend that they are so put in the Scriptures for no purpose at ail, and that there are no
mystical reasons why those numbers are there mentioned. But those reasons which I hâve hère given, I
hâve either gathered from the authority of the church, according to the tradition of our forefathers, or from
the testimony of the divine Scriptures, or from the nature itself of numbers and of similitudes. No sober
person will décide against reason, no Christian against the Scriptures, no peaceable person against the
church" (De trinitate, 4.6, [NPNF séries 1, vol. 3]).
42 Numbers are frequently used as a rhetorical tool in both the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament (as
well as para-biblical literature). Three: 3 men come to Abraham (Gen 18:2), 3 calls to Samuel (1 Sam 31ff),
Jonah in whale 3 days, 3 magi (Mt 2), 3 temptations of Jésus (Mt 4:1-11; Lk 4:1-13), rebuilding of temple
in 3 days (Jn 2:19), résurrection after 3 days. Seven: Apocalypse of John passim. Twelve: 12 tribes of
Israël, 12 disciples of Jésus. Forty: traditional length of a génération or extended period of time (See Jundt,
La symbolique des chiffres, and Pope, "Number, Numbering, Numbers," 563-565).
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abundance or plénitude of the upper realms43 or of divine beings, often with astrological

or calendrical connotations,44 while "thrice" was a commonplace attribute meant to imply

perfection.45 As Yarbro Collins has suggested, "numerical symbolism in apocalyptic and

related literature créâtes the impression of order in the physical world and in human

expérience."46 E. D. Schmitz cautions, however, that one should not read too much into

the occurrence of such numbers, especially if it can be argued that no theological

significance was intended. But some, such as the 153 fish from John 21:11 may hâve had

a significance that has been lost to us.47 While certain numbers may hâve been inherited

from Graeco-Roman or Near Eastern cultural traditions,48 others may be more intuitive

such as the number three which is often associated with basic concepts such as

beginning-middle-end, past-present-future, or body-soul-spirit.49

Numerical patterns may also be used in a less obvious way at the level of the

literary and rhetorical structuring and ornamentation of a text.50 For example, a text may

be divided into twenty-two chapters or books—one for each letter of the Hebrew or

Aramaic alphabets—as Mani's Living Gospel,51 the Apocalypse of John, and Augustine's

City of God were, or 114, as are both the Gospel of Thomas and the Qur'an. Such

43 The Enoch literature is filled with such devices: 300 000 gâtes of the treasuries (3 Enoch 8), 1 365 000
blessings (3 Enoch 9), etc. See also texts such as On the Origin ofthe World(NHC 11,5.105-107).
44 In the Apocryphon ofJohn, for instance, the archons are said to create seven powers, who each create six
angels until they are said tobecome 365 (in spite ofthe arithmetic) (NHC 11,1.11; see alsoNHC 11,1.19).
45 A s in the Apocryphon ofJohn, N H C 11,1.5 or in the hermetic tradition, where Hermès is called "Hermès
Trismegistos ," the "Thrice-great Hermès" .
46 Cosmology andEschatology, 135.
47 Schmitz, "Number , " 685 .
48 Friberg, "Numbers & Count ing," 1139. See also, Rippin, "Number and Enumerat ion," 552.
49 Schmitz, "Number , " 686-687.
50 There is a substantial body of literature on the occurrence of such patterns in a wide variety of médiéval
literature (see, for instance, Eckhardt , Essays in the Numerical Criticism of Médiéval Literature, or Fowler,
Silent Poetry). Accord ing Peck, " the rhetoric of numbers permeates ail areas of médiéval learning"
("Number as Cosmic Language ," 15) and was based largely on the work of August ine and Boethius . The
tradition of numerical composit ion, however , is thought to go back much farther, even into early Greek
poetry (MacQueen, Numerology, 131).
51 Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 47 .
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patterns were also found among pagan intellectuals such as Porphyry, the editor and

biographer of Plotinus, who (somewhat arbitrarily) broke up his master's writings into six

groups of nine, the Enneads. After ail, Porphyry lived at a time when "aesthetic and

philosophical truth had ultimately a numerological basis"52 and such a structure was

thought to enhance the depth and value of Plotinus' work. Even Vergil, it has been

shown, gave his Aeneid a "mathematical structure" deeply rooted in Neopythagorean

thought and aesthetics.53 To the ancients, "mathematical ratios and structural proportion

(were) as important in literature as in art and architecture."54 Thus, it should not be

surprising if religiously significant numbers may be detected within the literary and

rhetorical structuring of a text. Which number may or may not be employed or accepted,

however, was a matter of theological debate.

1.4 Liturgical / Magical55

Another and perhaps less obvious manifestation of numeric patterns in a religious context

is their use in liturgies, prayers, and magical utterances. This type of numeric pattern may

take the form of a set number of prayers to be recited each day, as in Judaism's seven and

Islam's five daily prayers, or in the number of times a particular prayer is to be uttered, as

in the kyrie eleison or the rosary of the Roman Catholic tradition. In popular late antique

religious traditions the use of numbers was somewhat more explicit, especially in the so-

called "magical" texts. For instance, in one Coptic magical text the user is instructed to

52 Chadwick, "Philosophical Tradition and the Self," 64.
53 Duckworth, Structural Patterns, 104. Such structures, occurring at both the macro and micro level of the
text, can also be detected in other Roman poets such as Horace, Ovid, and Lucretius.
54 Duckwor th , Structural Patterns, 104.
55 According to Remus , " m a g i e " has been used both in antiquity and today as a social classifier meant to
identify unauthorized or non-or thodox religious practices (See " 'Mag ic ' , Method, Madness , " 258-298) .
For my purposes hère I am classifying liturgy and magie together, since they both employ ritual actions and
speech to influence divine power .
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say "Amen" seventeen times and the names of divine beings such as Jésus, "Holy one",

"Holy paraclete," etc. twenty-one times,56 while in another the letters A, E, I, O, U, O, M,

CH, and P must each be pronounced seven times for maximum effect.57 It should be

remembered that to literate people in antiquity the numeric values associated with voces

mysticae would hâve been implicit and obvious. Thus, it is not uncommon for amulets

from Egypt to be inscribed with a séquence such as XABPAX ONEEXHP OIXPO

<E>NYPQ OQXQ BQX, which equals 9999.58 In this way, numbers and numeric

patterns played a rôle in what might be termed day-to-day or popular religious practices

of theperiod.

This brief survey of how numbers were used and interpreted in late antique religion gives

a gênerai sensé of how varied such uses and interprétations were. While the use of

numbers in the measurement of time and the establishment of important religious dates

only proved occasionally controversial, the rôle of numbers and numeric patterns in

theology and exegesis was, particularly in the early Christian tradition, a hotly debated

issue. In one camp were those who imposed no limits on the extent to which numbers

could be used to explain and to construct elaborate and spéculative théologies, while in

the other there was an effort to rein in that impulse through appeals to scriptural and

apostolic tradition as the authoritative standards of interprétation. At any rate, numbers

and their interprétation was one more issue around which competing religious discourses

battled for legitimacy. Also, we saw that the use of numbers in literary and rhetorical

56 Meyer and Smith, Ancient Christian Magic, 131.
57 Meyer and Smith, Ancient Christian Magic, 145.
58 Ferguson, Religions ofthe Roman Empire, 177.
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composition was seemingly commonplace, although this has not been sufficiently studied

in Late Antiquity to draw any meaningful conclusions. Yet, to be sure, which numbers

were employed is necessarily dépendant on the theological controversies mentioned

above. Similarly, the présence of numbers and numeric pattems in liturgical discourse

and practice would hâve been intimately connected to what became authorized by

"orthodox" tradition—anything else is simply classified and excluded as "magie".

As we shall see, the Manichaeans may be placed in the first camp, since some of

them, at least, seem to hâve viewed numbers and numeric pattems as a particularly useful

and productive tool of religious expression, particularly in their theological and

rhetorical modes. Nowhere is this more évident than in the elaborate theological

discourses and explanations of the Kephalaia, which are filled with a variety of repeating

and interlocking numeric pattems (especially involving the number/zve) that endeavour

to address some lingering problems in Manichaean theology. But, before tuming to the

Kephalaia—the main focus of this study—the following chapter will give a brief survey

of the variety of numbers and numerical pattems contained within and attributed to

Manichaean discourse in gênerai.
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CHAPTER 2: NUMERIC PATTERNS IN MANICHAEAN DISCOURSE

Having completed a gênerai survey of how numbers are used in late antique religious

discourse, we may now turn to a more detailed examination of the occurrence of numbers

and numeric patterns in texts with an explicitly Manichaean orientation. This survey,

modelled on the previous one, is by no means intended to be exhaustive, since the various

Manichaean corpora présent a host of methodological problems too great for an

introductory chapter such as this. In particular, the fragmentary state of many texts means

that any attempt at creating indices is necessarily incomplète, while the diversity of

languages employed59 and the fact that the relationship among many of thèses multi-

linguistic sources remains highly ambiguous,60 means that this survey (as a prélude to in-

depth analysis of a spécifie set of patterns) will aim at giving only a gênerai impression of

how numbers were used in a variety of functional and linguistic contexts. Priority will be

given to primary Manichaean texts (i.e., those texts written presumably by a Manichaean

hand), although significant secondary witnesses such as Théodore bar Khonai, the Acta

Archelai, Augustine, and al-Nadim, will also be called upon to testify. Following the

catégories employed in the previous chapter,61 it will be shown that like other religious

groups from Late Antiquity, Manichaeans also employed numbers for a variety of

9 Manichaean texts, fragments, and testimonia can be found in Syriac, Greek, Coptic, Latin, Iranian
(Middle-Persian, Parthian, Sogdian), Arabie, Turkish, Tocharian, and Chinese.
0 While it is often assumed that Manichaean discourse was highly consistent across most linguistic and

cultural contexts, closer examination may reveal that this was not always the case and that it could change
over time. Most frustrating, however, is the fact that Mani's own writings, which he seems to hâve taken
such care to create, hâve practically been erased from the historical record, with a few notable exceptions
such as the Letters and Synaxeis codices from Medinet Madi. Add to this the fact that late sources such as
Théodore bar Khonai seem to préserve some of the earliest testimony and the researcher is faced with an
immense set of methodological challenges.
61 It should also be noted that, as in the previous chapter, there is often significant overlap between
catégories.
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religious purposes, although perhaps to a greater extent than most of their

contemporaines.

2.1 Temporal / Calendrical

Like most religious people of antiquity, Manichaeans where interested in the calculation

of time and the préservation of important dates, especially the date of Mani's death, or

"crucifixion" as it was later styled, under Vahram II in 276 or 277 CE. Coptic sources,

particularly the "Berna Psalms" (2Ps [l]-47), and the Homilies62 are particularly

informative in this regard. According to thèse traditions, Mani died on the second day of

the week (2Ps 17.24), the fourth day of the month Phamenoth (2Ps 17.26; 18.7) at the

eleventh hour (2Ps 18.8; Hom 60.13), after six years of persécution (2Ps 19.13) and

twenty-six days chained in Belapat prison (2Ps 16.25; 43.30; Hom 60.11). This précise

information was transmitted also into the Iranian tradition, where Mani, "on the fourth of

the month of Sharevar, on Monday, at the eleventh hour, when he stood in prayer, he cast

off the base garment of the body" (M 5 [Parthian]). This event, occurring in 276 or 277

CE depending on calendar harmonization,64 was also used to date later Manichaean texts

in Iranian and Turkish.65

It is not only the date of Mani's death, however, that was preserved by

Manichaean tradition, other dates from his life are also recorded, such as his date of birth

62 While the Berlin Acts codex and the "appendix" chapter to the Dublin Kephalaia (both unpublished)
provide some important information for the passion narrative, they do not seem to provide any dates or
times (as far as readable) (Funk, personal communication).
63 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 86.
64 Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 39. See Sundermann, "Studien zur kirchengeschichtlichen Literatur" parr. 80,
171, 154.
65 See, for example, M 8171 V ii = T III D 267 (Parthian): "In the year 55 after the Parinirvâna of the
Apostle, Mar Mani, when he was raised up into the chariot of the Moon and found peace with the Father,
the God Ohrmizd" (Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 87), or the postscript datings (ex. 552 years after
Mani's death) in Turkish texts (Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 347).
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(Shaburagan [frag. al-Biruni]; Compendium [Tajadod, 49]), Mani's entry into the

Elchasaite community at âge four (CMC, 11), his first révélation at âge twelve (al-Nadïm,

Fihrist [Dodge]), and his second révélation at twenty-four (CMC, 18; al-Nadïm, Fihrist

[Dodge]). Manichaean tradition also states that three hundred years passed between

Christ's promise and the coming of the Paraclete (Ephraim, Mani, 209 [Reeves #103]),

whom Mani himself claimed to be.

Important moments in the lives of other teachers are also recorded by Manichaean

tradition. Mar Sisinnios, for instance, is said to hâve been martyred at the ninth hour

(Homélies, 60.10), while an Iranian fragment records that on "the 14th (day) of the month

Mihr...Jésus, the Son of God, entered Parinirvâna" (Ml04, M 734 R, and M 459c

Parthian).66 Milestones in the life of the church also receive attention, as when a Turkish

fragment records the date of the introduction of Manichaeism into Central Asia as 665

CE(TIID 180).67

In this way, Manichaeans can be seen to hâve been interested in the numerical

quantification of time and in the conscientious recording of important dates in their

history, especially those relating to the founder. This effort, it seems, was carried into

most of their missionary efforts. To be sure, some dates, such as those of Mani's first

révélations might be literary or hagiographie inventions, but when it cornes to the

duration of his imprisonment and the timing of his exécution the degree of détail recorded

by Manichaean tradition might fîll many New Testament scholars with envy. Naturally,

66 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 71.
67 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 368. Some Syriac fragments also show interest in the cycles of the
moon, stating that it takes fifteen days for the moon to fill and then empty its light (Ephraim, Hypatius,
15.27-34 [Reeves #59). Also, the numbers twenty and twenty-eight are mentioned in an apparent
connection to days of the month in bilingual Coptic-Syriac text from Kellis. See addenda et corrigenda of
Syriac texts by Franzmann in Gardner, Alcock, and Funk, Coptic Documentary Textsfrom Kellis, 344-364.
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numbers are used to record thèse events and to pass them down to future générations of

believers.

Manichaeans, however, were also interested in measuring more remote periods of

time. As such, they adapted previous spéculations about the length of the lives of

prophets such as Adam and Sethel (2Ps 142.5) or the life expectancy of the giants (IKe

117.9). Theologically, however, they sometimes took a much longer view in describing

how it took "thousands of years" for the Mother of Life to reach the earth after her call by

the Father (IKe 71.23)68 or how the great eschatological fire will last no less than 1468

years69 (Shaburagan [Mackenzie, 517 (100)]; al-Jabbar, 160 [Monnot]). In fact,

Manichaean theology as a whole is framed by an enumerated sensé of time in the

doctrine of the Three Times: 1) the initial séparation of Light and Darkness, 2) mixture

and création, 3) final séparation (IKe 55.18, 24, 25; 57.32; Xvâstvânïft, VIII A [Bang];

Compendium, 100 [Tajadod]; Hymnscroll, 172 [Tsui Chi]). This provided the core

framework over which both Manichaean myth and practice is overlain, giving it a clear

temporal consistency and cohérence lacking in other contemporary religious Systems.

2.2 Exegetical / Theological

The second mode in which Manichaeans employed numbers was far more productive and

important in that numbers and enumeration played a central rôle in the development of

Manichaean theological discourse and deeply influenced how they viewed the worlds

above and below. One of the most striking things about Manichaean myth-making is the

fact that certain key figures came to hâve numerical éléments embedded into their very

68 This, in spite of the fact that technically the earth had not been created yet.
69 The only other source in which this number is known to occur is NHC VI, 4, On the Concept of Our
Great Power (46:27ff).
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names, such as the First Man70 and the Third Messenger.71 More common, however, is

the numerical grouping of figures such as the Five Sons of First Man or those of Living

Spirit, the Five Eléments, the Three Wheels, the Eight Earths, the Ten Heavens, or the

Twelve Virgins. AU of thèse groupings, even if their individual members hâve their own

names and désignations, became stereotypical and key to the Manichaean world-view.

Add to this an interest in seemingly inséparable pairs such as Call and Response or

Ashaqlun and Namraël and it becomes clear that numbers and the numerical description

of things and beings is at the heart of the way in which Manichaeans thought about and

described reality as they knew it.

2.2.1 Two

The number two, especially in terms of the concepts of polarity and pairing, plays a

central rôle in Manichaean discourse as the foundation of Manichaean ontology. The

basic concept of two radically opposed principles—one good and associated with light,

the other evil and associated with darkness—serves as the starting point of the entire

Manichaean cosmogonie myth. Thèse "Two Principles" (Shabuhragan M 5794 = T II D

126; Severus [Kugener/Cumont, 89]; Simplicius 35.31 [Adam]; Seven Chapters, 1.17

[Adam]; Short Formula, 1324A.2 [Adam]; Long Formula 1461D.8 [Adam]; Serapion 12

[Adam 40]; Aug. Haer. 46.2 [Adam]; al-Jabbar, 162 [Monnot]; Xvâstvânîft, VIII A

70 The pre-Manichaean figure of rc*. tmxa r&ir* was rendered by western Manichaean translators as b
àv6pa>Jtoç (Greek), TTCp^pn NptDMe (Coptic), or primus homo (Latin), while eastern

translators frequently employed the name Ohrmizd or "First Thought" (Iranian, Chinese) (Vermes/Lieu,
Acta Archelai, 46 n. 34). In modem languages, this individual is variously translated as "Primai Man",
"First Man", "Urmensch", "l'Homme primordial", etc. Personally, I fïnd "Primai Man" a bit misleading in
English, since in current usage it seems to carry connotations of "primitive" or "pre-historic," while "First
Man" implies simple temporal priority or originality. He is, however, distinct from Adam—the "first" man.
71 Interestingly, the Messenger isn't actually qualifïed as "Third" in Syriac sources, but rather simply as
rev-v^»*', "the Messenger" (Théodore bar Khonai 316.2 [Scher]). In Greek, however, he became b
npEO$xnr\ç b xpitoç, Ma.2c9a.MT MnpecBeYTHC in Coptic, and tertius legatus in Latin.
72 Tardieu identifies this as one of the key characteristics of Manichaean mythology {Le manichéisme, 101).
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[Bang]; Compendium, 97 [Tajadod]; Treatise, 563, 579 [Chavannes/Pelliot]; Hymnscroll,

110 [?], 172, 264 [Tsui Chi]), variously known as "Two Natures" (Ephraim, Hypatius

129 [Reeves #1]; Théodore bar Khonai 313.13-14 [Scher]); CMC 132; 2Ps 9.10; Acta

Archelai 13.3; Seven Chapters, 1.17/18 [Adam]; Aug. Haer. 46.2 [Adam];

Commonitorium, 1, 2 [Adam]; Treatise, 583 [Chavannes/Pelliot]), "Two Beings"

(Ephraim, Hypatius, 129 [Reeves #1]; Serapion 12 [Adam]; IKe 47.28; 164.7; 220.16;

286.25,28); "Two Domains" (Ephraim, Hypatius, 129 [Reeves #1]), "Two Roots"

(Ephraim, Hypatius, 129 [Reeves #1]; Serapion 26.12 [Adam]), "Two Eternals" (al-

Nadïm, Fihrist [Dodge]), "Two Substances" (Epist. fund., Frag. 5a [Aug. Contra epist.

fund, 14]; al-Maturidi, 304 [Monnot]) and (as we shall see) "Two Trees" (IKe 17.4, 11,

17, 30; 19.28; 23.l),73 exist in total ontological séparation prior to the création of the

cosmos. It is only as a resuit of the agitation and lust of the dark nature that the Two

Principles corne into to conflict and the cosmos cornes into being through a disastrous

mixing of light and darkness. The enduring polarity and mutual hostility of thèse two

natures, even in their composite form, can be found as a leitmotiv running throughout

Manichaean ideology. Indeed, it is the désire to separate the Two Principles and re-

establish the initial ségrégation that drives Manichaean ritual, since it is only through the

consumption of light-rich foods that the Manichaean Elect can hope to liberate the

essence of light from its dark, material prison.

This brings us to another critically important Manichaean pairing, namely the Sun

and Moon (Théodore bar Khonai 315.21 [Scher]; Alexander of Lycopolis, 4), which

serve as "Light-ships" (IKe 83.1; 151.25; 172.26; 181.29; Treatise, 531, 533

73 al-Nadlm also records "Two Sources" as the title of a letter attributed to Mani (Gardner and Lieu,
Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 165).
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[Chavannes/Pelliot]) for the transportation of ritually liberated light-particles from the

mixed cosmos to their luminous homeland. Also known as Two "Chariots"

{Shabuhragan M 98/991), "Light-givers" (IKe 245.3; 405.29), "Vessels" (Aug. Haer.

46), "Palaces of Light" (Xvâstvânïft, II A; II C [Bang]), or simply just "Lights" (2Ps

19.19; Acta Archelai 8.6; Hymnscroll, 407, 412 [Tsui Chi]), thèse two celestial bodies

were considered essential parts of the cosmic machinery of salvation. The vénération of

this pair to the détriment of the other heavenly bodies created a tension in Manichaean

theology that (as we shall see) could only be resolved through créative use of numeric

patterning and astrology.

An equally important pairing in Manichaean soteriology is the concept of "Call

and Response." According to Théodore bar Khonai, after the capture of First Man by the

Archons, the Father of Greatness calls upon the Living Spirit to mount a rescue opération.

During this rescue, Living Spirit and First Man engage in a dialogue (314.25-315.3

[Scher]). By the end of the dialogue, the speakers are no longer identified as Living Spirit

and First Man, but rather, as "Call" and "Response" (315.3 [Scher]). In this way, the

dialogue between Living Spirit and First Man becomes hypostasized into an important

quasi-divine pairing (IKe 25.28; 35.30; 37.5-7; 43.3; 50.2, 54.25; 55.5 etc.) that appears

throughout later Manichaean discourse {Hymnscroll, 133, 391 [Tsui Chi]).

Pairings of this sort also occur on the anthropological level in Manichaean

accounts of the création of the first pair of human beings, Adam and Eve. Hère, again,

Théodore bar Khonai is an important witness to canonical tradition when he records that

upon seeing the luminous divine form of the (Third) Messenger, the demonic pair,

Ashqalun and Namrael (the antitype to the first couple), conspired to create Adam and
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Eve based on the Messenger's androgynous image (317.7-15 [Scher]). In fact,

male/female pairs seem to hâve played an important rôle in some early streams of

Manichaean discourse at the level of the third74 and even the first75 évocations. The

importance of both genders is also manifested in descriptions of the dark-realm, where

great care is taken to emphasize the fact that in each of the Five Worlds of Darkness five

species of créatures were fashioned "maie and female" (IKe 30.22; see also IKe 48.21-

22). Moreover, anthropologically oriented pairings also occur in Manichaean discourse,

particularly in the Kephalaia, when it places emphasis on the fact that human beings

possess features such as two arms (IKe 173.7), two breasts (IKe 173.10, 12), two ears

(IKe 173.8), two eyes (IKe 151.23; 151.27; 173.11), two feet (IKe 78.4), etc, not to

mention the typical association of the "Two Men" (i.e., Old Man & New Man) (pCDMG

CNGY) IKe 337.11) that represent the state of the individual prior to and post

conversion.

74 In light of the fact that Jésus the Splendour can be equated with both the Perfect Man and the Third
Messenger, the Virgin of Light could be seen as (at an early stage at least) forming a pair with him in order
to represent both aspects of the androgynous Messenger.
75 Another, albeit ambiguous, pièce of évidence which points to the importance of male-female pairs in
early Manichaean discourse can be found in the Psalm-book. According to "Berna Psalm" 223, the Father
sent forth his "strong son" (cyHpe MXCDpe) to counter the dark invasion. The son, however, produces
someone called "his virgin" (TecrrTà.p©eNOC), who is, just like First Man, equipped with "five powers"
('f'e NÔA.M) in order to battle with the forces of darkness (2Ps 10.6-9). Then, the psalmist records how
First Man (hère called the "watcher" [TTMâ.2l.3i.ÏTCJ]), in a n action reminiscent of the Third Messenger,
reveals "his Maiden" to the dark powers, causing them to go mad with désire (2Ps 10.10-14). This idea,
also attested in a recently discovered Manichaean text from Kellis, where a féminine being addressed as
ÎÏÔTVUX ("lady") is depicted as clothing herself in the Five Eléments and going out to meet the powers of
darkness (see Gardner and Worp, "Leaves from a Manichaean Codex," 148-151), that it was a pair of
beings who actually when out to meet the darkness, may reflect some very early stratum of early
Manichaean discourse in which the principal beings of each évocation where conceived of as male/female
pairs.
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2.2.2 Three

Manichaean doctrine is often summarized by the phrase "the two principles and the three

times." While the concept of the Two Principles (as we hâve just seen) is meant to

represent the basic foundation of Manichaean ontology, the "Three Times" (Xvâstvânîft,

VIII A [Bang]; Compendium, 100 [Tajadod]; Hymnscroll, 172 [Tsui Chi]) provides the

myth's basic narrative frame: 1) initial séparation, 2) mixture, 3) final séparation (2Ps

11.29-31; Hom 7.9-11).76 This means that the world and everything in it exists in the

second period of mixture. Thus, the goal of Manichaeism itself is to bring about an end to

the second time and to facilitate by means of ritual purification the arrivai of the final

period of eternal séparation.

Three part structures also play a central rôle in Manichaean cosmogony at other

levels. According to Théodore bar Khonai's account of the myth, the Father of Greatness

responds to the dark invasion by the émanation of three divine triads. First, the Father77

calls upon Mother of Life and First Man as an initial reaction to the aggression of the

dark-realm (313.27-28 [Scher]). Second, in response to the capture of First Man, the

Father calls upon the Beloved of Lights, the Great Builder, and the Living Spirit (314.15-

17 [Scher]). Thèse beings slay the Archons and build the basic infrastructure of the

cosmos. Once this is accomplished, a third évocation is made and an additional séries78 of

beings is brought forth to complète the work of salvation.

76 There is, however , a tendency in Coptic sources to divide the second t ime into three distinct phases (see
Kephalaia Chapter 17; Heuser , "The Manichaean Myth , " 22-24; see Nagal , "Bemerkungen ," 201 fi).
77 Hère I include the Father as an implicit member of the first triad.
78 Théodore's account of the third évocation, however, becomes problematic when viewed in light of other
early Manichaean sources. While Théodore states that the Messenger brought forth Twelve Virgins and
Jésus the Splendour (although Jésus is not explicitly "called" in Theodore's account), Kephalaia Chapter 7
("The Seventh, on the Five Fathers") states that the Third Messenger emanated tree powers: 1) the Column
of Glory/Perfect Man, 2) Jésus the Splendour, and 3) a single Virgin of Light (IKe 35.7-17). Elsewhere, in
Kephalaia Chapter 16 ("[On the Five] Greatnesses which hâve [come] out against the Darkness"), the third
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One of the things accomplished during the second évocation is the construction of

the "Three Wheels" by the Living Spirit (Théodore bar Khonai 315.22 [Scher])—one of

wind, one of water, and one of fire. This concept, known as the "Three Garments" to

Shabuhragan M 98/991, is attested in Coptic (IKe 93.10; 113.32; 171.5; 171.24; 2Ps

2.16; 144.32; 2Ps 138.48), Latin (Am. Cant [Aug. Contra Faustum, 15.5] [Adam]), and

Chinese (Treatise, 516 [Chavannes/Pelliot]; Hymnscroll, 133 [Tsui Chi]) sources and is

meant to represent a kind of cosmic engine driving the purification activities of the

universe.

The number three also plays a rôle in how Manichaeans conceived the geography

of the light-realm, which Mani described as having "Three Régions" {Shabuhragan M

98/991; Severus [Kugener/Cumont 96]), namely, three of four cardinal directions: north,

east, and west. The dark-realm, it was thought, occupied only the lower, southern régions,

although, in the end, it too would be relegated to its own tripartite abode in the form of

the "Three Ditches" meant to hold the material remnants of the cosmos after it has been

consumed by the Great Fire. This idea can be found not only in Shabuhragan (M 470 +),

but also as the title of a chapter of Mani's Book of Mysteries recorded by al-Nadïm

(Fihrist, 798 [Dodge]). In addition, it can be found in Coptic (IKe 111.33; 116.5; Hom

40.24) sources.

Manichaean ethics also contain a three-part structure in the form of the "Three

Seals" encouraging the Elect to maintain purity of mouth, hand, and belly. This image,

too, is widely attested in Coptic (IKe 192.8-13; 375.27; 2Ps 94.12; 160.12), Latin (Aug.

évocation is said to include the Third Messenger, the Column of Glory, and the "powers of light" revealed
by him (IKe 49.26-28). This indicates that even for the compiler of this Kephalaia chapter, there seems to
hâve been a certain ambiguity as to who should be included.
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De moribus manichaeorum, 10.19), Turkish (Xvâstvânîft, XV C [Bang]), and Chinese

{Hymnscroll, 414 [Tsui Chi]) sources.

2.2.3 Four

The two most important Manichaean concepts associated with four are the

commonplace79 idea of the "Four Régions" of the world (Shabuhragan M 98/991; IKe

6.6; 25.18; 91.12; 265.28; 269.5; Hom 19.11; Am. Cant. [Aug. Contra Faustum, 15.5];

Xvâstvânîft, II.B [Bang]) and the séries of four divine qualities attributed to the Father of

Greatness, namely 1) Divinity, 2) Light, 3) Power, and 4) Wisdom. As we shall see, this

latter concept, which is reflected in the notion of the "Four-faced god" {Shabuhragan M

7980-7984; 2Ps 191.12; Seven Chapters 3.59 [Adam]; Long Formula 1461C.14 [Adam]),

although widely accepted in eastern branches of Manichaeism, seems to hâve had less

meaning to Manichaeans in the west. Additional examples include images of "Four

Angels" (IKe 93.26; 290.3), and "Four Hunters" (IKe 28.2-3).

2.2.4 Five

In spite of the fondamental importance of two and three to some of Manichaeism's most

basic concepts, five is (pardon the pun) the quintessential Manichaean number, since it

appears in a whole host of multifunctional and polynomial séries. For instance, the "Five

shekinahs" that surround the Father in canonical Syriac tradition (Théodore bar Khonai

313.16 [Scher]), came to be known as the "Five Aeons" (Synaxeis) or "Limbs" in

79 There is nothing uniquely Manichaean about such ideas, which include the attribution of "Four Walls" to
various cosmic spaces (Shabuhragan M 98/991; IKe 86.29; Treatise, 517, 526 [Chavannes/Pelliot]).
80 This was also identified by Tardieu as one of the essential characteristics of Manichaean ideology (Le
manichéisme, 101).
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(Graeco-)Coptic (Kephalaia) and represent the essential aspects of divinity as well as the

constituent parts of the soûl. The "Five ziwane" (Théodore bar Khonai 314.11 [Scher];

Ephraim, Hypatius, 136 [Reeves #4]) or "Shining Gods" with which the First Man arrned

himself for battle, also known as the "Five Eléments" (Book ofGiants [Henning, "Book

of Giants," 63]; Fihrist, 779 [Dodge]; Acta Archelai 7.3; Aug. Haer. 46.7), the "Five

Sons of First Man" (Théodore bar Khonai 314.22; Ephraim, Hypatius, 101 [Reeves #29]),

and the "Five Intellectuals" (Seven Chapters, 3.68/69 [Adam]; Long Formula 1461D.1

[Adam]) (see below) are central to the Manichaean concept of the "Living Soûl" or the

light-substance imprisoned within the material universe. In addition, the "Five Sons of

Living Spirit" (Théodore bar Khonai 314.17 [Scher]) function as guardians of the cosmos

and suppressors of the dark powers, who themselves are also associated with five-part

séries such as the "Five Worlds of Darkness" (Théodore bar Khonai 313.19 [Scher];

Fihrist [Dodge]) and the "Five Trees" (Théodore bar Khonai 317.3 [Scher]). As we shall

see, sorting out the five-part patterns associated with the Kingdom of Darkness became a

question of considérable importance within the context of the Kephalaia. In fact, it is

within the Kephalaia that pentads play their greatest rôle as the most frequently utilized

numeric pattern,81 although the implications of this phenomenon will be more fully

explored in the following chapter.

81 One notable exception is Chinese sources such as the Hymnscroll.
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2.2.5 Six

The number six occurs infrequently in Manichaean sources and cannot be associated with

canonical tradition.82 When it does occur, as in Kephalaia Chapter 38, it is a resuit of the

artificial addition of the pairing Call and Response as one figure to the Five Sons of First

Man and Living Spirit (IKe 92.3-4). Other instances include références to "Six Thrones"

(IKe 83.1), "Six Thresholds" (M 67 [Parthian]),83 or "Six Robbers" (Hymnscroll, 104

[Tsui CM]).

2.2.6 Seven

Seven also occurs relatively rarely, although it is not unknown. Mani, for instance, made

référence to "Seven Planets" and "Seven Pillars" in Shabuhragan (M 98/991), while

according to al-Nadïm one chapter of the Book of Mysteries concerned the "Seven

Spirits" (Fihrist, 798 [Dodge]). Ephraim also attributes an idea of "Seven Régions" and

"Ten Firmaments" to both Mani and Bardaisan (Mani 204.10-47 [Reeves #49]), while

"Seven Heavens" (IKe 172.10) and "Seven Firmaments" (IKe 170.29) are referenced to

in the Kephalaia. This text also contains références to items such as "Seven Angels

(produced by fasting)"(lKe 193.29; 194.4, 6), "Seven Buddhas" (2Ke *305 [Funk,

"Reconstruction"]), "Seven Communities" (2Ke *305 [Funk, "Reconstruction"]), "Seven

Ditches" (IKe 243.8, 12), and "Seven Garments" (IKe 107.28). Chinese sources, on the

other hand, mention images such as "Seven Precious Pearls" (Treatise, 557

[Chavannes/Pelliot]), "Seven Ship-masters" (Hymnscroll, 371 [Tsui Chi]), and "Seven

Treasures" (Hymnscroll, 391 [Tsui Chi]).

i2 While the so-called "Song of the Lovers" makes référence to the Six Faces (of Keeper of Splendor) (Am.
Cant [Aug. Contra Faustum, 15.5]), the relation of this poem to canonical tradition remains obscure.
83 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 56.
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2.2.7 Eight

The number eight plays a limited, although important, rôle in the canonical concept of the

"Eight Earths" (Théodore bar Khonai 315.11-12 [Scher]; al-NadTm, Fihrist, 781 [Dodge])

created by the Mother of Life out of the corpses of the slain Archons. This idea is widely

attested in Manichaean sources (see Acta Arch. 8.1; IKe 58.23; 118.242; Ps 10.26; al-

Jabbar, 159 [Monnot]; Xvâstvânlft, III B [Bang]; Treatise, 514 [Chavannes/Pelliot]) and

is a key pièce of Manichaean cosmology.

2.2.8 Nine

Nine occurs rarely, although it is attested in the "Nine (Garments)" of the Child (IKe

108.2) and the "Nine Thrones" (of Honour) (IKe 82.25, 28; 83.12) from the Kephalaia.

2.2.9 Ten

As in the case of eight, ten occurs in an infrequent but consistent fashion in the

complimentary notion of the "Ten Heavens" (Shabuhragan M 470 +; al-Nadïm, Fihrist

781 [Dodge]; 2Ps 10.25; al-Jabbar, 159 [Monnot]; Xvâstvânïft, III B [Bang]; Treatise,

514, 515 [Chavannes/Pelliot]; Hymnscroll, 130 [Tsui Chi]) or the "Ten Firmaments"

(Ephraim, Mani 204.10-47 [Reeves #49]; IKe 88.6; 115.7; 118.20; 131.24; 170.4; 478.2,

3), although other concepts such as the "Ten Advantages of the Manichaean Religion"

(Shabuhragan M 5794 = T II D 126; Kephalaia Chapter 151) and the "Ten

Commandments" (Xvâstvânïft, IX A; XV C [Bang]) are also known.
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2.2.10 Eleven

Eîeven occurs as an irregularity in two important sources, namely, Shabuhragan, which

mentions "Eleven Firmaments" (M 7980-7984) and Théodore bar Khonai, who records

the création of "Eleven Heavens" by the Mother of Life.84

2.2.11 Twelve

Twelve plays an important rôle in Manichaean discourse primarily through the concept of

the "Twelve Aeons" (2Ps 9.13; 133.11; 136.33; 144.11; 198.25; TKc 1.14; Seven

Chapters, 3.61 [Adam]; Am. Cant. [Aug. Contra Faustum, 15.5] [Adam]) that surround

the Father of Greatness, variously known as his "Twelve Princes" (2Ps 136.29), his

"Twelve Henchmen" (2Ps 136.32), or his "Twelve Rich Gods" (IKe 25.16). Although

not explicitly named in Coptic sources, thèse beings are presumably connected to the

"Twelve Dominions of Light": 1) dominion, 2) wisdom, 3) victory, 4) joy, 5) zeal, 6)

truth, 7) faith, 8) patience, 9) righteousness, 10) kindness, 11) harmony, and 12) light

known from Iranian sources (M 14 R 19-28)85 and the "Twelve Virgins" mentioned by

Théodore bar Khonai (316.2-8; IKe 25.22; 2Ps 133.16; 138.65; TKc 1.12) as

accompanying the Third Messenger. This séries of divinized virtues are also known as

the "Twelve Steersmen" {Acta Archelai 13.2; Hymnscroll, 362 [Tsui Chi]) and are

paralleled by an inverse séries of dark virtues or "dominions": 1) evil knowledge, 2)

greed, 3) ostentatiousness, 4) restlessness, 5) wrath, 6) défilement, 7) destruction, 8)

annihilation, 9) death, 10) fraud, 11) tumult, and 12) darkness (M 34 R 6-15 Parthian).86

84 This is usually interpreted as some kind of manuscript error (see Reeves, Jewish Lore, 203 n. 38;
Williams Jackson, Researches in Manichaeism, 234 n. 48).
85 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 78.
86 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 79.
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Also associated with the dark realm (as we shall see) are the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac

(IKe 27.16; 48.35; 120.12; 166.32; 167.3,12,31; 169.9; 173.25,27; 174.12), the "Twelve

Spirits of Death" (IKe 26.17) and the "Twelve Spirits of Error" (IKe 48.34).

2.2.12 Thirteen

Thirteen is also rare but not unknown, being the subject of Kephalaia Chapter 152 on

how the Elect rises through thirteen spirits, although Chinese sources mention "Thirteen

Luminous Bodies" (Treatise, 528 [Chavannes/ Pelliot]), "Thirteen Luminous Powers"

(Treatise, 519, 523 [Chavannes/Pelliot]), "Thirteen Qualities of Old Man" (Treatise, 540

[Chavannes/Pelliot]), and "Thirteen Qualities of the Beloved of Lights" (Treatise, 542

[Chavannes/Pelliot]).

2.2.13 Fourteen

Fourteen can be found in a handful of références to miscellaneous items such as

"Fourteen Gates" (Shabuhragan M 98/991), "Fourteen Aeons" spoken about by Sethel

(IKe 42.25, 30, 31, 33; 43.1; 43.10), "Fourteen Heads" of the Dragon (IKe 251.27;

252.2, 6, 8, 18; 253.1, 10, 17, 21), "Fourteen Vehicles" boarded by Jésus (IKe 36.28),

"Fourteen Wounds" inflicted on the Five-fold God (Le., First Man) (Xvâstvâriîft, III C

[Bang]), and the "Fourteen ('Two-fold seven') Palaces" (Hymnscroll, 22 [Tsui Chi]).

2.2.14 Fifteen

Fifteen, although almost unknown, can be found in a référence to "Fifteen Sprouts/Roots"

from the Chinese Hymnscroll (70 [Tsui Chi]).
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2.2.15 Other Numbers

Références to a limited amount of larger numbers can be found in various types of

Manichaean literature, such as "Twenty-two Angels" (IKe 289.32,33), "Twenty-two

Words" (Hom 43.20), "Twenty-four ('Two-fold twelve') Palaces" {Hymnscroll, 22 [Tsui

Chi]), "Twenty-five characteristics and limbs" of Call & Response (IKe 263.3), "Thirty-

six Angels" (IKe 289.30), "Forty Messengers" {Hymnscroll, 134 [Tsui Chi]), "One

hundred and forty-four gods" (Seven Chapters, 3.6 [Adam]), "Three-hundred and Fifty

Angels" produced by fasting (IKe 194.6, 11), "Three-hundred and Sixty Days" (IKe

467.24, 31), "Three-hundred and Sixty Houses" with gâtes (M 67 R Parthian),87 "One

thousand and fifty angels" engendered by fasting (IKe 194.11), "Ten-thousand Forais"

(IPs 189.31), and "Ten-thousand Races" (IPs 189.32).

2.3 Literary / Rhetorical

As was commonplace in the literature of Late Antiquity (see above), numbers were also

used by Manichaeans in literary and rhetorical contexts. Mani himself, it would seem,

was even moved to employ such devices on occasion, as is testifïed by Théodore bar

Khonai, who records that First Man prayed for aid to the Father of Greatness "seven

times" (Théodore bar Khonai 314.14 [Scher]). Also, Living Spirit, we are told,

commanded "three sons" to kill the Archons (Théodore bar Khonai 315.7-8 [Scher]),

while the Third Messenger appointed "three servants" to move the vessels (Théodore bar

Khonai 316.9 [Scher]). A much subtler use of numeric patterning has also been detected

87 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 56.
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in the Father of Greatness' response to First Man, which Théodore seems to hâve

recorded in its original metrical verse form.88

Greek sources contain a mère handful of numerical flourishes, such as the

comparison of Light and Dark to "two kings" {Acta Archelai. 7.2), although the Cologne

Mani Codex records "two men" as comparions for Mani {CMC 106), "four zones of the

sea" {CMC 11), and a hyperbolic statement from one of Mani's visions, which apparently

included "[thousands] and tens [of thousands] sinking" in a sea {CMC 11).

Not surprisingly, Coptic Manichaean texts contain many more literary and

rhetorical numbers. Most superfîcial is the enumeration of titles and chapters, as can be

found not only in the Kephalaia*9 but also in the Epistles ° and the Synaxeis91 codices. In

other cases, numbers are used in the construction of exempla (Two Births [of Women]

[lKe 147.12], Two People [lKe 189.28; 236.27], Two Pearls [lKe 203.12]), metaphor

(Two Droplets [lKe 203.17], Two-edged axe [Paraclete] [2Ps 162.31; 178.7; 226.19],

Two Sons [of Someone] [lKe 76.35]), and hyperbole, as in the two-hundred and ten

times ten thousand rulers of the body (lKe 175.11), the thousand coming to reap the

grain (Hom 8.16), the thousands chosen and the ten thousands who believe (Hom 59.13),

the eight-hundred and forty times ten thousand rulers of body (lKe 175.8), or the ten

thousand words uttered (2Ps 161.16). Numbers are also used in the calculation and

association of divinities, as when the Five Sons are added to Call and Response in order

to equal seven (lKe 43.4), or the Five Intellectuals added to the Five Porters {omophoroï)

88 Reitzenstein and Schaeder, Studien zum antiken Synkretismus, 343.
89 The first vo lume oîKephalaia occasionally contains chapter titles such as "The Second, on the Parable of
the Tree" and "The Seventh, on the Five Fathers" (Polotsky/Bôhlig) .
90 Mani's letters are given names such as "The Seventh Letter of Ktesiphon," or "The Third Letter to
Sissinios." See Gardner, "The Reconstruction of Mani's Epistles from Three Coptic Codices," 93-104.
Also, Funk, A Work Concordance to the Coptic Fragments of Mani's Epistles.
91 This codex contains titles such as "The Second Synaxis of the First Discourse." See Mirecki, "The
Coptic Manichaean Synaxeis Codex," 137-145.
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in order to equal ten, then supplemented by Call & Response to equal twelve (2Ps 133.29-

30). Other number statements, however, are far more enigmatic, such as a verse from the

Psalm-book: "One, two, three is the Perfect Church" (2Ps 162.9; 171.13). Events in

Manichaean history are even given a numerical colouring, as in the description of the

three (Hom 48.20) or six chains put on Mani (2Ps 19.6), the three female Catechumens

who visit him in prison (Hom 59.4), or the "once, twice, three times" the king questions

Sisinnios (Hom 82.26). As we shall see, literary and rhetorical patterns involving^/ve are

particularly common in the Kephalaia, influencing both the content and structure of

Manichaean discourse.

Manichaean texts from Central Asia also contain a certain amount of numbered

literary and rhetorical devices. For instance, fragments from the "Taie of Three Fishes"9

and the "Parable of the Two Snakes"93 survive, as do texts structured according to the

twenty-two letters of the Aramaic alphabet,94 such as the "Parable of the World Océan,"

which is explained in two sets of ten parts (T III T 601, T III 2015, T II D 2 [Sogdian])95

or a litany of twenty-two invocations (M 39 V ii [Parthian]).96 Hyperbolic numbers are

also found, as in the 20 000 démons who rule hours of the day (M 1202 [Parthian]).97

Similarly, Turkish texts also contain hyperbolic statements about 140 myriads of devils

fought by the Five-fold God {Xvastvanift 1B [Bang]), or the 500 000 myriads of divine

virgins and youths around the throne of the Father of Greatness (T I D 20).98 In one

particularly elaborate Sogdian text, however, numbers are used extensively as part of an

92 Henning, "Sogdian Taies," 465-487.
93 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 181.
94 While thèse may hâve been modelled on Mani's Living Gospel, such acrostic poems were a well-known
literary convention in antiquity.
95 Klimkeit , Gnosis on the Silk Road, 178-181 .
96 Klimkeit , Gnosis on the Silk Road, 67 -68 .
97 Klimkeit , Gnosis on the Silk Road, 164.
98 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 339-340.
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extended metaphor about how the Living Spirit created the world in the form of a Near

Eastern bazaar (M 5794)."

Chinese texts also contain hyperbolic descriptions of Land of Light, comparing it

to the brightness of a hundred or thousand suns and moons {Hymnscroll, 277 [Tsui Chi]),

which glisten in a myriad of ways {Hymnscroll, 277 [Tsui Chi]), and contains a billion

varieties of treasure {Hymnscroll, 303 [Tsui Chi]). Similarly, 1000 myriad parts of

"Tathagata's" wisdom are mentioned {Treatise, 587 [Chavannes/Pelliot]).

2.4 Liturgical / Magical

Also of interest is the occurance of numerical patterns in Manichaean liturgical formulae,

such as a four-part statement from the Psalm-book, "Amen, Amen, Amen, Amen, again,

the four-faced God" (2Ps 191.12), or a (stereotypical) passage from Turfan, "Holy, Holy,

Holy to you! Father!" (M 538 and 75 [Parthian]).100 Five appears in Parthian in a five-

part bénédiction, "Blessed be the shepherd, the judge, the good ruler, the leader, the

powerful one, life!" (M 39 V I [Parthian]).101 Certain liturgical formulae were also meant

to be repeated, as in a four-time répétition of "God of the dawn" in one Turkish fragment

(T II D 169)102 or a three-time liturgical répétition of "You hâve corne with salvation" in

Sogdian (T II D 169).103 Even scribes, it seems, could not resist employing such devices,

as in the fïve-part blessing from the Turkish colophon to the "Book of the Two

Principles" (T II D 171).104

99 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 236.
100 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 30.
101 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 59. See also a Parthian passage with states that "with the five
thoughts (panj parmânag) [we invoke] the Mother of the Righteous, the Father, the God Ohrmizd, together
with the five Bright Ones" (M 5262 = TI ID 66) (Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 32).
102 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 290.
103 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 63.
104 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 374-375.
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Numbers were also used to describe the length of certain liturgical events, such as

the Five Paschas of Lord Heracleides (2Ps Index 231.31), the Fifty Fasts (IKe 233.3), or

the Fifty Lord's Days (IKe 233.4; 262.11, 16; 263.9, 16, 20, 21, 27, 29; 264.3, 6, 9, 10,

15, 16, 18). An Iranian liturgical index enumerates the number of homilies required for

yamagâ days of fasting and prayer, which were observed in commémoration of martyrs

(S [Middle Persian]).105 In addition, the Turkish Xvâstvânïft records seven Yimki Festivals

(XIV A; XVI B [Bang]), as well as a Fifty-Day Vusanti-Fast (XII A [Bang]).

2.5 Communal / Ecclesiastical

What is even more interesting, however, is the degree to which numbers were embedded

into the spécifie structuring of the Manichaean communal and ecclesiastical hierarchy.106

While the Manichaean community was broadly divided into the two classes of Elect and

Hearer (or Catechumen) under the guidance of one suprême Leader (àp%r|yôç—i.e., the

successor of Mani—from the Elect were drawn four classes charged with the

administration of church business: 1) 12 Teachers, 2) 72 Bishops, 3) 360 Ministers,107

and 4) Religious, which included choir-masters, preachers, scribes, and singers. The

sélection of "twelve" teachers, it would seem, was modelled on Jésus' sélection of twelve

disciples, while "seventy-two" bishops reflects the number of disciples sent out on

missions by Jésus (Lk 10:l).108 The 360 ministers were, in turn, connected to the lunar

calendar.109 It should be noted, however, that the overall structure of the Manichaean

105 Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 152.
106 For a description of this hierarchy see Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 72-79.
107 Thèse first three classes were apparently modelled on the structure of Mesopotamian Christian Church
(See Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 76).
108 Both of thèse numbers occur as early as the Psalm-book (2Ps 44.8) and the Dublin Kephalaia (Ch. 337
[Funk, "Reconstruction"]).
109 Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 74.
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church, the Manichaean "body" as it were, when the four classes of Elect are combined

with the Hearer class, was rooted in the number/zve—more évidence, it would seem, of

the central importance of this number for the Manichaeans.

This survey of numerical références in Manichaean texts brings into focus several key

factors that motivate this study—1) that Manichaeans utilized numbers in their religious

discourse more than most of their contemporaines in Late Antiquity, 2) that, unlike

Pythagoreans and numerologically minded individuals from the period, Manichaeans

were not interested in the theological properties or significance of numbers in themselves,

but in the fact that they could be perceived reoccurring throughout the structure of the

cosmos, 3) that the number Jîve was given the widest application to key theological

concepts, and 4) no where is the significance ofjîve given more attention than in the first

volume of the Coptic Kephalaia. As a resuit, the main portion of this study may justly be

devoted to coming to terms with the occurence of five-part numerical patterns in this

important early Manichaean text.
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CHAPTER3: METHODOLOGICAL APPRO ACHES

Since their discovery in 1929, the Manichaean codices from Medinet Madi hâve attracted

relatively little scholarly attention, especially when compared to other late antique

religious texts uncovered during the twentieth century such as those from Qumran or Nag

Hammadi. The primary concern thus far has been with producing éditions of the texts—a

goal that due to the extremely poor condition of the papyrus and the lack of available

(and interested!) specialists has not yet been achieved.110 There was a long hiatus

between the initial éditions of Allberry,111 Polotsky,112 and Bôhlig113 and the more récent

éditions and re-editions of Funk,114 Richter,115 and Wurst.116 In the meantime, (in addition

to a fair number of articles)117 some more detailed and thematic studies (especially of the

Psalm-Book) hâve appeared by scholars such as Sâve-Sôderbergh,118 Nagel,119

Richter,120 Villey,121 Wurst,122 Gardner,123 and Pedersen.124 During this period, however,

much of the attention of Manichaean Studies was diverted towards the Greek Cologne

Mani Codex (CMC), a text that has brought about a complète reorientation of discussions

)10 The Epistles (forthcoming), Acts, Synaxeis, Psalm Book I and Kephalaia II remain to be published,
although one important achievement of modem Manichaean Studies was the publication from 1986-1988
by Seren Giversen of a fascimile édition of the Manichaean papyri from the Chester Beatty Library.
111 A Manichaean Psalm-Book.
112 Manichâische Homilien; with Bôhlig, Kephalaia (I).
113 Kephalaia (I) : 2 Hâlfte [Lieferung 11-12].
114 Kephalaia (1) : Zweite Hâlfte [Lieferung 13-14]; Kephalaia (1) : Zweite Hâlfte [Lieferung 15-16].
115 Psalm Book : Part II, Fasc. 2 (Die Herakleides-Psalmen).
116 Psalm Book : Part II, Fasc. 1 (Die Bema-Psalmen).
117 For a review of récent research from 1988-1996, see Funk, "Research on Manichaeism in Egypt: 1988-
1996," 453-464. In particular, Bôhlig, Funk, Gardner, Giversen, Kasser, Krause, Mirecki, Nagel, Richter,
Smagina, Tardieu, Van Lindt, and Wurst hâve each produced several articles on Coptic Manichaean
literature.
118 Studies in the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-Book.
119 Die Thomaspsalmen des koptisch-manichâischenPsalmenbuches.
noExegetisch-literarkritische Untersuchungen von Herakleides-Psalmen des koptisch-manichàichen
Psalmenbuches.
121 Psaumes des errants : Écrits manichéens du Fayyûm.
122 Das Bemafest der âgyptischen Manichâer.
123 The Kephalaia ofthe Teacher.
124 Studies in the Sermon on the Great War : Investigations of a Manichaean-Coptic Text from the Fourth
Century.
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about Manichaean origins.12 Yet in the wake of the CMC, and especially since the

1990s, there has been a résurgence in Manichaean Studies. The formation of the

International Association of Manichaean Studies (IAMS), the founding of the

Manichaean Studies Seminar (within the context of the Society of Biblical Literature),

the discovery of additional primary Manichaean texts at Kellis, and the initiation of the

international Corpus fontium manichaeorum, with its ambitious aim of publishing ail

surviving Manichaean-related texts in ail languages are also factors that hâve contributed

to this renaissance. Still, there remains only a small number of individuals who are

actively engaged in the study of Manichaeism as a religious movement, and fewer still

who are directly interested in the Coptic sources. Not only are thèse texts invaluable as

sources for the study of Coptic grammar and dialectology, but they are equally important

subjects for literary and historical analysis. At présent, the most suitable candidates for

such analysis from among the Medinet Madi codices, due to their more advanced state of

publication, are the Psalm-Book and the Kephalaia. While the second part of the Psalm-

Book has already been the subject of a number of more récent studies, the first part of the

Kephalaia (i.e., volume one) is also in an idéal position to be fruitfully explored using

modem methods of critical analysis.

3.1 Framing the Question: Towards a Rédaction Critique of the Kephalaia

Given the fact that more focused studies of Coptic Manichaean texts are really only

beginning, it seems natural to assume that such inquiries should take inspiration from the

methodological progression followed by New Testament studies during the late-

25 In the long-standing debate about the Iranian or Judaeo-Christian origins of Manichaeism, the Cologne
Mani Codex has been seen to add much weight to the Judaeo-Christian argument.
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nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.126 This means that form critical}21

redactional, rhetorical, and eventually social-scientific modes of analysis ought

to be applied to this substantial body of late antique literature, which until now lias

remained relatively unexplored. In particular, the Medinet Madi texts are idéal candidates

126 According to Beardslee {Literary Criticism of the New Testament), literary criticism of the N e w
Testament came to the fore especially in the twentieth century, when religious writings came increasingly
to be understood as literature (3). Prior to that, the gospels were generally viewed as being "uncomplicated
documents which had been put together without careful planning" (iii). Contemporary scholars, however ,
n o w consider them to be intricately constructed literary créations (iii). In fact, the investigation into the
complexity o f thèse writings continues year after year with fresh and stimulating results. What literary
criticism of religious literature also emphasizes is the "relationship of content to form, the significance of
structure or form for meaning, and the capacity of language to direct thought and to mould existence itself '
( iv). In order to uncover such relationships, a number of critical stratégies may be employed. Such
stratégies constitute jus t some o f the ways in which m o d e m scholars hâve attempted to understand ancient
religious documents in the forms in which they hâve been preserved. Literary criticism attempts to uncover
not what the texts ought to express based on a particular set of theological criteria, but rather what they do
express. It would be naïve to suggest that literary criticism is free from religious, political, or ideological
biases, since it frequently is not. Nevertheless, literary criticism has brought a wide variety of
understandings to canons of literature that prior to the m o d e m period were thought to be "off-limits" or the
regulated domain of a particular set of theological specialists.
127 Form criticism was first performed on texts from the Hebrew Bible, such as Genesis, in which the
répétition of key stories or the repeated use of particular names or motifs can reveal the incorporation of
earlier documents and traditions (McKnight , What is Form Criticism?). After the First World War,
however , German scholars such as Dibelius and Bul tmann developed New Testament "form crit icism,"
whose "fundamental assumption" is that tradition consists of individual units (sayings, narratives, etc.) that
hâve been jo ined together by the author/editor. Thus, the primary interest of form criticism is not the text as
it exists in its final form, but rather an earlier stage or prehistory consisting of thèse individual units of
tradition.
128 After the Second Wor ld War , a new wave of literary criticism of the N e w Tes tament emerged known as
Redaktionsgeschichte or rédaction criticism (Perrin, What is Rédaction Criticism?). S imply stated,
"rédact ion criticism is concerned with the interaction between inherited tradition and a later interpretive
point of v i e w " (vi) . It at tempts, generally speaking, to understand why individual pièces or units of tradit ion
were organized and connected in a certain manner and how the redactor ' s theological mot ivat ions
influenced this process of collection and arrangement .
129 In the wake of the ideological disasters o f the Second Wor ld W a r a new interest in argumentat ion
emerged. In this context, the publ icat ion of Pere lman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 's Traité de l'argumentation
marked a watershed in the rise of rhetorical criticism (Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament). Faced with
the devastat ing impact of propaganda in the 2 0 * century, Pere lman and Olbrechts-Tyteca re-emphasized
the impor tance o f rhetoric as argumentat ion rather than mère ornamentat ion, as it had corne to be
unders tood (14-15) . Thèse authors also emphas ized the importance of the situation or "speech context" in
the analysis o f rhetorical structures. A s a resuit, rhetorical criticism has resulted in a better unders tanding of
the social setting or Sitz im Leben of particular texts (15). According to Mack, rhetorical analysis is
"valuable as a mediator between literary-critical and social-historical analyses because it pays attention to
both the formai shaping of the text and the impact of the life setting on the employment of devices and the
structuring o f the argument" (15). In other words, rhetorical criticism bridges the gap between literary
criticism and the social sciences (93). Thus, knowing the raies that govern rhetorical argumentation can
lead to a reconstruction of the rhetorical situation, accurate identification of the issue at hand, and a
discovery of the author ' s motives (20).
130 Social-scientific analysis draws upon insights from sociology and cultural anthropology in order to
interpret biblical texts (See Elliott, What is Social-Scientific Criticism?).
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for rédaction criticism, since those who produced them would hâve likely had access to

their master's teaching (at least) in written form, if not oral traditions as well. Thus, given

the fact that this study will attempt to illuminate how the compilers131 of the Kephalaia

sought to transform received Manichaean traditions by means of numeric patterning in

response to spécifie community concerns, it may be described as essentially

redactional in its methodological orientation.

3.2 Describing the Text: Form and Function of the Kephalaia

In spite of the fact that substantial portions of the Kephalaia hâve been edited and

published for over half a century, its form and function hâve remained generally

misunderstood. Since thèse initial publications, even some of the most influential

scholars hâve succumbed to the temptation to regard the Kephalaia either as a record of

Mani's actual discourses134 and teachings,135 or as a systematic136 (albeit secondary)

1 3 1 1 hâve chosen the te rm "compi ler" to represent any number of individuals involved in the product ion of
the text, including authors , editors, and redactors .
132 Three of the basic principals of rédact ion criticism can be summarized as follows: 1) that oral (or in our
case writ ten canonical) tradition is the original source of material , 2 ) that this material has been collected
and redacted in various way s including, al though not l imited to , the form under considérat ion, and 3) that
such material informs us about the beliefs and circumstances of the community (Perrin, 14).
133 The Manichaean Kephalaia exist in two Coptic codices discovered near the Egyptian town of Medinet
Madi in 1929. The first codex (Berlin codex P. 15 996 or Berlin Kephalaia codex) is entitled "The
Kephalaia of the Teacher," while the second codex (Codex C or Dublin Kephalaia codex) is entitled "The
Kephalaia of the Wisdom of My Lord Mani." For a récent account of the discovery of thèse manuscripts
see Robinson, "The Fate of the Manichaean Codices of Medinet Madi: 1929-1989," 19-62. Much of the
Berlin Kephalaia codex was published by Polosky and Bôhlig (1940 and 1966), while the remainder is
being published by Funk (1999, 2000, and fortheoming). For a récent account of the characteristics,
content, and reconstruction of the Kephalaia codices, see Funk, "The Reconstruction of the Manichaean
Kephalaia" 143-159. The Dublin Kephalaia codex is included in Giversen's 1987 facsimile édition,
although it is not (to my knowledge) currently being edited.
134 See Schmidt, Ein Mani-Fund, 23. Also, Lieu, for instance, talks about Kephalaia chapters as "extant
discourses of Mani" (Manichaeism in the Roman Empire, 177). While the enthusiasm of scholars for
finding the authentic voice of Mani in such a text is understandable, somewhat more unsettling is the way
in which the Kephalaia, as a primary source for Manichaeism, is sometimes simply pillaged by scholars for
proof-texts in support of particular readings and hypothèses, with little or no attention paid to the chapter
context from which such références are taken.
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présentation of the "main points" of Manichaean theology. In reality, however, the work

is neither. It should not be seen as a record of the ipsissima verba of Mani himself, nor

should it be viewed as a summa137 of Manichaean theology. Instead, it can be more

accurately described as representing the émergence or évolution of a "scholastic"

tradition that takes the received teaching and writings of Mani as a starting point for

exegesis, élaboration, and constructive interprétation.

While the Kephalaia (literally the "Chapter-book") may présent itself as a

record of Manichaean oral tradition based on Mani's discourses to his inner circle,139 it is

essentialiy the product of later theological developments and elaborations that seek to

respond to a wide array of spécifie questions, many of which are likely rooted in

ambiguities found in the canon. Typically (although not always), a chapter opens with

Mani being questioned by one of his disciples about a spécifie point of doctrine or

interprétation. This means that one of the primary aims sought by the compilers of this

massive work was clarity. While Mani is famous for having recorded his teaching in a

séries of self-consciously canonical writings intended to definitively replace ail previous

révélations, the questions that are asked by the disciples give the distinct impression that

135 Widengren spoke about "Mani's teaching, as set down in the Kephalaia" {Mani and Manichaeism, 69),
while Ort characterized the Kephalaia as "a summary of Mani's doctrines based on his own writings"
(Mani, 23)
136 Even Tardieu, in spite of the incredible balance and control of his Que sais-je volume, seems to indulge
in a slight excess of rhetoric when he characterizes the Kephalaia as "une véritable summa theologica du
manichéisme" based on Mani's logia (Le manichéisme, 66-67). Similarly, Koenen characterized the
Kephalaia as a "dogmatic textbook" ("How Dualistic is Mani's Dualism?" 3).
137 In its existing form, it does not appear to be structured with the same degree of délibération as other
systematic theological treatises from the period, such as Origen's Deprincipiis.
138 This seems like the best way to translate the title (Wolf-Peter Funk, personal communication). I cannot
help, however, wonder whether the intended title is Kephalaia ofthe Teacher or simply just The Teacher
(or in the case of volume two—The Wisdom of My Lord Mani), although évidence from both the Coptic
Homilies (18.6) and the Acta Archelai 62 would seem to support the traditional interprétation ofthe page
headings.
139 Funk, "Reconstruction," 151.
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Mani left many "loose ends" that needed to be resolved.140 Thus, the Kephalaia appears

to be a deliberate attempt to deal with some of thèse issues within the context of Mani's

"apostolic authority,"141 since at the close of the Kephalaid's "prologue" Mani is made to

extol his disciples to record the wisdom he imparted to them (IKe 9.5-6)—a strange

command from someone who was supposed to hâve provided a définitive and

unambiguous record of his révélation. In other words, if Mani had indeed clearly and

defïnitively explained ail the subtleties of his vision, then there should hâve been no need

to create such an extensive corpus of secondary literature that seeks to address such a

wide array of problems. We might even say that the Kephalaia constitutes a sort of

addenda et corrigenda for Manichaean canonical tradition.

Still, in a more formai way, there are aspects of the Kephalaia that allow for its

comparison with at least two genres of ancient literature. First, the fact that it exists as a

collection of "chapters" (literally, Greek: K£(|)àÀ,aia) on a variety of theological topics

means that it could be compared to certain forms of ancient Capitaliteratur, which aimed

at the collection of teachings from a spiritual teacher for the purposes of méditation.142 A

classical example of such literature is Epictetus' Encheridion, which is essentially a

collection of discourse on miscellaneous topics not unlike those found in the Kephalaia,

such as Onfriendship (2.22), On those who plead sickness (3.5), or What solitude is; and

what a solitary person (3.13). During the late antique period, such literature became

140 In fact, surviving fragments from M a n i ' s writ ings do indicate that some of them, such as the Book of
Mysteries, were largely incidental in nature , while others, such as the work(s) k n o w n to Titus of Bostra,
Theodoret , and Severus seem to hâve been more general ized in nature , with Iess at tention paid to fixed
structures and détail.
141 Funk, "Reconst ruct ion," 152.
142 Ivanka, "KEOAAAIA," 285-291.
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particularly popular among monks and ascetics, '! so it is not inconceivable that

ascetically minded Manichaeans would hâve been interested in producing a work of this

sort. The use, however, of the Kephalaia as a source of méditative discourses would seem

to hâve more to do with how it was read during later periods than how it was formed.

The second genre with which the Kephalaia bears a somewhat closer

resemblance, and which speaks more to its compositional origins, is the erotapokrisis, or

"question-and-answer" literature, that became popular among Jewish and Christian

exegetes during the first centuries of the Common Era. This genre, which Claudio

Zamagni has described as "un genre très élastique," was a form of secondary literature

used primarily for the exegesis and elucidation of canonical texts (be they Jewish,

Christian, or pagan), although such works often contained apologetic, didactic, or

polemical overtones.144 In gênerai, the erotapokrisis takes as its most basic form a three-

part structure consisting of 1) préface/prologue, 2) questions and answers, and 3)

postscript/colophon.14' According to this simple criterion, the Kephalaia could be

classified as part of the erotapokritic genre, especially if its primary aim was the

explication of ambiguities found within canonical Manichaean tradition.146

3.3 Situating the Text: Textual (Pre-)History and Social Setting

One subject that will be given attention in this study is how the social setting of the

compilers might hâve influenced the ways in which they used numeric patterning within

the Kephalaia. The issue of social setting, however, is not as simple as it may seem. Even

143 Ivanka, 286-287.
144 Zamagni, "Une introduction," 7-24.
145 Zamagni, "Une introduction," 24.
146 The order of the questions does not necessarily need to reflect the progression of the text being
commented on (Bussières, "Conclusions," 185).
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though the Kephalaia, in the form in which it survives, is found in two Coptic

manuscripts from Upper Egypt, much of its content and concerns likely go back further

into early Manichaean tradition. As such, in an attempt (albeit tentative) at reconstructing

the social setting of what became the Coptic Kephalaia, I propose that its textual pre-

history be hypothetically reconstructed and divided into four stages: 1) the oral and

(especially) written teachings of Mani (in Syriac), 2) the oral and written interprétation of

Mani's teachings by early disciples, such as Sisinnios, Kustaios, Adda, etc. (in Syriac and

[probably] Greek),14' 3) the organization and composition of "proto-Kephalaia"14*

material by other disciples and missionaries moving west towards (and into) Egypt (in

Syriac, Greek,149 and Coptic), and fïnally 4) the translation, rédaction, and collection of

Kephalaia material into large volumes, such as those found at Medinet Madi150 (Coptic).

147 Funk has asked whether it is possible that a "patr is t ic" tradition developed at a very early stage in the
western branch of the Manichaean movemen t ; a tradition with apostolic authority independent of the
Manichaean canon. (See Funk, "Reconst ruct ion ," 152). A document such as the Cologne Mani Codex, with
its var ious sections attributed to authoritative individuals such as Salmaios, Baraies (or Barhaies) ,
Timotheos , Innaios, Kusta ios , etc., certainly points in this direction, as does the Acts codex , which has a
similar structure (Funk, personal communication).
148 The Kell is material contains some of what could be termed "proto-Kephala ic" material .
149 The issue of original source language has been described as a "vexed question for ail the Manichaean
texts in Copt i c" (Montserrat , review o f Pedersen, Studies in the Sermon on the Great War (cited and r e -
assessed by Franzmann, "Syr iac-Copt ic Bi l inguals ," 115). The debate around this issue, however , is
frequently affected by the désire to see in thèse texts a more primitive stratum than is actually there. T o be
sure, there are é léments from the texts that reveal at least an interest in some kind of Syriac sources, as is
witnessed also by the Syriac-Coptic translat ion exercises recently discovered at Kell is (T . Kel l . Syr. / Copt .
1; T. Kell . Syr. / Copt . 2) (Gardner, Kellis Literary Texts, 101). Whi le thèse texts hâve raised the possibili ty
(at least) that the translation process in Egypt could hâve been more direct, they are by no means the
"smok ing gun" that they are so often m a d e out to be . After ail, as Gardner points out, it is hard to imagine
the t ranslater not knowing any Greek, especially since Greek Manichaean texts of considérable literary
sophistication hâve also been found at Kellis (not to mention the CMC). But, even though it appears
textually possible to demonstra te some direct influence, or at least colouring, of Syriac on Copt ic
Manichaean texts, the question that is never asked is whether or not it is sociologically possible for highly
literate (and no doubt indigenous) Copt ic speaking translators to work directly from Syriac sources wi thout
Greek playing some sort of intermediary rôle either orally or by m e a n s of written texts.
150 The existing Kephalaia codices seem to represent two volumes from two différent "édi t ions" of the
same work (Funk, personal communication). The first codex, titled "The Kephalaia of the Teacher ," m a y
consti tute vo lume one of its édition, whi le the second codex, titled "The Kephalaia of the Wisdom of M y
Lord M a n i " may represent vo lume two if its (separate) édition.
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1. Oral/written sources
Teachings of Mani
Aramaic/Syriac
Sassanian Mesopotamia

2. Interprétation
Disciples
Syriac, (Greek?)
Roman Mesopotamia

3. Composition
"proto-Kephalaia"
Syriac, (Greek), Coptic
Moving west, into Egypt

4. Rédaction
Medinet Madi Keph
Coptic
Egypt

Thus, the traditions, as well as the carriers of thèse traditions, which led to the

composition and production of the Kephalaia would hâve traversed (at least) two distinct

(yet overlapping) socio-cultural settings: late 3r century CE Mesopotamia and late 3rd-4th

century CE Egypt.151 This movement was precipitated by both the "built-in" missionary

impulse of the religion as well as the persécution of Manichaeans following the

exécutions of Mani and Sisinnios. Although the temporal division between thèse two

settings is ambiguous, an argument could be made that the most pertinent social setting

falls somewhere between the second and third stages of évolution, as outlined above.

Furthermore, there are a certain number of internai indices within the Kephalaia

that may help to clarify the social context out of which it emerged, such as références to

religious and ethnie groups, geography, and important figures:

Religiously Significant Figures: Adam, Enosh, Eve, Jésus, Noah, Paul, Sem,
Sethel, Zarathustra, Judas Iscariot, Simon the Leper, Aurentes, Buddha, Disciples,
Mani

Contemporary and/or Rival Religious Groups: "Baptists", Christians, Jews, Magi,
Manichaeans, Nazoreans, Purified ones

Geography: Adiabene, Babylon, India, Ctesiphon, Mesene, Parthia, Persia,
Susiana, Tigris

Nationality and Ethnicity: Assyrians, Axumites, Babylonian, Indians, Medes,
Parthians, Persians, Romans

Politically Important Figures: Ardashir, Artabanus, Hystaspes, Shapur

151 There is évidence of Manichaeans in Egypt as early as ca. 280 (Letter of Theonas of Alexandria, P.
Rylands 469) and ca. 290 (Alexander of Lycopolis). See Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 112. As for what shape
Manichaeism may hâve taken in Palestine, we hâve no real direct évidence like we hâve for Egypt.
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This data indicates that, in terms of its internai content, the Kephalaia seems rooted in the

(primarily) Judaeo-Christian milieu of Syrian Mesopotamia and reflects this historical

context during the late 3rd century CE.152 This is precisely the context that Peter Brown

emphasized in his important 1969 article, "The Diffusion of Manichaeism in the Roman

Empire." According to Brown, the early history of Manichaeism is iïrmly rooted in the

history of the Syriac speaking belt that crossed the frontiers of both Sassanian Iran and

Rome.15 Thèse early Manichaeans, it seems, were caught between two "reactionary

states,"154 both of which were closing ranks and attempting to consolidate impérial

cultures that had less and less room for religious innovation. Thus, in both cases

Manichaeans were compelled to respond to external pressures such as persécution and

martyrdom as well as internai pressures of group solidarity, doctrinal cohésion, and

missionary expansion. One facet of this response, I will suggest, was the extensive use of

numeric patterns within the Kephalaia.

3.4 Collecting the Data: Lexical Index of Fives in the Kephalaia

Before assembling a collection of chapters for analysis, we must first détermine just how

many explicit références to five can be found within the Kephalaia. In order to

accomplish this, Wolf-Peter Funk's unpublished Kephalaia concordance has served as an

invaluable resource, since it provides a complète picture of just how frequently "five"

52 Other indices (smaller in number), indicate specifically Egyptian providence, such as références to the
months Parmouthi and Paophi in Kephalaia Chapter 1, although thèse are largely superficial.
153 Brown, "Diffusion," 93.
154 Brown, "Diffusion," 97.
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occurs within the first Kephalaia volume. (NB: A few of the more obscure or uncertain

occurrences hâve been omitted hère):155

-FIVE ADVENTS:-}-e NÔINGI (IKe 55.12; 76.24)

-FIVE ANGELS (OF SIN): " fOY N 2 J T G A O C (IKe 95.23)

-FIVE ARCHETYPES (OF THE SUN): 'J'OY NTYTTOC (IKe 161.32)

-FIVE ARCHONS (OF DARKNESS):'J'OY NàpXCDN (IKe 30.15; 500.2)

-FIVE BODIES (OF DARKNESS): ' f O Y NCCDMà. (IKe 30.16; 30.23; 34.10; 95.15)

-FIVE BOOKS: "fOY XCUCDMG (IKe 355.2)

-FIVE (GREAT) CAMPS: ^ e NNà.6 MTTà.pà.MTTO;VH (IKe 170.21; 171.29; 172.2)

-FIVE CHURCHES:'{'G NGK.K.AHCIà. (IKe 25.4)

-FIVE COUNSELS (OF ELEMENTS): 'f'OY NCà-XNG (IKe 58.15)

-FIVE COUNSELS (OF LIGHT-MIND): -f*OY N C 2 L . X N G (IKe 89.27; 89.28)

-FIVE CRAFTSMEN: 'f'OY NTGXNITHC (IKe 261.8)

-FIVE CREATIONS (OF DARKNESS): 'f'OY NCCDCUNT (IKe 48.20; 77.28; 78.2)

-FIVE DEATHS:-f*OY MMOY (IKe 303.27; 303.28)

-FIVE DWELLINGS:'f G MMONH (IKe 458.1)

-FIVE ELEMENTS (OF DARKNESS): "fOY NCTOIXGICDN (IKe 26.6; 26.8; 30.18; 30.19; 48.6;
48.25; 58.15; 74.18)

-FIVE ELEMENTS (OF LIGHT): ' f O Y NCTOIXeiCDN (IKe 29.8; 43.2; 261.21; 261.27; 2Ke
418.7)

-FIVE ENSLAVEMENTS: • f e NMNTÔà.OYà.N (IKe 34.9)

-FIVE ESCAPES:'f'G NÔINpBâ-A (IKe 60.14; 60.16)

-FIVE FATHERS: "f"OY NICDT (IKe 34.15; 34.19; 34.24; 36.21; 76.18; 76.23; 355.3; 487.8)

-FIVE FETTERS: - f e MMppe (2Ke *204.29)

-FIVE FLESHES:'f 6 NCà.p2 (IKe 21.16; 122.7; 151.31)

-FIVE FOLDS: -f*OY N^à-TTACDMà. (IKe 90.24)

-FIVE FOODS: " f e NTpOCJïH (IKe 348.28; 348.30; 349.15; 349.20; 349.24; 350.2; 350.8; 434.4)

-FIV FOODS (OF MATTER): ^ G NTpO(f>H (IKe 350.4; 350.8; 434.4?)

-FIVE FORMS (OF ENVY): 'j'OY MTTpOCCDTTON (IKe 409.9; 410.13)

-FIVE FORMS (OF SPIRITUAL TRANSITION):'fOY N C M 3 L T (IKe 452.28)

-FIVE FORMS (OF KING OF DARKNESS): *fOY NCXHMà. (IKe 31.3)

-FIVE FORMS (OF KING OF DARKNESS): "fe MMOp(|)H (IKe 30.34; 31.1; 78.1; 78.10)

-FIVE (GREAT) FOUNTAINS:'TG UNà.6 N ^ i A M G (IKe 64.26)

-FIVE FRUITS (OF DARKNESS): - f O Y NK3LPTTOC (IKe 48.18)

-FIVE GARMENTS (OF FIRST MAN): ' f e N^BCCU (IKe 69.18; 262.25; 404.6; 404.8)

-FIVE GARMENTS (OF COSMOS): ' f G N2BCCU (IKe 170.2)

-FIVE GODS: ' f O Y NNOYTG (IKe 64.6; 72.7; 91.15; 290.6; 2Ke 425.25; 435.24)

155 The following information has been compiled from the Concordance to the Manichaean Kephalaia..
This particular concordance, however, reflects an intermediate stage of work on the text, in that most of it,
but not ail, had been revised. As such, the concordance text is not fully identical with Polotsky/ Bohlig or
the définitive A&C version.
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-FIVE GREATNESSES: y e MMNTNà.6 (lKe 49.11; 49.14)

-FIVE HAPPINESSES: y G NGY-Aà-IMONIà. (lKe 25.3)

-FIVE HOLLOWS (OF DRAGON): T ° Y Na)2L<)<X)q (lKe 252.3)

-FIVE HOUSES: J O Y NOIK.OC (lKe 145.14)

-FIVE INTELLECTUALS: y O Y NOGpON (lKe 92.1; 177.3)

-FIVE KINDS (OF TREE): T O Y NGING (lKe 121.15)

-FIVE KINGS (OF DARKNESS): T ° Y NppO (lKe 30.23)

-FIVE LAIRS (OF DRAGON): X ^ Y NBHB (lKe 253.2; 253.17)

-FIVE LAWS: -f*OY NNOMOC (lKe 332.4)

-FIVE LIKENESSES (OF ARCHON): T O Y NGING (lKe 77.23; 77.27)

-FIVE LIKENESSES (IN IMAGE OF APOSTLE): T ° Y NGING (lKe 487.6; 487.9)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF GOOD TREE): T ° Y MM6A.OC (lKe 20.12)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF EVIL TREE): T ° Y MM6AOC (lKe 21.28)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF LIGHT): T O Y MMGAOC (lKe 64.21; 64.25)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF THE FATHER): T ° Y MMGAOC (lKe 76.24)

-FIVE LIMBS (PRODUCING SPEECH): T ° Y MMGAOC (lKe 261.3; 261.11)

-FIVE (GREAT) LIMBS: T O Y NNXÔ MMGAOC (lKe 64.25; 96.28; 96.29)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF THE BODY): T O Y MMGAOC (lKe 89.28; 95.17; 97.17; 344.9)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF THE SOUL): T ° Y MMGAOC (lKe 95.24)

-FIVE LIMBS (OF S1N): T ° Y MMGAOC (lKe 96.23; 96.24)

-FIVE MYSTERIES (OF FIRST MAN): T ° Y MMYCTHpiON (lKe 39:7; 39.11; 40.19)

-FIVE PARTS (OF UPPER COSMOS): T e N T à Ï G (lKe 26.24;

-FIVE PARTS (OF LOWER COSMOS): T e NT2lÏG (lKe 26.25)

-FIVE PARTS (OF DARK CREATIONS): T e NT2k.ÏG (lKe 48.21 ; 48.22)

-FIVE PARTS (OF CATECHUMEN'S SIN): T e N T ^ L Ï G (lKe 233.23)

-FIVE PLACES (FOR SONS OF LIVING SPIRIT): T O Y MM3k.(lKe 49.34)

-FIVE PLACES (FROM WHICH CLOUD IS STRIPPED): T ° Y MMà. (lKe 240.23)

-FIVE PLACES (OF EVIL POWERS): T ° Y N T O n O C (lKe 145.13)

-FIVE POWERS (OF LIGHT): "fe. NÔ2lM (lKe 25.3; 62.20;

-FIVE POWERS (OF SIN): T e NÔ2cM (lKe 95.20)

-FIVE POWERS (OF DARKNESS): T e NÔ2LM (lKe 89.6; 89.7; 145.15)

-FIVE POWERS (OF THE FIVE GARMENTS): T ^ NÔ2UM (lKe 262.26)

-FIVE PRODUCTS (OF THE BODY): T O Y N X Ï Ï O (lKe 258.6; 258.10)

-FIVE PROPERTIES: T O Y MMGpOC (lKe 490.27; 491.4)

-FIVE RESURRECTIONS: T ^ Nà-Nà-CT^CIC (lKe 45.18)

-FIVE SAVIOURS: T O Y NCHp (lKe 45.17)

-FIVE SENSES (OF DARKNESS): T O Y N2k.lCeHTHpiON (lKe 26.7,26.14)

-FIVE SHINING GODS: T O Y NNOYTG GTnpiCDY (lKe 71.13; 71.16; 95.16)

-FIVE SLEEPLESS GUARDIANS: T O Y N^OYPIT N2lTNK2k.TG (lKe 91.19)

-FIVE SIGNS (OF FIRST MAN): T ° Y MMGÏNG (lKe 38.8; 39.7; 40.20; 41.27)

-FIVE SIGNS (OF MANI): T ° Y MMGÏNG (41.32; 42.11?)

-FIVE SIGNS (OF NEW MAN): T ° Y MMGÏNG (lKe 257.28; 257.32)
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-FIVE SIGNS OF LIGHT (GIVEN BY LIGHT-MIND):-fOY MMGÏNe NOY^-ÏNG (lKe 257.13)

-FIVE SONS OF THE LIVING SPIRIT:'fOY NCpHpe MTTTTNâ. G T à N ^ (lKe 24.23; 25.26;
29.24; lKe 44.2; 49.24; 49.33; 85.30; 89.10; 93.32; 164.32; 170.22)

-FIVE SONS OF THE FIRST MAN: - f O Y NOJHpe MTTCp^pTT NpCUMG (lKe 24.24; 25.26;
49.22; 49.32; 49.32; 102.36; 103.1; 131.13; 148.1; 157.14?; 164.34; 285.17? )

-FIVE SPECIES (OF CREATURE):'J'OY NrGNOC (lKe 30.21)

-FIVE SPIRITS (OF DARKNESS): ' f O Y MTTNà. (lKe 26.9; 30.15; 30.23; 34.9)

-FIVE SPLENDOURS: i ' O Y NpMMTTpie (lKe 85.34; 88.14; 89.8)

-FIVE STARS: '{'OY NCIOY (lKe 166.33; 167.5; 167.12; 168.1; 168.12; 169.12)

-FIVE STOREHOUSES (OF DARKNESS): ' f O Y NTàMION (lKe 28.8; 30.13; 30.17; 155.19)

-FIVE STRIPPINGS (?) : ' fOY NKCOK â.£HY (lKe 315.26)

-FIVE TASTES (OF DARKNESS): ' fG N'j'TTe (lKe 30.16; 30.23)

-FIVE TEMPTATIONS:'f'OY MTTIpâ-CMOC (lKe 486.7)

-FIVE THOUGHTS:-f^e NGNeYMHCIC (lKe 140.17)

-FIVE TRANSITIONS: " f e MMeT3LB2k.dC (lKe 453.2; 455.7; 456.18; 458.13)

-FIVE TREES (OF DARKNESS): -f*OY NOJHN (lKe 30.20; 30.20; 48.15; 58.16?; 122.8; 288.7?)

-FIVE TREES (OF LIGHT): ^ O Y NttJHN (lKe 64.27)

-FIVE TYPES (OF AUTHORITY IN THE SPHERE): "fOY NTYTTOC (lKe 145.8)

-FIVE TYPES (OF BROTHERHOOD): ^ O Y NTYTTOC (338.20; 338.23)

-FIVE WARS: - f O Y M n O X G M O C (lKe 58.2; 58.4)

-FIVE WATCH-TOWERS: " f e NOYPCpe (lKe 171.11)

-FIVE WISDOMS: 'fe NCO(j)l3k. (lKe 25.3)

-FIVE WONDERS: "fOY N^BNcyTTHpe (lKe 257.9)

-FIVE WORDS: -\"O\ N C 6 X 6 (lKe 38.5; 40.25; 44.21; 44.25; 46.17)

-FIVE WORKS: ^ O Y N£CDB (lKe 75.30; 86.19; 86.22; 166.20; 257.4; 268.4; 336.11)

-FIVE WORLDS (OF DARKNESS): ^ O Y NKOCMOC (lKe 30.22; 31.2; 32.2; 48.15; 48.17; 58.9;
74.29; 77.28; 78.3; 167.23; 169.10; 169.13))

-FIVE WORLDS (OF FLESH): ' f OY NKOCMOC (lKe 26.33; 26.34; 48.19; 121.20; 123.3; 177.18;
266.14)

-FIVE WORLDS (OF THE TREE OF DARKNESS): - fOY NKOCMOC (lKe 123.4)
-FIVE (UNKNOWN): (lKe 26.8; 60.11; 66.2; 66.4; 76.16; 487.10; 2Ke 287.6; 362.13)

As we can see, not only are there a wide variety ofjîves occurring in the first volume of

Kephalaia, but a number of lexical items are applied to more than one réfèrent. An index

of explicit références to fîve, however, only paints part of the picture, since five-part

patterns can also be detected that are implicit or reflected by literary structure. As such,

we must widen the net a bit in order to arrive at a more comprehensive sampling of

textual data.
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3.5 Limiting the Question: Sélection of Kephalaia Chapter Corpus

Given the fact that implicit and structural five-part patterns can be found within

Kephalaia chapters in addition to explicitly mentioned five-part items listed above, three

criteria hâve been adopted for the sélection of chapters:

A) the chapter contains at least three non-ordinal156 occurrences of "five,"157

B) an explicit or implicit five-pattern occurs in the title,158

C) internai five-fold structure (identified by Bôhlig's Inhalt or indépendant
literary analysis).159

Based on thèse three criteria, then, the following chapters, which meet at least one of the

criteria, hâve been selected as a basic corpus for analysis.160 (The numbers represent the

références to five contained in each chapter. The letters following the titles indicate

which criteria are met. Also indicated is the gênerai state of préservation of the text:

fragmentary, very fragmentary, or extremely fragmentary.161 Titles not followed by such

indicators are assumed to be in good condition.):

CHAPTER 2 : The Second, on the Parable of the Tree (A)
20.12; 21.16; 21.28

CHAPTER 3 : The Interprétation of Happiness, Wisdom, and Power; what they mean (A)
24.23; 24.24; 25.3; 25.3; 25.3; 25.4

CHAPTER 4 : On the Four Great Days, which are brought forth from one another; along with the Four
Nights (A)

156 The présence of an ordinal five does not necessarily indicate that significant five-part content or
structure can be found in a chapter, especially if the chapter in volves a seven, ten, fourteen, part structure or
thème.
157 See below.
158 The term "implici t ," hère, is intended to cover chapters such as Chapter 39 , " O n the Three Days and the
T w o Dea ths , " in which the themat ic é léments add up to five.
159 Bôh l ig ' s Inhalt signais a n u m b e r of chapters which contain five part structures not obvious from either
word-frequency or title analysis (Polotsky and BOhlig. Kephalaia, xv-xxxii) .
160 N B : The literary analyses on which this study is based were performed on fresh translations of thèse
chapters by myself. As such, ail citations of Kephalaia t ranslations found be low are by me . It is m y hope
that thèse and additional chapters will eventually be publ ished as a n e w and complète translation of
Kephalaia vo lume one.
161 Whi le near ly every chapter contains a certain degree of fragmentation, thèse désignat ions are meant to
indicate substantial degrees o f fragmentation.
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25.26; 25.26; 26.6; 26.7; 26.8; 26.8; 26.9; 26.14; 26.14; 26.15; 26.24; 26.25; 26.33; 26.34

CHAPTER 6 : On the Five Storehouses that hâve poured forth from the Land of Darkness from the
Beginning; the Five Rulers, the Five Spirits, the Five Bodies, (and) the Five Tastes (ABC)
30.13; 30.15; 30.15; 30.16; 30.16; 30.17; 30.18; 30.19; 30.20; 30.20; 30.21; 30.22; 30.23; 30.23, 30.23;
30.23; 30.34; 31.1; 31.2; 31.3; (31.6)162; 32.2; 34.9; 34.9; 34.10

CHAPTER 7 : The Seventh, on the Five Fathers (ABC)
34.15; 34.19; 34.24; (36.12); (36.21)

CHAPTER 9 : The Interprétation of the (Sign of) Peace, what it means; the Right Hand, the Kiss, the
Adoration (A)
38.5; 38.8; 39.7; 39.7; 39.11; 40.19; 40.20; 40.25; 41.27; 41.32; 42.11

CHAPTER 10 : On the Meaning of the Fourteen [Great] Aeons, about which Sethel spoken in [his] prayer
(C) 43.2; 43.4

CHAPTER 12 : On the Meaning of the Five Words which are proclaimed (—?) in the Cosmos (B)
44.21; 44.25 (fragmentary)

CHAPTER 13 : On the Five Saviours Resurrecting the Dead, along with the Five Résurrections (B)
45.17; 45.18; (46.1); (46.2) (very fragmentary)

CHAPTER 14 : The Meaning of the Silence, the Fast, [the Peace], the Day, [and] the Rest; what they mean
(B) 46.17

CHAPTER 15 : [On the]... File [Parts] ...World of ...(AB)
47.24; 48.6; 48.15; 48.15; (48.17); 48.17; 48.18; 48.19; 48.20; 48.21; 48.21; 48.25 (fragmentary)

CHAPTER 16 : [On the Five] Greatnesses which hâve [come] out against the Darkness (ABC)
49.11; 49.14; 49.22; 49.24; (49.29); 49.32; 49.32; 49.32; 49.33; 49.33; 49.34; 55.12

CHAPTER 18 : [On the Five] Wars [which the] Sons of Light waged with [the Sons] of Darkness (ABC)
58.2; 58.4; 59.9; 58.15; 58.15; 58.16; 60.11 (fragmentary)

CHAPTER 19 : On the Five Releases: what they mean (ABC)
60.14; 60.16; (61.28); (62.18); 62.20 (very fragmentary)

CHAPTER 20 : The Chapter on the Name of the Fathers (C)
64.6

CHAPTER 21 : On the Father of Greatness, how he is established and defined (A)
64.21; 64.25; 64.26; 64.27; 65.2 (fragmentary)

CHAPTER 24 : [On the Times...] (A)
71.13; 71.16; 72.7; 74.18; 74.29; (75.24); 75.30 (fragmentary)

CHAPTER 25 : On the Five [Fathers: from which Limbs they hâve come] (ABC)
76.16; 76.18; 76.23; 76.24; 76.24

CHAPTER 27 : On the Five Forms which exist in the Archon(s) of Darkness (ABC)
77.23; 77.27; 77.28; 77.28; 78.1; 78.2; 78.3; 78.10

CHAPTER 33 : On the Five Things that he constructed with the Hard Bodies of the Archons (BC)

162 ( ) indicates ordinals.
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86.19; 86.22; (86.29)

CHAPTER 37 : On the Three Zones (A)
89.6; 89.7; 89.8; 89.10

CHAPTER 38 : On the Light-Mind, the Apostles, and the Saints (AC)
89.27; 89.28; 89.28; 90.3; 90.24; 91.15; 91.19; 92.1; 93.32; 95.15; 95.16; 95; 17; 95.20; 95.23; 95.24;
96.23; 96.24; 96.28; 96.29; 97.17; (101.18)

CHAPTER 39 : On the Three Days and the Two Deaths (BC)
102.36; 103.1

CHAPTER 48 : On the Conduits(?) (A)
(107.31);121.15; 121.20; 122.7; 122.8; 123.3; 123.4

CHAPTER 57 : On the Génération of Adam (A)
145.8; (145.13); 145.13; 145.14; 145.15; 147.2

CHAPTER 65b: [On the Five Qualities of the Sun] (C)
161.32

CHAPTER 68: On Fire (C)
166.20

CHAPTER 69 : On the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac and the Five Stars (AB)
166.33; 167.5; 167.12; 167.23; 168.1; 168.12; 169.10; 169.12; 169.13

CHAPTER 70 : On the Body, that it was made to resemble the Cosmos (AC)
170.2; 170.21; 170.22; (171.7); 171.11; 171.28; 171.29; 172.2

CHAPTER 91 : On the Catechumen, who is saved in a single body (C)
233.23

CHAPTER 95 : The Apostle asks his Disciples: What does cloud mean? (C)
(240.23)

CHAPTER 100 : On the Dragon, the one with Fourteen heads; what is it and ... (A)
252.3; 253.2; (253.6); 253.17

CHAPTER 103 : On the Five Wonderworks that the Light-Mind reveals to the Elect (AB)
257.9; 257.13; (257.24); 257.28; 257.32

CHAPTER 104 : On Food: that it is appointed to Five Products in the Human Body (B)
258.6; 258.10; (258.17)

CHAPTER 107 : On the Kind of Speech that... (A)
261.3; 261.8; 261.11

CHAPTER 111 : On the Four Qualities that are found in the Eye, and the Fifth, which is hidden in them, to
what they belong (B)
265.11

CHAPTER 112b : (On the Five Things Revealed by Jésus) (C)
268.4

CHAPTER 137 : On the Five Types of Brotherhood that are distinguished from one another (B)
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338.20; 338.23

CHAPTER 146 : The Old Man has Five Foods to live on, the New Man has Five Others (AB)
348.28; 348.30; (349.20); 349.20; 349.24; (350.2); 350.4; 350.8

CHAPTER 148 : On the Five Books, that they belong to Five Fathers (B)
355.2; 355.3

CHAPTER 165 : Envy exists in Five Forms (B)
409.9; 410.13 (extremely fragmentary)

CHAPTER 176: On Spiritual Transition in Five(?) Forms and that through which the Church changes (AC)
452.28; 453.2; 455.7; 456.18; 458.1; (458.13) (very fragmentary)

CHAPTER 189 : [On the Five Temptations] (B)
(485.30); 486.7 (very fragmentary)

CHAPTER 191 : There are Five Properties in the Image of the our Apostle, symbolizing the Five Light
Fathers (AB)
487.6; 487.8; 487.9; 487.10; (488.5); (489.8) (very fragmentary)

CHAPTER 193 : The Evil One has [Five Properties]; the Good One has [Five other Properties] (B)
490.27; 491.4

The data from this list of chapter candidates can be summarized as follows:

Criteria
A
B
C
AB
AC
BC
ABC

Chapter # and State (J = fragmentary (Q) = very fragmentary, etc.
2, 3, 4, 9, 21, 24, 48, 57, 100, 107, ((176))
(12), ((13)), 104, 111, 137, 148, (((165))), ((189))
10, 20, 65b, 68, 91,95
(15), 69, 103, 146, ((191))
38,70, 176
33,39
6,7, 16, (18), (19), 25, 27

Total
11
8
6
5
3
2
7

Total A = 27 Total B = 22 Total C = 18

As can be observed, criteria A and B apply to the greatest number of chapters, either

individually or in combination with another criterion, with seven chapters conforming to

ail three criteria.

This corpus, although seemingly large in itself, is meant to provide the most

complète data-base possible for the examination of five-part numeric patterns and to

allow for a comprehensive and holistic view of the phenomenon. As a resuit, we should

be able to extract the various thèmes that numeric patterning was meant to express. I
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should also emphasize the fact that this study will endeavour to deal with the occurrence

of five-part numeric patterns within their chapter context. Whereas the Kephalaia is

sometimes (mis)used by scholars seeking proof-texts without référence to individual

chapters, this study will seek, as much as is possible, to appreciate the nuances of the

chapters in which five-part patterns occur.

3.6 Discovering the Community

Finally, even though divinities and divine beings of various kinds will be seen to loom

large, particularly in Chapter 4, it should be kept in mind that this study is essentially

about human beings and the ways in which they, as Manichaeans, formulated and

communicated their religious beliefs. As such, while a primary aim of this endeavour is

to understand a particular phenomenon within a text, equally important is the effort to

discover what such a phenomenon says about the people who produced it. Doing so will

enable us to arrive at a better understanding of how early Manichaeans received and then

transmitted their religious tradition; a religious tradition that, as is becoming increasingly

évident, was an important contributor to late antique religious culture.
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CHAPTER 4: FIVE-PART NUMERIC PATTERNING IN THE KEPHALAIA

As we hâve seen, a wide array of five-part patterns can be detected in a substantial

number of chapters from the first volume of Kephalaia. While it may be assumed that the

compilers of this work inherited a number of key five-part patterns from the canonical

writings of their founder, what is of particular interest to this study is how such material

was used and elaborated in order to formulate an evolving vision of the cosmos and to

communicate a set of thèmes with which the compilers seem to hâve been particularly

preoccupied. But, before we can proceed to this phase of the analysis, some effort must

be made to establish what can be known about canonical Manichaean tradition and the

rôle played by five-part patterns in it. By doing so we will be able to establish at least a

rudimentary, canonical frame of référence against which the use of numerical patterns in

the Kephalaia may be gauged.

4.1 Five-Part Patterns from Canonical Manichaean Tradition

In spite of the fact that the major part of Mani writings hâve been either lost or, at best,

shattered into fragments by the rage of heresiologists and the ravages of time, it is

nevertheless possible to form a gênerai idea of their content and style.163 While some,

such at the Book ofMysteries164 and the Epistles, 5 seem to hâve been more incidental in

163 Tardieu provides one of the most concise accounts of canonical writings in Le manichéisme, 43 -61 . See
also the (somewhat idiosyncratic) sélection of fragments in Gardner and Lieu 's Manichaean Textsfrom the
Roman Empire, 151-175.
164 According to al-Nadïm, "Mani wrote seven books , one in Farsi (i.e. Perisan) and six in Syriac, the
language of Syria. Among them are The Book of Secrets (i.e. The Book ofMysteries), which contains (a
number of) chapters, (including) ' A n account of the Daysaniyya (i.e., the followers of Bardaisan of
Edessa) ' , 'The test imony of Yastasif on the Beloved ' , 'The test imony of ... about himself given to Ya
' q u b ' , 'The son of the widow ' (who according to Mani was the anointed and crucified one, crucified by the
Jews), 'The test imony of Jésus about himself as given in Judaea ' , 'The commencement of the test imony of
al-Yamin as given after his victory ' , 'The seven spiri ts ' , 'The discourse on the four transient spirits ' ,
'Laughter ' , ' T h e testimony of A d a m regarding Jésus ' , 'The fall from religion' , 'The discourse of the
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orientation, dealing with a seemingly miscellaneous set of doctrinal, polemical, and

pastoral issues, other such as the Treasure ofLife and the (unidentifîed) source(s) used by

Titus of Bostra, Theodoret, and Severus of Antioch provide only generalized

présentations of Manichaean theology. This is to say that several of them appear to hâve

lacked the rigid structuring and systematization so apparent in the Kephalaia.

Yet of ail the fragments from canonical writings preserved in Syriac, Greek,

Coptic, Latin, Middle Persian, and Arabie, only seven contain traces of Mani's own use

of pentadic séries. Thèse are: 1) fragments from Shabuhragan (presumably composed

mid-3rd century CE),166 2) passages of The Living Gospel (presumably composed mid- to

late- 3rd century CE) from the Coptic Synaxeis Codex, 3) fragments from the Book of

Giants (presumably composed mid- to late- 3rd century CE)167 4) Mani's Epistles

(presumably composed mid- to late- 3rd century CE) 5) citations by Ephraim (early 4*

century CE),168 6) citations by East Syrian scholar Théodore bar Khonai (8th century

Daysaniyya on the soûl and body ' , 'Réfutation of the Daysanites on the soûl of life' , ' T h e three t renches ' ,
' T h e préservation of the World ' , 'The three days ' , 'The prophets ' , (and) 'The résurrection' (trans. Laffan
[Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 155]).
165 Also according to al-Nadïm, Mani wrote epistles on a variety of topics such as "The T w o Sources,"
" T h e Eminent Ones , " "The Great Epistle of India," "The Epistle of Kaskar ," "The Garden," etc. (Gardner
and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 165), although a number of epistles from this list are
attributed to early disciples. Somewhat clearer, however , is the apparent near absence of doctrinal content
from the Medinet Madi codex of Man i ' s Epistles (Funk and Gardner, fortheoming).
166 MacKenzie , " M a n i ' s Sâbuhragân," 83-141. See also those fragments (M 7980-7984) attributed to
Shabuhragan by Hutter (Manis kosmogonische Sâbuhragân-Texte; trans. Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk
Road, 225).
167 Henning, "The Book of Giants," 52-74 [115-137].
168 Reeves, "Manichaean Citations," 217-288. Reeves ' assertion, however, that Ephraim is "the most
important textual witness to the earliest forms of Manichaean discourse" (218) is somewhat misleading,
especially when he characterizes what is preserved as "Mani-ci tat ions" (220). To be sure the use of the

Syriac particle ya\ is a convincing indicator that some Verbatim citations are preserved. In the majority of

cases, however, statements are introduced by "as they say" (ç*iisat<'.i v y r<) and thus cannot be directly
attributable to Mani. As such, while thèse fragments certainly do bear witness to a very early strata of
Manichaean discourse, they cannot, as a whole, be said to represent "portions of Mani's Syriac corpus"
(220).
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CE),169 and 7) the article on Mani in the Fihrist170 by Bagdad bookseller and

encyclopaedist, al-Nadïm (10th century CE). What thèse sources reveal, as far as we can

tell, is a very limited explicit use of pentads. Those that can be identifïed are the

following:

FIVE shekinahs = FIVE LIMBS
1) Mind, 2) Thought, 3) Insight, 4) Counsel, 5) Considération (Théodore)

Aeons (Synaxeis)
Limbs {Epistles, al-Nadlm)

Worlds (al-Nadîm)

FIVE ziwanê (Shining Gods) = FIVE ELEMENTS (Book ofGiants)
1) Living Air, 2) Light, 3) Wind, 4) Water, 5) Fire (Théodore, Ephraim)

Sons of First Man (Shabuhragan, Ephraim, Théodore [not enumerated])
Gods (al-Nadîm, Shabuhragari)

Limbs (al-Nadïm)171

FIVE SONS OF LIVING SPIRIT:
1) Keeper of Splendour, 2) King of Honour, 3) Adamas of Light,

4) King of Glory, 5) Porter (Théodore)

FIVE VIRTUES:
1) Love, 2) Faith, 3) Perfection, 4) Patience, 5) Wisdom {Epistles, al-Nadîm)

FIVE VITAL POWERS/POTENTIALS:
1) Life, 2) Power, 3) Light, 4) Fragrance, 5) Beauty (Shabuhragari)

FIVE WORLDS OF DARKNESS:
1) Smoke, 2) Fire, 3) Wind, 4) Water, 5) Darkness (Théodore, al-Nadîm)

Five Hells: {Shabuhragari)

FIVE SONS OF DARKNESS: (Théodore)

FIVE TREES (OF DARKNESS): {Book ofGiants, Théodore)

While the five-part structures noted above only provide an incomplète picture of what

might hâve existed in Mani's canonical writings, they are enough to show two aspects of

169 See Théodore bar Khonai, Liber scholiorum, 313-318. Tardieu has suggested that thèse citations corne
from Mani's Pragmateia {Le manichéisme, 93).
170 See Fihrist, 773-805 [Dodge]. While the great value of al-Nadîm's account has been recognized since
Flugel's 1862 study, De Blois has recently pointed out that significant portions of al-Nadîm's account,
especially on cosmogony, are likely derived from al-Warrâq, a 9' -century, mu'tazilah theologian who took
an early interest in Manichaeism ("New Light on the Sources of the Manichaean Chapter in the Fihrist,'"
37-45.
171 Al-Nadîm appears to make a distinction between the Five Limbs of the "Realm (Earth) of Light," which
equal the Five Eléments, and the Five Limbs of the "Sky of Light" (see Fihrist, 786 [Dodge]). There does
not seem to hâve been an absolutely clear démarcation between the Limbs and the Eléments, since in
several instances (see below the question of the identity of the "Intellectuals") they bleed into one another.
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Manichaean discourse that will be encountered repeatedly. First, that one of the basic

features of Manichaean myth-making is the attribution of five qualities to both good and

evil beings, as well as the organization of such beings into groups of five, a phenomenon

which is évident especially in Théodore bar Khonai's and al-Nadïm's accounts and, as

such, must hâve formed part of the way in which Mani (at least sometimes) expressed his

ideas.17 Thus, Mani can be said to hâve established the paradigm for this kind of

thinking. Second is the fact that already in canonical traditions can it be observed that

certain important pentads were known under a variety of aliases.173

It should be noted, however, that Théodore bar Khonai's account appears to place

emphasis on the basically triadic structure of the mythic narrative.174 According to

Théodore, three groups of three beings are presented as a séries of three évocations, or

émanations, through which the drama of salvation unfolds. In this account, five-part

séries appear to be more attributive and functional in support of the main actors from

what is essentially a three-act play. For instance, the Five Sons of First Man fonction as

"armour" for their father, who is the real hero of the fïrst évocation, while the Five Sons

of Living Spirit, from the second évocation, appear in support of their parent, who

employs them for the création and maintenance of the cosmos.

In contrast to the emphasis on triads that can be observed in Mani's canonical

writings, the Kephalaia attempts to bring five-part structures to the fore. While extensive

use is made of canonical pentads from the light-realm such as the Five Limbs, the Five

172 The alternative would be that, by Théodore's time, canonical sources (or even pseudo-canonical sources
for that matter) were "retro-fîtted" to conform to later scholastic developments.
173 This may hâve been due, in part, to the difficulty of rendering Syriac terms like shekinah and ziwanë
into Greek and Coptic. Thus, it is not necessarily Mani's doing.
174 Even though some commentators, such as Hunter, consider Theodore's citations as "fragmented and
disjointed" ("Théodore bar Kônî and the Manichaeans," 168), they do, nevertheless, seem to présent a basic
narrative.
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Elements/Sons of First Man, and the Five Sons of Living Spirit, such séries are employed

by the compilers of the Kephalaia, by and large, in support of other thèmes such as the

nature of divine being and cosmic parallelism. In addition, they seem to hâve been

equally interested in other non- (or at least only quasi-) canonical séries, such as those

that came to be known as the Five Fathers and the Five Greatnesses. Thèse latter séries,

as we shall see, exemplify the attempt by the Kephalaia compilers to transform the basic

mythological structure of Manichaean cosmogony from one based on triads to one based

on pentads. This process, which for lack of a better word will be termed pentadization, is

a refiection of the compilers' désire to make sensé of what may hâve been obscure or

ambiguous canonical material by shaping it into what seemed to them to be a more

cohesively structured whole. As for the dark-realm, we shall see that even though the

compilers also made use of canonical séries such as Five Worlds of Darkness and the

Five Trees, thèse were not always as clearly defined as those belonging to the light-realm.

Nevertheless, even though the compilers sought to clarify how thèse more ambiguous

formulations ought to be understood and placed in opposition to séries from the light-

realm, their inherently négative associations inevitably lead to their being employed for

certain polemical ends largely aimed at rival religious communities. Finally, the

Kephalaia also présents a number of more generalized fïve-part séries relating to a

variety of soteriological, ethical, ecclesiological, polemical, and aetiological thèmes that

equally speak to the compilers' désire to construct a Manichaean reality based on

pentads.

As such, in order to understand how five-part patterns contribute to the fonction

and originality of the Kephalaia, this chapter will examine the occurrence of both explicit
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and implicit five-part structures in order to discover how the compilers shaped, expanded,

and redacted canonical material in an effort to communicate their own particular thèmes.

4.2 BASIC ONTOLOGICAL PATTERNING

4.2.1 The Two Trees and the Five Limbs

There can be no denying that the foundation of Manichaeism is to be found in the

doctrine of the Two Natures, since this concept served as the basis for Manichaean

ontology, cosmology, and ethics. As such, it is no surprise that, after establishing the

authority of Mani as the most récent messenger of God and legitimizing the validity of

the Kephalaia as a literary enterprise (IKe 9.6-10)175 in both the "Prologue" and Chapter

1, the doctrine of Two Natures would be addressed by the Kephalaia compilers

straightaway in Chapter 2 "The Second, on the Parable of the Tree. " In this chapter,

Mani is asked by his disciples to give an exegetical reading of Matthew 7:17-20/Luke

6:43-44,176 where Jésus explains to his disciples that the quality of every tree can be

derived from an évaluation of its fruit (IKe 17.2-20), while at the same time alluding to

an alternate reading of the same text among "the Sects" (N^LOPM^k.), the gênerai

Manichaean term for rival religious communities. First, Mani is made to caution that

appearances can be deceiving. In the natural world, for instance, the date-palm (BNNG),

in spite of its pleasant appearance, is actually quite useless (IKe 17.32ff). Similarly,

Judas, although he seemed to be a good disciple, still betrayed his master (IKe 19.1-6),

175 One of Mani's principal critiques of previous religious traditions was the fact that the founders did not
record their teaching in writing and thus it was corrupted by later disciples (IKe 8.8-28; see also Chapter
151 [On the Ten Advantages ofthe Manichaean Religion]" [IKe 371.6-30]). Yet even though Mani seems
to hâve gone to great lengths to record his message in his own séries of self-consciously canonical writings,
he is conveniently made to legitimize the Kephalaia's expansion of and commentary on this tradition by
both the "Prologue" and "Epilogue" ofthe work (see Funk, "Reconstruction").
176 Th is proof-text is cited by Ephra im against the Manichaeans (see Reeves #72) .
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while Paul, though seemingly wicked and a persecutor of the church, ultimately turned

out to be one if its most important founders (IKe 19.7-17).

Mani then goes on to explain how the "Good Tree" has "Five Limbs" (IKe 20.12-

14), which in turn are said to represent five key components of the Manichaean cosmos:

...it (i.e., the good tree) has Five Limbs / [which are: Considération, Counsel,
Insight, Thought] / Mind. Its Considération is the Holy Church. Its Counsel / is
the Column of Glory, the Perfect Man. Its Insight / is the First Man, who dwells
in the Ship of the Living / Waters. Its Thought is the Third Messenger / [who
dwells in] the Ship of the Living Fire, who enlightens / ... But, the Mind is the
Father, who dwells in the Great- / ness, who exists perfectly in the Aeon of Light.
/ ... this, that the soûls who corne and attain / the Holy [Church] and also alms
which the Cate- /[chumens] give, as they are purified by the Holy Church / ...
every deed. Considération is that which will ... / ... they ascend to is
Counsel, / [they] ascend to Insight, which is the First Man, / who dwells in the
Ship of the Night.177 From Insight they ascend / to Thought, which is the Third
Messenger, who dwells in / the Ship of the Day.178 But he, the Great Thought,
who / ... them to Mind, who is the Father, the God / of Truth, the great Mind of
ail Aeons of Glory (IKe 20.12-31).

Hère the Five Limbs are enumerated in canonical, but ascending, order.179 In this way,

the Five Limbs are presented by the Kephalaia compilers in Chapter 2 as part of a

programmatic statement whereby the essentially five-fold nature of being is reflected in

the five stages of light libération from the community and ritual context of the Holy

Church, where the ritual activities occur (Considération), to the cosmic conduit of the

Column of Glory, which draws the light particles up (Counsel), through to the first

(Insight) and second (Thought) light vessels, onto the divine homeland of the Father

(Mind). This enumeration is then contrasted with the limbs of the Evil Tree.

The Five Limbs of the Evil Tree are (somewhat awkwardly) made to parallel

those of the Good Tree:

177 See 20.16-17, presumably both the Ship of the Living Waters and Ship of Night refer to the moon.
178 See 20.18. Hère too, Ship of Living Fire and Ship of Day are équivalents for the sun.
179 See Chapter 25, where the Limbs are listed in descending order.
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the evil [tree] has Five Limbs / [which] are: Considération, Counsel,
Insight, Thought, [Mind]. / Its [Considération is] the Law of Death which the
Sects / are taught. Its Counsel is the transmigration ... / in [various] kinds. But, its
Insight is the furnaces of [fire] / Gehenna, which are filled with smoke. Its
Thought... / the vessel. Its Mind is ... / the lump, the last bond, the

... / those who Satan has [cast] (1 Ke 21.28-36).

Thèse Limbs are associated with a progressive process of damnation from the sectarian

context or "Law of Death" (Considération), through the soûl's transmigration (Counsel),

to Gehenna (Insight), a vessel of some kind (Thought), then finally the eschatological

lump, or bolos (Mind), into which ail matter will be moulded at the end of time (IKe

21.28-36). One might hâve expected that the Limbs of the Evil Tree would hâve been

identified with negatively valued qualities such as ignorance, stupidity, apostasy, etc.,

although instead, the compiler of Chapter 2 works to establish a direct parallel between

the Limbs of the Tree of Light and those of the Tree of Darkness. Such a manoeuvre is in

contrast to the concept of the Five Eléments for which there are two différent sets. This

seems to indicate either that a canonical séries of Dark Limbs did not exist or that the

séries of divine Limbs was canonically applied to the dark-realm. The latter case appears

unlikely, given the great care that was generally taken in completely dissociating the Two

Natures. Instead, it is more likely that the Kephalaia compiler carried over the same

canonical séries in order to create a symmetrical contrast of the Two Trees and to re-

emphasize the chapter's cautionary message about appearances. After ail, evil, although

essentially différent, may nevertheless appear seductive and beguiling to those not adept

at separating one tree from the other. In fact, Chapter 2, although ostensibly a discussion

of the Two Trees, could equally be characterized as a discourse on the "Two Paths"—the

good path that leads to libération and the luminous homeland of the Father and the evil
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path that traps soûls within the cycle of transmigration and ultimate destruction.180 That

both "paths" are described as having five stages is a reflection of the basic five-fold

structure of both good and evil entities.

Indeed, we do know that Mani himself characterized his two opposed principles

as two fruit-producing trees known as the "Tree of Life" and the "Tree of Death" from

Severus of Antioch (Homily 123.104-105 [Reeves]), although in his account there is no

explicit association with the New Testament parable. Moreover, the language used by

Mani in thèse citations is more cosmological in orientation, since he places emphasis on

the fact the Tree of Life occupies the northern, eastern, and western régions of the

cosmos, while the Tree of Death is confined to the south. This means that, while the

Kephalaia compilers hâve adapted a canonical metaphor, they hâve given it a différent

colouring.

This ornamentation of the Two Natures with parallel, but opposed, five-part

séries, so prominently placed in Chapter 2, previews the way in which good and evil

beings are generally conceived by the Kephalaia compilers and establishes a gênerai

ontological framework for the interprétation of ail sorts of cosmic phenomena. As such,

five-part structure was intimately associated with one of the basic, foundational, and no

doubt most primitive, of Manichaean metaphors.181 In fact, just as Manichaean theology

as a whole is sometimes characterized as the doctrine of the "two principles and the three

times," Chapter 2 could be stereotyped as encapsulating the Kephalaia's theology in

"7Vo Trees and the Five Limbs. "

180 The pr imacy and impor tance of the "good pa th" is taken up again (with slight variat ion) in the following
chapter, Chapter 3 "The Interprétation o f Happiness , Wisdom, and Power ; what they mean . "
181 Lieu suggests that the mot i f of the T w o Trees is "unre la ted" to the concept o f the Two Natures
("Manichaean technici termini" 251) , al though I do not believe that this assertion can be justified.
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4.3 THEOLOGICAL PATTERNING I: LIGHT-REALM

4.3.1 The Faces of the Father

Given the fact that the basic metaphor for Manichaean ontology attributes five qualities

to each of the Two Principles, it would be expected that a similar characterization be

applied to the Father of Greatness, the ruler of the light-realm and the personifïcation of

the good principle. Chapter 21 "On the Father of Greatness, how he is established and

defîned" (IKe 64.21-23) is particularly informative in this regard:

Just as he [exists and is] established in his Five Light-Limbs, which are / ... the
Storehouses which are without measure (or) limit / ... Mind, Thought, Insight,
Counsel, and [Considération] /... his Twelve Light-Members, which are / his
Twelve Wisdoms. Five Great Members / of Light are found in each one ... Five
Great / Fountains of Blessing gush forth ... There are Five Great/ [Trees?]182

of Light (IKe 64.20-28).

In this case, the Five Limbs represent those entities which, in Théodore bar Khonai's

account, are known as r?&\ I»*VT. (shekinahs), although their apparent characterization as

his "Storehouses" (NTà-MION) (IKe 64.22) may represent an attempt to represent this

term more fully. Thèse Five Storehouses, in turn, are associated with Twelve Light-

Limbs, also described as Twelve Wisdoms.184 In turn, we learn that "Five Great

Fountains of Blessing" Cfe NNà.6 N£â.AMe N T e TTCMâ.Me) (IKe 64.26-27)

182 Funk, A&C.
183 The term rauxeîov, however, is usually reserved in the Kephalaia for the régions of darkness (see
Kephalaia Chapter 6). See also 2Ps 200.1. Why the compilers opted for the term "Limbs" rather than
"Aeons," as the shekinahs are known in the Synaxeis codex (Funk, personal communication), remains a
mystery.
184 This may mean that each of the Twelve Wisdoms possesses its own set of Five Limbs/Storehouses,
although the lacunae in the text obscure the précise relationship.
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surround the Father, and, in what appears to be an extension of the basic tree metaphor,

"Five Great Trees(?)" ( fOY NNà6 Nq}HM[?]) (IKe 64.28).185

What follows is an enumeration of five characteristics of the Father which,

unfortunately, the lacunous state of the text prevents us from completely identifying. Ail

that can be determined for certain from Chapter 21 is the following list: 1) light, 2)

pleasant odour, 3) living voice of..., 4) ...-ness, and 5) great ... (IKe 64-29-65.2). It is

unclear whether or not thèse five qualities are related to the Five Vital Powers found in a

Middle Persian fragment attributed to the Shabuhragan by Hutter186 and discussed by

Polotsky187 from Sogdian fragment M 14, which list 1) life, 2) power, 3) light, 4) beauty,

and 5) fragrance as five qualities possessed by the soûl,188 although there is some

superficial resemblance. Nevertheless, Chapter 21 does make clear that the Kephalaia

compilers conceived of the Father of Greatness as a being with^zw characteristics.

This characterization of the Father of Greatness in Chapter 21 as a being with five

qualities is a formulation that appears to be at odds with other évidence indicating that the

Father was known (perhaps even canonically) as the "Four-faced God." While the epithet

xexpaTipôacoTCOÇ ("four-faced") is known explicitly from Greek abjuration formulae

(Seven Chapters 3.59, Long Formula 1461C.14 [Adam 64.12]) and the Psalm-book

(NOYTG NqTOY^O [2Ps 191.12]),189 the four qualities of divinity, light, power, and

wisdom are relatively well attested in eastern sources and are even directly attributed to

185 While Polotsky's editio princeps reads nothing at the beginning of IKe 64.28, W.-P. Funk in his
unpublished A&C has noted that qpHN might be read but sehr unsicher (A&C 64.27-28).
186 Trans. Kl imkei t , Gnosis on the Silk Road, 225 .
187 "Manicha i sche Studien," 264 (= Collected Papers, 665)
188SeeKlimkieit7.1.
189 A peculiar attestation occurs in a Middle Persian text which Hutter attributes to the Shabuhragan, in
which the Third Messenger (Mihryazd) is said to send out a "god with four faces" (Klimkeit, Gnosis on the
Silk Road, 228).
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Mani by al-Nadïm, who records that the ten commandments prescribed to the Hearers

represent "God, His Light, His Power, and His Wisdom" {Fihrist, 789 [Dodge]).190 As

such, Chapter 27's characterization of the Father as a being with five qualities may

represent an attempt by the Kephalaia compilers to distance their discourse from a motif

that may hâve appeared too "Iranian,"191 no longer fit their developing vision of how

190They are also enumerated in a "Psalm of the Wanderers" (2Ps 186.9-12), although Merkelbach (Mani,
39-50) makes a rather forced attempt to see the same set of four qualities expressed in Kephalaia Chapter 4
"On the Four Great Days..." (followed by Heuser, "The Manichaean Myth," 12-14), Chapter 20 "The
Chapter on the Name of the Fathers," and Chapter 7 "The Seventh, on the Five Fathers." Similarly, Koenen
saw a référence to the "Manichaean Tétras" in the Cologne Mani Codex 33.2 ("How Dualistic is Mani's
Dualism?" 9). Nevertheless, the tetrad is relatively well attested in Iranian, Turkish, and Chinese sources
from the east as representing 1) divinity, 2) light, 3) power, and 4) wisdom (In Iranian: M 176, M 31, M
324; Turkish: T II D 162 [Klimkeit, Gnosis on the Silk Road, 318; Chinese: Hymnscroll 145-146 [Tsui
Chi]; See Williams Jackson, "The Fourfold Aspect," 11-12), although I am sceptical, however, that the
"four bright seals" of love, faith, fear, and wisdom from the Turkish confessional text Xvâstvânîft represent
the same séries associated with the Father.) Frequently, the abjuration formulae are the only sources cited
for this concept (See Burkitt, Religion ofthe Manichees, 19 n.l; Allberry, Psalm-book, 191 n.12; Richter,
Psalm Book, 67 n.36b). Lieu, in his monograph on the Greek abjuration formulae, states that another
potential occurrence of this tetrad is to be found in the "Prayer ofthe Emanations" (T Kellis 22) from Kellis
("An Early Byzantine Formula," 273). The hymnist, however, seeks to glorify the 1) power, 2) glory, 3)
light, 4) word, and 5) majesty of the Father (See Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Texts from the Roman
Empire, 195; see also Jenkins, "The Prayer ofthe Emanations in Greek from Kellis [T. Kellis 22]," 243-
63).

According to Williams Jackson, Mani viewed this four-fold nature of divinity as a "cardinal tenet"
("Fourfold Aspect," 16) of Manichaeism ("Fourfold Aspect," 13). A similar statement was made by
Asmussen who characterized the notion of the "four-fold God" as "the essence and synopsis of the whole
Manichaean System" (Xvâsvâriîft, 220). In addition, Williams Jackson makes allusion to "a somewhat
similar fourfold division" described by Théodore bar Khonai, who lists thèse "four éléments" as inojc.K'
»_oj»a i_na\o ino_x.iaci, which are transcriptions of Iranian terms (see Williams Jackson, "Fourfold
Aspect," 15 n.l7). Thèse were interpreted by Zaehner to represent Zurvanite conceptions of cosmic
conception, birth, décline, and rebirth (Zurvan, 224). This apparent similarity, however, became one ofthe
key components of the thesis of Iranian origins and, as such, was used by Cumont to justify the statement
that "l'origine première du système doive être cherchée dans le mazdéisme zervaniste, répandu en
Mésopotamie" (Cumont, Recherches sur le manichéisme I, 8 n. 2), in spite of the fact that Théodore
himself makes no connection between a Zurvanite and Manichaean tetrad. This, in itself, considering that
Théodore seems to hâve been aware of the Zurvanite tetrads, seems like a significant oversight if, as
Williams Jackson suggests, the tetrad constituted a "cardinal tenet" of Manichaean doctrine and Théodore
wanted to "shame" the Manichaeans through an exposé of their perverse doctrines. Surely such a
scandalous inclusion of a Zurvanite motif would hâve fuelled the Syriac polemicist's contempt.
191 In light ofthe fact that the mounting évidence points to the Judaeo-Christian origins of Manichaeism,
the "four-faced" God is better understood as a Zurvanite flourish or accommodation. In Mazdaean
theology, the god Ohrmizd was conceived as part of a divine tetrad along with time, space, and religion.
The incorporation of this tetrad, however, into "orthodox" Mazdaeism may hâve been a response to
Zurvanite spéculations (see Duchesne-Guillemin, "L'Église sassanide et le mazdéisme," 10). Williams
Jackson admits, however, that he can really find only one equivalency between the Manichaean and
Zurvanite tetrads ("Fourfold Aspect," 15 n.l7). At any rate, Zaehner identifies the Zurvanite tetrad as time,
space, wisdom, and power (Zurvan, 219), which differs markedly from Manichaean attestations. Zaehner
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important divinities should be understood and described, or simply had lost its meaning.

If Mani himself employed such an epithet for the Father of Greatness, then this would be

an instance of the compilers rejecting a canonical formulation in favour of one that was

seen as more compatible with their systematization efforts. At any rate, the Kephalaia

compilers appear to hâve been quite determined to assert as a gênerai principle the fact

that Manichaean divinities, even the Father of Greatness, ought to be conceived as

possessing five qualities.192

4.3.2 The Many Sons of Man

The séries of beings known to the Kephalaia primarily as the "Five Sons of First Man"

('f OY NCpHpe MTTCyâ.pTT NpCDMe)193 is somewhat problematic due, in part, to the

variety of epithets with which it was associated. Also known as the "Five Eléments"

NCTOIXGICUN) (IKe 43.2), thèse "Five Sons" (,CDO_L=> r<_r=zu>) are

also suggests that Zurvanite theology was based on an elaborate séries of tetrads (Zurvan, 229-230). Thus,
it is conceivable that the Manichaean emphasis on five was meant to counter this pattern. Even an Iranist
such as Schaeder suggested that Iranian éléments in Manichaeism were a resuit of Umstilisierung rather
than deliberate borrowing or influence ("Urform und Fortbildungen des manichâischen Systems," 47).
More recently, as Skjaerv0 (following Bôhlig) has pointed out, the basic formulation of Mani's System is
obviously Christian, but when he wanted to "dress this myth in Zoroastrian garb" he had little choice but to
represent figures such as the Father and the First Man by Zurvan and Ohrmizd ("Iranian Eléments in
Manichaeism: A Comparative Approach," 271). Mère terminological similarities say nothing about origins
and dérivations, especially at a time when Zoroastrian traditions were themselves in such a state of flux. As
Skjaerv0 succinctly states: "On no account...can it be said that the Zurvanite myth was part of Mani's
System, only the name of Zurwân was" ("Iranian Eléments," 272).
1 2 Even Merkelbach is forced to admit that certain Kephalaia chapters seem to expand the tetrad into a
pentad (Mani, 45), although he offers no explanation.
193 Outside of the Kephalaia there are surprisingly few explicit références (other than those mentioned
above) to the Five Sons of First Man, the Five Eléments, or the Five Intellectuals in other edited
Manichaean Coptic texts—although there are a small number of implicit références (2Ps 12.25; 36.22),
including an enumeration of each élément in a "Psalm of the Wanderers" (2Ps 137.20-37). In itself, this is
not surprising given the liturgical and hagiographical nature of edited texts such as the Psalm-book and the
Homilies. One notable exception, however, can be found in "Berna Psalm 223," where the Father's "strong
son" (MTTeq[O)H]pe NXCUpe) (2Ps 10.7) produces "a Virgin equipped with Five Powers"
(NTeq[TTà.]peeNOC GCTHCy X2pHi à - fe NÔàM) (2Ps 10.8) in order to fight the forces of darkness.
This référence not only provides an additional synonym for the Five Sons/Elements, but somewhat
surprisingly attributes them to a mysterious virgin-figure, who appears to act as a kind of consort or twin to
First Man.
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characterized by Théodore bar Khonai as the "Five Shining Gods" (r«'cnLAr<' rdr^u>

Li^),194 and though not explicitly enumerated in his account, are known from Coptic

and other sources195 as representing 1) Living Air, 2) Wind, 3) Light, 4) Water, and 5)

Fire (TTàHp eTâ.N£, TTTHY, TTOYà-ÏNe, TTMà.Y, TCGTe). As the essence of soûl

and the antithesis of matter,19" the Five Sons/Elements play a central rôle in the

Manichaean conception of rédemption, since they constitute the raw materials that must

be liberated through Manichaean ascetic and liturgical practice. In this way, they form the

most direct link between Manichaean myth and praxis.197

194 They are also called "Sons of Light" (K'T—.crLl.T .encan) (Hypatius, 81.43 [Reeves #28]) and "Shining
Sons" (rd_icu\ >-l=) by Ephraim (Hypatius, 101.5-24 [Reeves #29]). Such an expression may lie behind
the Coptic formulation "Five Splendours of the Son of Man" (foy NpMNTTpïe NO)Hpe MTTpCD[M]e)
(IKe 89.8-9). It seemed much more likely to Burkitt that Jésus, to whom the same term "splendour" is also
applied, should be styled "Jésus the Living" or "Life-giving." This, of course, is not how Manichaean
translators understood the term, since it is eminently clear that the "Five Sons/Elements" of early
Manichaean tradition were understood as TTpïe—"shining forth." While it is certainly possible that
Manichaean translators misunderstood such a key technical term (see Franzmann, "Syriac-Coptic
Bilinguals," 118-119), it seems unlikely. It is far more probably that the basic éléments of the light-realm,
not to mention Jésus (one of its key emissaries), were described as entities which reflect their origin by
emanating their essence—in other words, they shine.
195 The canonical order of thèse éléments seems to hâve been, at least for polemicists, a bit of a problem.
Ephraim, for instance, makes référence to air (irs'rO (Hypatius, 31.11 [Reeves #97]), light (rs'icooJ),
wind (riuQi), water (rcisb), and fire ( «SCL») (Hypatius, 101.5-24 [Reeves #29]), while the Acta Archelai
gives the somewhat idiosyncratic listing of "wind, light, water, fire, and matter (sicl)" (àveuoç, <j)63ç,
ijôcop, nvp, ftA/n) (Beeson), although "matter" is usually amended by scholars to àfjp (See Acta Archelai
[Vermes/Lieu], 47 n. 40; see also 2Ps 137.36).
196 Polotsky, "Man icha i smus , " 115.
197 What was it, however , that might hâve led to M a n i ' s équation of the suffering light-soul to a concept of
Five Eléments? Throughout antiquity, against the canonical Empedoclean doctrine of four éléments, there
was an alternate theory of five é léments as the basic bui lding-blocks of the cosmos (Moraux , "Quinta
essentia," 1171). Whi le it is unclear w h o may hâve originated the idea (i.e., presocrat ics such as Pherecydes
of Syros, Pythagoras , or Philolaus, al though Mattéi suggests that Philolaos originated this doctrine
[L'Étrange et le simulacre, 362]) , it seems to hâve taken root in the early Academy and influenced Aristotle
and post-Aristotel ian phi losophy wel l into Late Antiqui ty (Moraux, 1196 ff). Eventually, the quintessence,
or fifth élément, came to b e recognized as the ethereal substance of the soûl (Moraux , 1213 ff) and
eventually as that of the heavenly sphère and the stars (Moraux, 1231 ff). As for M a n i ' s immédiate
environment , a doctr ine of five é léments seems to hâve played an important rôle in the cosmogonie
teaching of Syriac phi losopher , Bardaisan of Edessa , and his school . Ephra im (in the fourth century CE)
called Bardaisan the " teacher of M a n i " (but that he followed h im "unwil l ingly") , influencing in part icular
his cosmology (Drijvers, Bardaisan of Edessa, 225) . Burkit t accepted Ephra im ' s analysis that Mani derived
some of his ideas from Bardaisan, but cautions that Man i and Bardaisan, al though similar on certain points ,
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Yet on the surface, it is difficult to see why thèse light-substances should hâve

been described as "sons" at ail, since functionally, the "Five Sons" constitute the

"armour" or "garments" (IKe 69.18; 262.25) put on by First Man before going out to

engage the powers of darkness.19 Perhaps this was simply a resuit of conventions of

language regularly employed by Manichaeans, whereby a séries of secondary entities

emanated by or associated with another primary being are called "sons."199 Such a

tendency is, in fact, borne out by the testimony of Ephraim, who records the way in

which the expressions "sons of Light" (ri'i—AcnLîs »cnai=) and "sons of Darkness" (i-i=

^ \nt . , )2 0 0 formed part of early Manichaean discourse.

The terminological situation becomes more complex in the Kephalaia, since the

compilers made use of a number of other co-referential metaphors for the "Five Sons of

First Man," namely the "Five Garments" ("fe N£BCCD), as in Chapter 70 "On the

hold very différent points of view {Religion of the Manichees, 78-79). Drijvers has also emphasized the
différence between the two ("Mani und Bardaisan," 469). Polotsky suggested that there is veiled allusion to
Marcion and/or Bardaisan as precursors to Mani at IKe 13.3Off. Like many of the most interesting thinkers
from Late Antiquity, however, we are forced to rely largely on fragments and secondary testimony for
information about Bardaisan's teaching, some of which may actually be drawn from his followers.
Nevertheless, later Syriac tradition attributes to Bardaisan the doctrine that the world came to be from the
mixture of five éléments: fire, wind, water, light, and darkness. See the table of accounts from
Barhadbeshabba (6* cent. CE), Moses bar Kepha (10* cent. CE), lwannis of Dara (9* cent. CE), and
Théodore bar Khonai (8* cent. CE) provided by Drijvers in Bardaisan, 98-103. But, as Drijvers points out,
Bardaisan's cosmological ideas only came under attack in the wake of Manichaeism (Bardaisan, 96). Thus,
there may hâve been some désire on the part of later polemicists and heresiologists to overemphasize the
rôle played by Bardaisanean ideas in the formation of Manichaeism. As such, while it is at least possible
that Mani drew or adapted a doctrine of five éléments from Bardaisan (however reluctantly), the présence
of such a doctrine, and the importance of the fîfth élément as the substance of the soûl (not found in
Bardaisan), is sufficiently attested in philosophical traditions from Late Antiquity to make other dérivations
equally possible.
l98Theodore bar Khonai even records a Syriac pun on the words for "shining" ( r O c u » / zïwânâ and

"armour" ( r ^ l» \ I zayna) (Reeves, "Citations from Ephrem," 269 n.9).
199 This, in turn, no doubt reflects Syriac usage of the term i = , which communicates not only the idea of
son-ship, but also of "close relation, subjection, or similarity" (Payne-Smith, 53a). As for their original
Syriac name—rOcut, "brilliant, or shining"—Burkitt offered the unlikely suggestion that this is actually
an adaptation of the Middle-Iranian term zywyn 'g, meaning "life-giver" (Religion ofthe Manichees, 111).
200 Reeves , "Citat ions from Ephra im," 234 [#28] .
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ont

Body, that it was made to resemble the Cosmos" (IKe 69.18), as well as the "Five

Luminous Gods" ('j'OY NNOYTG eTTTpi[CD]Y) from Chapter 38 "On the Light-

Mind, the Apostles, and the Saints" (IKe 95.16), and the "Five Shining Men" ('f~OY

NpMNTTpïe) (IKe 85.34; 88.15; 89.8). While the concept of the Eléments as "garments"

is not attested in known canonical traditions, the epithets "Five Luminous Gods" and

"Five Shining Men" are presumably a reflection of the "Five Shining Gods"

r«L_Jcu\ rt'cnAri') known from Théodore bar Khonai.

One co-referential séries in particular, however, that seems to hâve caused a great

deal of confusion for both ancient and modem commentators is the grouping known as

the "Five Intellectuals" ("\"Oy NNOepON). While Iain Gardner, in his Kephalaia

"Indices" justifiably lists the Five Limbs under the Five Intellectuals,202 both the

Kephalaia and the Psalm-book typically associated the Intellectuals with the Five

Eléments, a fact that has already been noted by Van Lindt in his study of Coptic

Manichaean terminology.203 For instance, in Chapter 2 "The Second, on the Parable of

the Tree, " the "intellectuals" that "clothe" the body of the Column of Glory/Perfect Man

are clearly equated with the "Eléments of Light" (IKe 20.1-3).204 This identification can

be corroborated by a "Psalm of the Wanderers" which states that the "Five Intellectuals

are the Sons of First Man" (2Ps 161.25). Nevertheless, there appears to hâve been a

certain degree of ambiguity as to the identity of the Intellectuals, since in Chapter 31, the

201 See also Chapter 109 "On the Fifty Lord's Days" (IKe 262.25), and Chapter 54 "On the Quality ofthe
Garments" (IKe 131.20).
202 The Limbs are after ail "intellectual" properties. See Gardner, Kephalaia ofthe Teacher, 297.
203 Names of Manichaean Mythological Figures, 63-64.
204 C o m p a r e Chapte r 72 in which the "great gara ient" of Pillar of Glory/Perfect M a n " is m a d e up of Five
Intellectuals (IKe 177.3). The fact that the Intellectuals are called a "garment" also supports their
identification with the Five Eléments.
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Five Limbs were also associated with the preparatory activities of First Man (see below).

As such, the exact équations between concepts such as the Five Eléments, the Five

Limbs, and the Five Intellectuals seem to hâve been complex and may not hâve been any

clearer to the compilers than they are to us.

Even in spite of the obvious importance of the "Five Sons of First Man" as a

concept within Manichaeism generally,205 the Kephalaia compilers seem to hâve been

primarily interested in using them for the formulation of other rhetorically or doctrinally

significant numeric patterns. For instance, according to Chapter 3 "The Interprétation of

Happiness, Wisdom, and Power, " thèse three thematic qualities are said to exist at five

levels of divine being, from the Father, through the light-vehicles of Sun and Moon, to

the Eléments and the Holy Church. At the level of the Eléments, "happiness" is said to be

constituted by the Column of Glory/Perfect Man, the cosmic apparatus for light-

liberation, while the Five Sons of Living Spirit constitute "wisdom." At the same level,

however, "power" is manifested by the Five Sons of First Man, who are "folded into the

Universe" (IKe 24.25). Similarly, in Chapter 4 "On the Four Great Days, which hâve

corne out from one another; aîong with the Four Nights, " the twelve hours of the third

day are calculated by adding the Five Sons of First Man and the Five Sons of Living

205 On the abstract level, however, the Sons/Elements, or Living Soûl, are "a property shared by ail objects"
(BeDuhn, Manichaean Body, 72) within the cosmos and serve as an ontological link between the Father of
Greatness and his children. This can be established by interpreting the testimony of Théodore bar Khonai,
who records that when the Father sought to défend his kingdom from the dark invasion, he says, "I myself

will go" (, I<K\~* Hterally, "by means of my own soûl"). As a resuit, First Man, whom he calls upon,
along with the Five Eléments, can be interpreted as the "soûl" of the Father sent into battle and eventually
captured by the powers of darkness. The Manichaean, in turn, is enjoined to "remember" this imprisonment
of the Eléments, or Living Soûl, and to work for their/its libération (BeDuhn, Manichaean Body, 73). Once
this is recognized, the Manichaean may then become, to use BeDuhn's evocative term, "a cog" in the great
cosmic machinery of light-liberation (BeDuhn, Manichaean Body, 76). According to the Cologne Mani
Codex, the notion of the suffering Living Soûl was perceived by Mani at an early âge when he heard the
cries and lamentations of plants as they were harvested (CMC 6-10). This means that, according to
Manichaean hagiography at least, the plight of the Living Soûl constituted one of Mani's earliest insights
into the nature of the world around him.
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Spirit to Call and Response (IKe 25.25-30). An analogous exegetical manoeuvre occurs

in Chapter 10 "On the Meaning ofthe Fourteen [Great] Aeons about which Sethel spoke

in [his] Prayer. " In this context, the Five Elements/Sons are added to Call and Response

to form a first set of seven, while the Five Sons of Living Spirit are added to Living Spirit

and First Man to form a second set of seven. Thèse, Mani is made to explain, constitute

the fourteen "blessings" (NC[Mà.Me]) (IKe 43.8) or "persons" (MTTpoc[CDTTON]) (IKe

43.9) through which the world was established. Also, the Five Sons of First Man are

assigned by Chapter 16 "[On the Five] Greatnesses which hâve [corne] out against the

Darkness" to the "Second Greatness," along with Mother of Life and First Man (IKe

49.19-23), and in Chapter 39 "On the Three Days and the Two Deaths, " the "First

Death" is marked by the mixture of Darkness and the Five Sons (IKe 102-36-103.2). In

this way, even in spite of obvious terminological problems, the Five Sons/Elements were

seen more as a convenient rhetorical tool than a concept that required extended

commentary and clarification.

4.3.3 Cosmic Parallelism

Two chapters in particular demonstrate the Kephalaia compilers' interest in the

correspondence between the macrocosm and the microcosm: Chapter 38 "On the Light-

Mind, the Apostles, and the Saints, " and Chapter 70 "On the Body, that it was made to

resemble the Cosmos." In Chapter 38 especially, five-part patterns are omniprésent in

that they provide both the literary as well as the theological framework through which

this thème is presented. As such, the compilers draw on three canonical pentads, namely
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the "Five Sons of Living Spirit,"206 the "Five Limbs,"207 and the Five Virtues,208 to

communicate their message.

On the rhetorical level, the central importance of five-part patterning to Chapter

38 is made évident by its initial literary frame, since in an effort to hâve Mani address the

issue of theodicy, the unnamed disciple is made to pose a séries of five questions:

206 According to Théodore bar Khonai, in response to the capture of First Man, the Father of Greatness

called out a second triad, made up of "Beloved of Lights" (*<*'•$_» col . - i t - iu) , "Great Builder" (»—=

i) , and the "Living Spirit" (P^JLM r£*»ai). Like First Man (the third being of the first émanation),
Living Spirit calls upon "Five Sons" who aid in the slaughter of the Archons and the construction of the
cosmos, specifically the "Ten Heavens" and the "Eight Earths." Thèse Five Sons are called "Ornament (or
Keeper) of Splendour" («"CL»» A\A-), "Great King of Honour" (r^i.cL.K'.i r<* ->i rc^A^o), "Adamos
(sic = Adamas) of Light" (rc'icnco oociso.irO, "King of Glory" (r<* »-icue. v^»>), and "Porter"

(Oord_A=s). In gênerai, I much prefer the use of English équivalents for thèse names, since the use of Latin
terminology, such as Splenditenens, Rex honoris, etc., so frequently used in studies of Manichaean myth,
créâtes the false impression that such terms are somehow more original or accurate
207 As we hâve seen, the most important five-part séries in the whole of Manichaean discourse is what came
to be known in the Graeco-Coptic tradition as the "Five Limbs" Cj"OY MM6A.OC). They are usually
enumerated as 1) Mind, 2) Thought, 3) Insight, 4) Counsel, and 5) Considération, although how to
accurately translate thèse terms has been the subject of perennial debate within Manichaean studies. The
Syriac version of the séries K'èv_iLa*.'iA> r<"A\ -IT»*T3 rf I IN -i r<_^_:oa rOoco (Théodore bar Khonai
313.17 [Scher]) is équivalent to the Greek terms voûç, evvoux, (|)pôvr)<Jiç, e.vQi>\ir\axç,, Xoytajiôç,
which were then rendered into Latin as mens, sensus, prudentia, intellectus, cogitatio (Acta Archelai, 10
[Beeson, 15.11/25]). In Coptic the séries is NOYC, Meye, CBCU, CàXNe, Mà-KMeK. Originally, thèse

are what Théodore identifies as the Five shekinahs (r^b\ l ï t T . T-^OJJ) (Théodore bar Khonai 313.16
[Scher]). In Syriac, the word r«'A\_UAJc represents the "dwelling-place" or "présence" of divinity, as in a
temple or shrine (Payne-Smith, 576b). In Theodore's account, the ethereal shekinahs of the Father are
contrasted with the more concrète "worlds" {y ^ ) of the King of Darkness. Why the shekinahs were
understood as "Limbs" (MMe AOC) by the compilers remains a bit of a puzzle, since when associated with
the Father of Greatness they would be more properly understood as "aeons" (NA.ICUN). This is, in fact,
precisely how they are characterized in the Coptic version of Mani's Living Gospel (Funk, personal
communication). This rendering, however, does not seem to hâve greatly influenced the Kephalaia
tradition, which opted for the occasional use of NTàMION and the more regular use of MM£A.OC. It does
seem, however, that al-Nadîm provides évidence that even in Syriac tradition they may hâve already been
characterized as "Limbs" (Fihrist, 768 [Dodge]).
208 Evidence from Mani's Epistles, has confirmed the place of both the Limbs and the Virtues in his own
discourse. In particular, the "Seventh Letter to Ctesiphon; that of the Vigils," records Mani's évocation of
the Five Limbs in association with a blessing provided by Jésus: "But it is he who shall bless you ail, my
beloved / children. May he leave his love on your head, that is, / the Light-Mind. His great faith, he [will...
in] your / vigilant Thought. His perfection, he will established [in your] / good Insight, and his long-
suffering, he [will ...] / in your good Counsels. His wisdom ... / ... he will act as in your sharp
Considérations ..." (Epistles [Berlin] 50.8-14; Funk, A Work Concordance to the Coptic Fragments of
Mani 's Epistles.
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Again at one occasion, a disciple questioned the [Apostle], / saying to him: You
hâve told us that the Light-Mind / is that which cornes and supports the saints.
[You hâve told] / us therefore that even though it is one of the gods ... / ... many
gods exist in it. You hâve told / us also that when it enters into [the body] / of the
flesh and binds the Old Man with his Five Counsels, / it sets its Five Counsels on
the Five Limbs / [of his] body. Where is it [though], since the Old Man is bound
in the / body? For, I (can) see that rebellions occur in its / bond from time to time.

Secondly, I ask / you: If indeed it is a great god, unchanging and /
immeasurable, how does it corne to appear in the smallness of the / body?

The third thing that I want you to tell / me [is this: If(?)] the Mind is holy
and pure, / [how did it corne to be mixed with(?)] the impurity of this body. /

Fourthly, if truly, the Light-Mind is présent in [the] / saints, why does its
likeness not appear to us as it / is? The fifth thing: I want / you to tell me and
explain your apostleship. / For, behold, it is not clear to me, since they oppress /
you and persécute you in the world. / 1 implore you that you persuade me about
thèse things which I hâve asked you (IKe 89.21-90.7).

Basically, what the disciple wants to know is how a great and noble divine power such as

the Light-Mind can inhabit a small and defiled body. Moreover, if this is indeed the case

why does Sin209 (i.e., "rébellion") persist? Thèse two basic questions, however, are

extended (somewhat artificially perhaps) into a five-part schéma:

Question i) Where is the Light-Mind in the body, if there are rebellions?
Question ii) How can this great god corne into a small body?
Question iii) How can the pure Mind occupy the defiled body?
Question iv) If the Light-Mind exists in the saints, why don't we see his likeness?

Question v) What is the nature of your apostolate, if you are persecuted?

In response, Mani is made to begin his discourse with an analogy210 in five parts.

The first part of the analogy suggests that the cosmos (metaphorically understood as

TT/\.à.NH "Error") is constructed like a human body (IKe 90.20-22). Its external aspects

are described in descending order from head to feet (IKe 90.22-33), while its internai

aspects are described from interior to exterior, from heart to skin (IKe 91.1-5), followed

by several characteristics made unclear by lacunae in the text (IKe 91.5-13). According

209 In Manichaean discourse "Sin" is often a quasi-personified concept.
0 Nagel characterized this as the "makrokosmisch-mikrokosmisch ... Lageralegorie" ("Anatomie des

menschen in gnostischer und manichâischer Sicht," 88.
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to the second part of the analogy, the soûl of the cosmos is represented by the Five Sons

of the Living Spirit (the Keeper of Splendor, the King of Honour, the Adamas of Light,

the King of Glory, and the Porter), who are characterized as "Five Sleepless Watchers"

(-foy N£OYPIT N3k.TNK.2iTe) (IKe 91.19) and are related to the Five Limbs (Mind,

Thought, Insight, Counsel, Considération) (IKe 91.14-33). To thèse two groups of five is

added a sixth élément in the form of a pair: call and response (TCD^MG / CCDTMG, IKe

92.2-3)—the dual values at the core of the Maniehaean drama of salvation. Part three

states that the Column of Glory represents the Light-Mind at the cosmic level (IKe 92.5-

6), while part four recounts how the dark powers hâve rebelled in the watch districts of

each of the Five Sons (IKe 92.12-93.15). Finally, the fifth part of the analogy describes

how the Column of Glory (aeting as a kind of Light-Mind for the cosmos) assists the Five

Sons in suppressing the rebellions in their respective watch districts (93.16-94.16). By

means of this analogy, Mani is made to set up the basic thesis of the discourse, namely

that the Light-Mind is indeed présent in the body in spite of the présence of sin, thereby

answering the first of the disciple's questions.

This first part of the discourse is expressed using a séries of five-fold structures

that progressively integrate each part of the argument while consistently enumerating the

five thematic éléments in canonical order. The répétition of five is meant to express the

fondamental interconnectedness of ail facets of Maniehaean teaching and to reflect the

quasi-scientific allure of Maniehaean doctrines in Late Antiquity. The Elect, to whom this

discourse is addressed, would hâve had no diffîeulty in accepting the Maniehaean logic of

this vivid cosmological narrative.
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Mani, then, is made to continue with arguments in support of his position by

shifting first to the microcosmic level of the body and second to the level of the

cornmunity. By way of introduction, Mani answers the second of the disciples' fïve

questions (Le., How can such a great god dwell in a small body?) by stating that even

though the gods are great and mighty (£NN2i6 Ne NXCUpe) (IKe 95.4), they are

nevertheless bound within their proper places (IKe 95.4-9). Following this, Mani answers

the third of the fïve questions (Le., How can the pure Mind occupy the defiled body?) by

describing the création of the body (Le., the Old Man) by the agency of Sin. According to

the Apostle of Light, Sin bound the Five Limbs in the body: Mind in bone, Thought in

sinew, Insight in vein, Counsel in flesh, and Considération in skin (IKe 95.13-19). The

Light Mind, however, acts to free the Limbs from their bonds (IKe 96.8-21), and

reestablish them in the Five Virtues of the New Man. As such, Mind becomes love,

Thought faith, Insight perfection, Counsel patience, and Considération wisdom (IKe

96.25-97.6).

Once again the number five plays a crucial rôle in the élaboration of this highly

structured portion of the discourse. The five-fold schéma of the Limbs is enumerated

again in the same canonical order (Mind, Thought, Insight, Counsel and Considération)

in each of the three occurrences, which, in turn, reflect the three key points in the

salvation narrative in which the Light-Mind plays a critically important rôle:

imprisonment, libération, and re-creation.

Sin bound LIMBS in the body,
i) MIND in bone,
ii) THOUGHT in sinew,
iii) INSIGHT in vein,
iv) COUNSEL in flesh,
v) CONSIDERATION in skin.

but LIGHT-MIND frees them,
i) MIND from bone,
ii) THOUGHT from sinew,
iii) INSIGHT from vein,
iv) COUNSEL from flesh,
v) CONSIDERATION from skin.

and créâtes the NEW MAN.
i) MIND is love
ii) THOUGHT is faith
iii) INSIGHT is perfection
iv) COUNSEL is patience
v) CONSIDERATION is wisdom
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What follows is a discussion of the implications of Sin and adversity at the

community level. Hère Mani emphasizes that even though the Light Mind is king of the

New Man, sin may still cause disruptions and lead to difficultés in the Manichaean

church:211

As long as the Limbs of Sin are bound / in this way, Sin is contained. Even
though the Light-Mind / [is] king, tribulation may still occur in the body from /
time to time. Sometimes Sin rises / up in bis Considération and disturbs
Counsel, and confuses / the Wisdom and the understanding of the man (IKe
97.23-28).

Each of the New Man's Five Limbs,213 along with the Five Virtues attached to them, can

be disturbed and disrupted by Sin, causing doubt in the believer and his or her possible

departure from the church. In this case, however, the présence of the Light-Mind in the

individual may be preserved by the members of the community, who attempt to "correct

his wisdom" (IKe 97.33). Yet even the correction and rebuke of the community may not

suffice to keep the Light-Mind active in the individual. Eventually, the Mind "(will) be

dispersed from him and return to the Apostle who sent it" (IKe 99.13-14). This

individual will become like "a bird plucked of its feathers" (IKe 99.17). Such statements

are presumably meant to justify the loss of community members within the wider context

of the persistent activity of sin in the cosmos.

1 There is an intriguing corrélation hère with the Cologne Mani Codex. The actual title of this work is
Ilepi tfjç yévvriç toû crcô|iaTOç aino-û, "On the Origin of His Body," i.e., of his church. Thus, there may be an
implicit parallel understood hère in Chapter 38 between the metaphor of the body at the cosmological,
anthropological, and ecclesiological levels. See Cameron and Dewey, The Cologne Mani Codex, 2 and
Henrichs and Koenen, Der Kôlner Mani-Kodex.
212 Funk, A&C.

13 In terms of rhetorical structure, it is interesting to note that in this instance, where the Five Limbs are
invoked, there is an inversion of their order. This can perhaps be explained by the fact that from a "higher"
cosmological perspective the Five Limbs descend in their value, while in the "lower" community context,
they ascend. Also, Considération is presumably weaker than Mind and, as such, would be attacked by sin
first.
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Mani then goes on to restate the answers to the first three questions and respond

to the fourth (i.e., If the Light-Mind exists in the saints, why don't we see his likeness?),

by suggesting that the likeness of the Light-Mind cannot be known since it is not visible

in the body (IKe 99.24). In addition, Mani re-enforces the macrocosmic/microcosmic

parallelism at the core of his argumentation and re-assures the audience about the strong

présence of the Light-Mind:

Behold the strength and the efficiency of the Light- / Mind: how great it is on ail
the watch-towers of / the body. It stands in its encampment (and) shields / every
impulse of the body from the attractions of Sin. / It fixes them, scatters them,
(and) sets them / according to his will (IKe 100.1-100.6).

In conclusion, Mani is made to respond to the fifth and final question by invoking,

again in five parts, his own superior status as a prophet. He outlines how he has corne

into the world as a lone individual and has conquered with the word of God régions

which cannot be conquered by force of arms. Even though the powers of the world hâve

attempted to destroy his message, they hâve failed. In response to such adversities, Mani

has free his children and equipped them with superior wisdom. No one has accomplished

more than him, except for Jésus himself (IKe 100.15-102.3). In this way, Mani is made

to rhetorically re-enforce the superior value of his révélation in the face of persécutions

by the worldly powers and thereby validate the chapter's thematic parallelism.

As we can see, Chapter 38 uses an elaborate mixture of five-part theological and

literary patterns to communicate its message of reassurance in the face of sin and evil and

to emphasize the analogous relationship between the macrocosmic and microcosmic

powers. In addition, it reinforces the intimate relationship between three canonical

pentads: The Five Sons of Living Spirit, the Five Limbs, and the Five Virtues. To
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Manichaeans accustomed to this way of thinking, Chapter 38 no doubt offered an

impressive présentation of a persistent theological and community problem.

A similar, although less extensive, analogy between body and cosmos is drawn in

Chapter 70 "On the Body, that it was made to resemble the Cosmos. " In this chapter, we

are told that "the entire cosmos, above and below, resembles the human body" (IKe

169.29-30), with each component of the cosmos compared to a part of the body (IKe

170.2-16). Hère too, as in Chapter 38, the Five Sons of Living Spirit are described as

"Watchers" (MM^NpàïC) (IKe 171.28) of five régions of the cosmos (IKe 170.21-

171.15), called "encampments" (MTTà.pà.MTTo;\.H) (IKe 170.21) or "watch-towers"

(NOYpcye) (IKe 171.11), while the Light-Mind guards five "encampments" of the

body:

[Just as] the Five Watchers are found in this great / [bond of thèse Five]
Encampments that I hâve proclaimed / to you, so too is it with this body, which
the / Elect bear. There are Five other Encampments / in it. The Light-Mind
guards them along with the / New Man that is with it (IKe 171.28-172.4).

Also, as in Chapter 38, "tribulation" (eA.nf'IC) (IKe 171.11) is said to persist under the

watch of the guardians (IKe 171.11-172.1). Finally, each of the Five Sons of Living

Spirit is compared to an Elect who, with the aid of the Light-Mind, is able to control the

various parts of the body (IKe 172.3-20).

5 Sons of Living Spirit
Keeper of Splendour
King of Honour
Adamas
Kingof Glory
Porter

who rule
First Three Heavens
Next Seven Heavens
Firmament to Four Earths
Three Wheels & three Earths
Great Earth & Four Fixtures

are like Elect who
raies face
raies heart
raies chest
raies stomach
raies feet

In this way it can be seen that, in two différent chapters {Chapters 38 and 70), the

Kephalaia compilers sought to emphasize the correspondence between the cosmos and
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the human form—a concept essential to the Manichaean worldview. This was done to

reassure the community that parallel processes of rébellion and divine suppression are at

work at both levels of being. In this way, readers could imagine their own bodies as

encapsulating the cosmic struggle against the powers of darkness.

4.3.4 Fathers of Greatness

One favourite activity of the Kephalaia compilers that speaks to their deliberate efforts at

pentadization is the grouping of beings from the light-realm into séries known either as

the "Five Fathers" or the "Five Greatnesses." The first major discussion of this thème can

be found in the work as early as Chapter 7 "The Seventh, on the Five Fathers, " where

the compiler took the unusual step of numerically identifying the placement of the

chapter in its title. In this chapter, Mani is made to explain that the Five Fathers hâve

their origin in the Father of Greatness and that ail hâve shared in the victory over the

powers of darkness. Each of the Five Fathers is named, along with three of their

émanations:

5 Fathers
lst Father of Greatness
2nd Third Messenger
3rd Jésus the Splendour
4th Light-Mind
5th Light-Form

lsl Emanation
Great Spirit/Mother
Column of Glory
Light-Mind
Apostle of Light
Victory-Angel

Ta Emanation
Beloved of Lights
Jésus the Splendour
Great Judge
Twin
Garment-Angel

3rd Emanation
Third Messenger215

Virgin of Light
Youth
Light-Form
Crown-Angel

Essentially, what this chapter présents is a five-part ontology of salvation. Thèse Five

Fathers represent the five ontological levels at which the work of salvation takes place: 1)

the pre-cosmic context of the Light-realm (Father of Greatness), 2) the cosmic context of

214 This seems to occur in only one other chapter in IKe—Chapter 2, and apparently not at ail in 2Ke (see
Funk, "Reconstruction," 158-159).
215 The Third Messenger was prematurely identifïed as the "Second Father" by the redactor in the list of the
Father of Greatness' three émanations (IKe 34.33).
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création and the defeat of the Archons (Third Messenger), 3) the eschatological context

of human history, judgement, and rédemption (Jésus the Splendour), 4) the

prophetological context of révélation and apostleship (Light Mind), and 5) the ethical and

ecclesiological context of the Holy Church (Light-Form).

Whereas the canonical version of the myth, as known from Théodore bar Khonai,

contains three séries of émanations,216 the compilers of Chapter 7 extend this canonical

formulation to a five stage process of salvation, with three émanations occurring at each

stage. Moreover, each stage moves towards a progressive focalization of the myth from

the generalized, pre-cosmic context of the Father of Greatness down to the spécifie

context of the individual Manichaean who has received the Light-Form. For example,

stage one of salvation occurs at the broad, pre-cosmic level where the three "canonical"

émanations occur out of the Father of Greatness.21 This establishes the transcendent

framework of salvation. Stage two brings into focus the three components of the Third

Messenger, the third canonical émanation, who provides the means by which salvation

can be achieved by human beings. Stage three enumerates three hypostases of Jésus the

Splendour, the main intermediary from the third émanation, who acts not only as

enlightener and bringer of the Light-Mind, but as eschatological judge as well. Stage four

spécifies the three principal ways in which the Light-Mind, a main hypostasis of Jésus the

Splendour, aids humanity. Finally, stage five enumerates the three gifts gained by the

individual once he or she has received the Light-Form.

216 This, of course, cannot be verified since Theodore ' s account of the myth breaks off after Jésus the
Splendour 's encounter with Adam.
217 It is important to keep in mind the rôle of synonymy in early Manichaean discourse. Even though three
beings are emanated in each of the three canonical émanations, only one is named hère as représentative.
Even though the Manichaean myth présents a multiplicity of différent beings, in many instances they may
be understood as diverse manifestations and hypostases of an original triad.
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Chapter 20, again with the atypical title of "The Chapter on the Name of the

Fathers, " présents a similar arrangement of five mythological figures. In this chapter,

Mani is made to quiz his disciples about why the Father is called "Father of Greatness"

(IKe 63.23-24). After their stereotypical plea of ignorance, Mani reveals that the Father

of Greatness is so-called because he dwells in the Great Earth, where he is surrounded by

ail his angels and divine companions (IKe 63.28-33). The discourse then turns to

identifying the "greatness" of four other beings that are also called "Father." The Third

Messenger's greatness is the "Ship of the Living Fire," i.e., the Sun, while Jésus the

Splendour's greatness is the "Ship of the Living Water," i.e., the Moon. The Column of

Glory's greatness has something to do with "Five Gods," while the greatness of the Light

Mind is identified as the Holy Church (IKe 63.34-64.10). This list of Five Fathers from

Chapter 20, however, is différent from the list found in Chapter 7:

Chapter 7:5 Fathers
Father of Greatness
Third Messenger
Jésus the Splendour
Light-Mind
Light-Form

Chapter 20: 5 Fathers
Father of Greatness
Third Messenger
Jésus the Splendour
Column of Glory
Light-Mind

Whereas Chapter 7 enumerates a soteriological séquence in which the Light-Form is

given a central rôle at the community level, the account from Chapter 20 inserts the

Column of Glory, making no mention of the Light-Form. The aim of Chapter 20,

however, although also soteriological in character, seems to be to establish the location of

each of the Five Fathers at one of the five principal stopping points of the Manichaean

journey of salvation: from the ritual activity of the Holy Church (Light Mind) to the

"Five Gods" (?) administered by the Column of Glory, to the Moon and Sun where Jésus

the Splendour and the Third Messenger dwell, on to the Great Earth, the homeland of the
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Father of Greatness. Whereas Chapter 7 enumerates the five ontological levels of

salvation, Chapter 20 lists those five beings whose efforts facilitate the accomplishment

of salvation and the libération of light.

The situation is further complicated when we look at Chapter 25 "On the Five

[Fathers: From which Limbs they hâve corne], " where we are presented with yet another

variant formulation, only this time the Father of Greatness himself is not included.

Five Fathers
Messenger
Beloved of Lights
Motherof Life
Jésus the Beloved (sic)
Virgin of Light

from Five Limbs
Mind
Thought
Insight
Counsel
Considération

Unfortunately, almost no context is given by this extremely abbreviated chapter, other

than the statement that "one came after the other (and) appeared in his time" (IKe 76.25).

This seems to imply that the séries is meant to be understood temporally, although such

an understanding seems impossible given what is known about the séquence of the

Manichaean myth from other sources such as Théodore bar Khonai. According to the

canonical account, a "temporal" progression of thèse figures would run Mother of Life—

Beloved of Lights—Messenger—Jésus the Beloved—Virgin of Light. Nevertheless, a

clue as to how this séries might be understood can be found in Chapter 7, in which the

Third Messenger is called the "model of the King of Light" (IKe 35.8) and the "first of

ail counsellors" (IKe 34.33). This would seem to justify the Third Messenger's

218 This example is further complicated by the fact that some of its irregular features may indicate that the
compiler may hâve been drawing on some very early material. For example, the brevity of the chapter
indicates that it may be an early "proto-kephalaic" formulation. In addition, the first father is identified
simply as the "Messenger" rather than the "Third Messenger" parallels a détail which can be found in
Théodore bar Khonai's account. Similarly, the unusual formulation of "Jésus the Beloved" may be derived
from some early source.
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placement at the head of the Chapter 25 formulation. The sélection and arrangement of

the other figures, however, remains obscure.

Another, albeit peculiar, présentation of the Five Fathers can be found in Chapter

148 "On the Five Books, that they belong to five Fathers. " In this chapter, Mani is

supposed to hâve associated "five" of his books with the "Fathers of Light" (IKe 355.6-

7). While the Living Gospel is attributed to the Messenger and the Treasure ofLife to the

Column of Glory, the three writings, Pragmateia, Book ofMysteries, and Book ofGiants

are attributed to the Light-Twin. The Letters, however, are said to be Mani's own gifts.

Strangely, no fifth book is named or attributed to a Manichaean divinity. Nor is the

seventh of Mani's canonical writings mentioned at ail.21 It appears, however, that an

attempt has been made to compress this canonical heptateuch into a pentateuch more in

line with the compilers' penchant for five-part structures.220 The fact that only six books

are mentioned as four gifts may be due to scribal error, since the construction of such a

six-four formulation runs contrary to the compilers' project of pentadization.

Nevertheless, the enumeration of the Fathers appears equally puzzling, since it too is at

variance with the three previously discussed formulations.

Finally, there seems to hâve been an additional discussion of the Five Fathers in

Chapter 191 "There are Five Properties in the Image ofour Apostle symbolizing the Five

Light Fathers, " which unfortunately is entirely obscured by lacunae. At most, a gênerai

219 That the Manichaean canon contained seven writ ings is known from I K e 5.21-33, 2Ps 46f, 139f, and
Hom 25.2-5, as well as al-Nadïm and the Chinese Compendium (Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 62; Gardner and
Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 153-156).
220 That they succeeded in al tering the canon is independently verified by Àugus t ine ' s Contra Felicem, 1.14
(Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 63; see esp. Tardieu's table on page 64).

!1 See Funk IKe 335, who suggests that the Psalms and Prayers could hâve been named before the
Letters. If, however, the title was added only later, then we need not assume that the chapter itself was
intentionally structured in five-parts (Funk, personal communication).
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outline of the discourse can be reconstructed as enumerating Five "Properties" and Five

other qualities:

CHAPTER 191 SCHEMA:
INTRO: Again he spoke to his disciples ...
DISCOURSE: There are Five Properties in the Image ...
1) First Property is humility
2) [Second Property ... ?]
3) Third [Property ... ?]
4) [Fourth Property] ... my Image = beauty
5) Fifth [Property] is my light-wisdom.

[Five other things? ...]
1) [First...]
2) [Second ...]
3) [Third...]
4) [Fourth...]
5) Fifth is my light-wisdom.

CONCLUSION: I hâve given victory ... over ail Sects ...

While there is no way of knowing what identity and rôle the Five Fathers were given in

this chapter, it appears as though the emphasis was placed on the qualities attributable to

Mani.

As we hâve seen, the Kephalaia compilers présent five formulations of the Five

Fathers, four of which can be read. Each of thèse formulations, however, présents a

différent séquence of Fathers:

Chapter 7
Father of Greatness
Third Messenger
Jésus the Splendour
Light-Mind
Light-form

Chapter 20
Father of Greatness
Third Messenger
Jésus the Splendour
Column of Glory
Light Mind

Chapter 25
Messenger
Beloved of Lights
Mother of Life
Jésus the Beloved
Virgin of Light

Chapter 148
Messenger
Column of Glory
Light Twin

?
Mani

While the (Third) Messenger is the only figure found in ail four formulations, there are

nonetheless some similarities between Chapters 7 and 20 and Chapters 25 and 148. On

the one hand, Chapters 7 and 20 appear the most similar, varying only in positions four

and five, while Chapters 25 and 148 place the Messenger in the first position.
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What then should we make of thèse variations? 2 ! While the compilers were

obviously using and building upon some kind of earlier material, it is difficult to imagine

that a truly canonical séries would be subject to such a degree of malleability, given the

rigidity with which other séries such are the Five Sons are maintained. Nevertheless,

given the fact that we find the same expression "Fathers of Light" used in the Psalm-book

(see 2Ps 8.8; 36.15; 73.8; 84.29; 202.12) and the Cologne Mani Codex (33.2), we may

assume that it was an epithet that existed as part of a canonical Manichaean tradition and

was probably used by Mani himself as a gênerai désignation for any number of divine

beings.223 That thèse Fathers of Light came to be thought of in terms of five-part séries is

likely an additional by-product of the process of pentadization so évident in the

Kephalaia. The fact that there are so many variant formulations, however, would seem to

represent the various attempts at clarification and élaboration of this quasi-canonical

trope, which appears to hâve been left quite ambiguous and flexible. Perhaps a concept of

Five Fathers was needed to balance the recurring image of the Five Sons. Or, perhaps the

Five Fathers are an attempt to re-emphasize the fact that the Father is a being endowed

with five qualities or Limbs, and as such would hâve been compelled to send five

emissaries into the drama of salvation. Or, the variant formulations might hâve resulted

from an overabundance of hypostases and personages invoked by Mani in his writings—

i.e., there were simply too many gods and hypostases to choose from. At any rate, the

Kephalaia chapters dealing with the Five Fathers, although frustratingly contradictory, do

12 Unfortunately, other Manichaean Coptic sources provide little in the way of clarification, even though
the Fathers of Light are invoked several times in the Psalm-book. "Berna Psalm 237," however, does
enumerate a somewhat ambiguous séries of Five Greatnesses of the Fathers involving 1) Mother of
Life/First Man, 2) Beloved of Lights/Great Builder, 3) Third Messenger, 4) Column of Glory/Porters, and
5) Virgin/Judge/Light-Mind (2Ps 36.20-37.9).
23 This can be inferred from Théodore bar Khonai's account, in which First Man responds to Living Spirit

with the words "How fare our fathers (çjoaibK'), the sons of Light in their city?" (315.1 [Scher]).
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provide us with an important glimpse into the ongoing and evolutionary process of

clarification and systematization of Manichaean discourse undertaken by the Kephalaia

compilers. This concept, in particular, appears to hâve caused considérable confusion and

does not appear, at the stage represented by our manuscript at least, to hâve been

resolved.

Although only mentioned in one published Kephalaia chapter, the compilers also

présent a formulation known as the "Five Greatnesses" (T ' f e MMNTN2.6).224

According to Chapter 16 "[On the Five] Greatnesses which hâve [corne] out against the

Darkness, " the entire séries of mythical émanations are presented according to a five-

stage schéma. The "First Greatness" is presented as the Father of Greatness, who has a

"solitary existence" (Teqoyc i a . OY^eTq) (IKe 49.17) in the realm of light. The

"Second Greatness" is made up of the Mother of Life, First Man, and the Five Sons of

First Man (IKe 49.19-23). The "Third Greatness," in turn, contains the Beloved of

Lights, Great Builder, and Living Spirit, along with the Five Sons of Living Spirit (IKe

49.23-25). The "Fourth Greatness" is described as the Third Messenger, the Column of

Glory, and (somewhat ambiguously) "ail the powers of light who are revealed from him"

(NÔà.M THpOY NOY^ÏNG GT^YOYCON^ [àBà-A MMâ.q] (IKe 49.26-28).

Finally, the "Fifth Greatness" is constituted by Jésus the Splendour and (with similar

ambiguity) "ail his powers" ([N]eq<5à.M THpOY) (IKe 49.29-31).

This formulation varies considerably from the canonical version of the myth

known from Théodore bar Khonai. As we hâve seen, according to his testimony, Mani

The Five Greatnesses are also mentioned in 2Ps 136.50.
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conceived of his cosmogony as occurring in three émanations, or évocations, each

containing three primary figures:

Théodore bar Khonai
7" Emanation/

Evocation

2" Emanation/
Evocation

3r Emanation/
Evocation

Father of Greatness
Mother of Life
First Man
5 Sons of First Man
Beloved of Lights
Great Builder
Living Spirit
5 Sons of Living Spirit
Third Messenger
12 Virgins
Jésus the Splendour

CHiiptetW
f Greatness

2mi Greatness

3rd Greatness

4lh Greatness

5>h Greatness

• • • • • • : }

Father of Greatness

Mother of Life
First Man
5 Sons of First Man

Beloved of Lights
Great Builder
Living Spirit
5 Sons of Living Spirit
Third Messenger
Column ofGlory
"powers of Light"
Jésus the Splendour
"ail his powers"

As is well known to Manichaean scholars, the third émanation is the most problematic

formulation to disentangle.22' While Théodore states that the Messenger brought forth

Twelve Virgins and Jésus the Splendour (although Jésus is not explicitly "called" in

Theodore's account), Chapter 7 ("The Seventh, on the Five Fathers") states that the

Third Messenger emanated three powers: 1) the Column of Glory/Perfect Man, 2) Jésus

the Splendour, and 3) a single Virgin of Light (IKe 35.7-17). As we hâve seen, however,

Chapter 16 présents the third émanation as including the Third Messenger, the Column of

Glory, and the ambiguous "powers of light" revealed by him (IKe 49.26-28). As a resuit,

we are faced with three alternative formulations of the third émanation:

225 While it is clear that the Messenger is definitely part of the third triad, the remaining two members are
ambiguous, since there are essentially three possible candidate: 1) some sort of virgin figure, 2) Jésus the
Splendour, and 3) the Column ofGlory, also known as the Perfect Man (2Ps 133.24-25; IKe 20.15; 24.23;
35.10; 37.3; 155.11).
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Théodore bar Khonai
Messenger
12 Virgins
Jésus the Splendour

Kephalaia Ch. 7
Third Messenger
Column of Glory/Perfect Man
Jésus the Splendour
Virgin of Light

Kephalaia Ch. 16.
Third Messenger
Column of Glory
"powers of light"

While the compilers of Chapter 7, as we saw above, were motivated by a désire to

présent the Manichaean soteriological narrative through a telescopic five-part frame in

which every "father" émanâtes three other beings, hère the compilers of Chapter 16

perform a similar opération by attempting to transform the canonical three-part

cosmogonical schéma into a five-part formulation. This meant isolating the Father of

Greatness from his implicit association with the first émanation and dividing the third

émanation into two parts (Greatness Four and Five). The integrity of the second

émanation, however, is maintained. This, of course, is another example of the

pentadization imposed by the compilers. In this case, the basic frame of the canonical

myth is altered from a three-stage to a five-stage formulation. In addition, conflicting

accounts of the third évocation point to an inhérent ambiguity within the canonical

account that appears to hâve allowed the compilers to so fundamentally alter the basic

frame of their cosmogonie discourse.
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4.4 THEOLOGICAL PATTERNING II: DARK-REALM

As we hâve seen, the Kephalaia compilers présent a number of fîve-part patterns

associated with the light-realm in order to emphasize the pentadic attributes of its

inhabitants as well as the fîve-part structure of their activities. At the same time, however,

they seem to hâve been equally interested in sorting out the fîve-part structures associated

with the Kingdom of Darkness. Five chapters in particular offer such présentations of the

dark-realm: Chapter 6 "On the Five Storehouses which are brought forth from the Land

of Darkness from the Beginning; the Five Rulers, the Five Spirits, the Five Bodies, (and)

the Five Tastes, " Chapter 15 "[On the] ... Five [Parts] ... World of..., " Chapter 27 "On

the Five Forms which exist in the Archon(s) of Darkness, " Chapter 57 "On the

Génération of Adam, " and Chapter 69 "On the Twelve Signs ofthe Zodiac and the Five

Stars. " As we shall see, the compilers of thèse chapters were interested in three primary

thèmes—1) the genesis of the dark-realm, 2) the nature of the dark-lord and his

companions, and 3) the relation of the dark powers to the zodiac and the planets—which

they chose to re-enforce through the use of both theological and literary five-part

patterning.

4.4.1 The Evolution of Evil

Unlike other streams of monotheistic, early Christian, Jewish, and later Islamic theology,

that attempted to arrive at a philosophical solution to the problem of evil, Manichaeans

gave a strictly dualist response and attempted to visualize evil by means of vivid

mythological images and metaphor. As such, two of the most important présentations of

the Land of Darkness from the Kephalaia can be found in Chapter 6 "On the Five

Storehouses which are brought forth from the Land of Darkness from the Beginning; the
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Five Rulers, the Five Spirits, the Five Bodies, (and) the Five Tastes, " and Chapter 15

' "[On the] ... Five [Parts] ... World of.... " Thèse chapters, which appear to be attempts

at a more or less comprehensive description of the dark-realm, contain a literary

phenomenon found primarily in association with such contexts that may be termed

clustering. This happens when the compiler lumps together a number of associated five-

part patterns into one short passage. For instance, in Chapter 6, Mani is made to begin his

discourse by saying:

Five Store- / houses hâve existed from the beginning in the Land of Darkness.
Five / Eléments hâve poured forth from them. Also, from the Five / Eléments
were fashioned Five Trees, (and) from the Five Trees Avère fashioned Five
Species of Créatures according to each World, / maie and female. But also, the
Five Worlds [hâve] / Five Kings, Five Spirits, [Five] Bodies, (and) Five
[Tastes] / according to each world, which do not resemble [one another] (IKe
30.17-24).

What this cluster does is concisely summarize the stages by which the dark-realm

evolved, while at the same time emphasizing its essentially five-part structure. This

proposition is even re-enforced by the literary structuring of the introductory passage,

which élaborâtes five basic statements about the dark-realm, with the fifth statement

enumerating five items according to the following pattern.

Statement 1 : Five Storehouses exist in the Land of Darkness.
Statement 2: Five Eléments hâve poured forth from them.
Statement 3: Five Trees were fashioned from the Five Eléments.
Statement 4: Five Species came from the Five Trees.
Statement 5: The (1) Five Worlds of Darkness also hâve (2) Five Kings, (3) Five

Spirits, (4) Five Bodies, and (5) Five Tastes.

A similar cluster occurs in Chapter 15, "[On the] ... Five [Parts] ... World of... ":

The fifth time it spread itself to its offspring that exist [in the Five] / Worlds that
were fashioned (and) begotten from the Five / Fruits of Death, which are the
Five Worlds of / Flesh, the Five Créations of Darkness which Death established
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in / them. He spread himself among the Ten Parts, the Five Maie Parts and the /
FiveFemale [Parts] (IKe 48.17-22).

This passage fits into a more elaborate discourse about the Five (Parts/Times?)226 that

follows a similar structure to that found in the introduction to Chapter 6:

Part 1 : Death-desire ...
Time 2: Five Eléments poured fourth ...
Part 3: [Five Trees formed?]
Part 4: Five Fruits from Five Trees are Five Worlds.
Time 5: The (1) Five Worlds fashioned from (2) Five Fruits, (3) which are Five
Worlds of Flesh, (4), Le., the Five Créations, distributed in (5) Five Male/Female
Parts.

As such, Chapter s 6 and 15 présent two similar, although variant, accounts of how the

Land of Darkness came into being.

Chapter 6
5 Storehouses
5 Eléments
5 Trees
5 Species of Trees
5 Worlds, 5 Kings, 5 Spirits, 5 Bodies, 5 Tastes

Chapter 15
Desire/Death
5 Eléments
[5 Trees?]
5 Fruits
5 Worlds, 5 Fruits, 5 Flesh, 5 Créations, 5 Parts

Whereas Chapter 6 begins with the Five Storehouses as its point of origin, Chapter 15

begins with a more singular principle known as the "Death-desire" (GNOYMHCIC NTG

TTMOY) (IKe 47.34). From this principle, which is essentially a synonym for "Matter"

(£Y*-H) (IKe 129.11; 180.15-16), émerge the remaining structures of the dark-realm. In

this way the origin of evil is viewed as a generative process in which the Five Dark

Eléments, spurred on by the evil principle (variously known as Désire, Death, or Matter),

develop according to an "organic" process analogous to natural phenomena such as the

growth of trees and the production of fruit.

226 The discourse alternâtes between enumerating "part" (Tà.ïe) and "time" (ca.TT) in the same five-part
list.
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Both Chapter 6 and Chapter 15 présent conceptions of the dark-realm which may

be related to différent streams of Manichaean canonical tradition. For example, Chapter

15 can be compared to the close association between the terms "Matter, " "désire," and

"Darkness" known to Ephraim (4th cent. CE), who records that Mani "constructed (the

theory) that sometimes "Matter" {hylë) (r^Aoen) displayed purposive thought"

[trans. Reeves #3]), while Titus of Bostra (4th cent. CE) {Contra

manichaeos, 1.6), Theodoret (5th cent. CE), and Severus of Antioch (6th cent. CE) (likely

drawing upon the same canonical source) state that "Matter" and "Darkness" were co-

referential terms (89-90 [Reeves]). Theodoret also records that "Matter later divided itself

into multiple worlds (oùœai) and its fruits among them" (Kugener/Cumont, 152). Such

presumably canonical accounts, however, can be contrasted with other statements from

Théodore bar Khonai (8th cent. CE) and al-Nadïm (10th cent. CE), which both place

Darkness and its Five Worlds at the beginning of their cosmogonies (Théodore bar

Khonai 313.18-21 [Scher]; Fihrist, 777 [Dodge]). In this way, Chapter 75's account can

be seen to resemble fragments of canonical tradition from the 4th and 5th centuries CE,

while Chapter 5's account is similar to later 8* and 10* century CE accounts. This

implies not only that Titus, Theodoret, and Severus drew upon a différent source than

Théodore and al-Nadim, but also that Chapters 6 and 75 may hâve drawn upon similarly

distinct material.

At any rate, in spite of thèse différences, the fact that the évolution of the dark-

realm is elaborated by the Kephalaia compilers in both chapters as occurring in five basic

stages accords well with parallel structures applied to the activities of the light-realm and

fits with their gênerai project of pentadization. The fact that thèse descriptions contain
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clusters of five-part séries is likely meant to draw spécial attention to the fact that the

Kingdom of Darkness is also infused with patterns parallel to those of the Land of Light.

4.4.2 King(s) of Darkness

Just as beings from the Land of Light are often grouped by the compilers into five-part

séries, the same holds true for the inhabitants of the Kingdom of Darkness. In fact,

figuring out the nature of such tenebrous groupings seems to hâve been a theological

issue of great interest to the Kephalaia compilers. One of the best examples of this

préoccupation can again be found in Chapter 6, which states that it was the King of the

World of Smoke as the "chief of ail evil and [ail] wickedness" (IKe 30.27-28), who

"waged war with the Light" and "did battle with the exalted kingdom" (IKe 30.32-33).

He is said to possess five sets of characteristics: 1) five zoomorphic forms (IKe 30.34-

31.1), 2) five evil qualities of darkness, stench, ugliness, bitterness, and fire (IKe 31.3-6),

3) a body "harder than ail iron, brass, and steel" (IKe 31.14), "magie arts" (IKe 31.17),

and the ability to understands the speech and signs of ail his minions (IKe 32.1-8), 4) he

is insect like, with a thundering voice, and short-sighted, and 5) his body is gold, his

taste, salty, and his spirit rules the powers of the world.

King of Smoke
1) 5 Forms
head
lion-faced
hands & feet
demon-faced
shoulders
eagle-faced
belly
dragon-faced
tail
fish-faced

2) 5 (forms)
darkness

stench

ugliness

bitterness

fire

3) Other
hard body

kills w/ magie

dark languages

JJAlso...
insect like

thunder voice

short-sighted

5) Signs
gold body

salty taste

rules powers
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This rather vivid description of the dark lord, however, reveals a number of editorial

seams. For instance, the compiler is not quite sure what to call the chief ruler, whom he

variously names as "King of the World of Smoke" (Tippo MTTK.OCMOC

MTTK2OTNOC [IKe 30.25]), "Archon of Smoke" (TTàpXCDN MTTK.â.[TTNOC] [IKe

31.12]), "King (of those) of Darkness" (TTppO NNàTTKeKe [IKe 30.33; 31.2, 27-28;

32.1, 14; 33.2, 5]) or simply "King of Darkness" (nppo MTTK.eK.e [IKe 31.24]). Also,

there appears to be interwoven into this depiction of the dark lord two passages with

which parallels hâve been identifïed in the Mandaean Right Ginza'?21

Passage A: Manichaean
Kephalaia, 30.34-31.1: His head [is lion-
faced, his] hands and feet are démon- [and
devil-]faced, [his] shoulders are eagle-
faced, while his belly [is dragon-faced,]
(and) his tail is fished-faced.
Passage B: Manichaean
Kephalaia, 32.15-20: When it pleases him
to walk, he spreads out ail his limbs, and he
walks. When it cornes to his mind, he
draws in his limbs and takes them to
himself and rolls them into one another and
he falls down like a grape or a great iron
bail. He is terrible in his voice, he causes
fear (and) frightens his powers by his
voice.

Mandaean
Right Ginza, 280: His head is that of a lion,
his body is that of a serpent, his wings are
those of an eagle, his sides are those of a
tortoise, his hands and feet are those of a
démon (trans. from Puech).
Mandaean
Right Ginza, 280: When it pleases him, he
dilates his body; when it pleases him, he
makes himself small. He draws in his
members and spreads them again ... his
appearance is horrible, his body rank, his
face distorted (trans. from Puech).

Passage A, in fact, does hâve a précèdent in Manichaean canonical tradition, since al-

Nadïm attributes the following description of Satan to Mani: "His head is the head of a

lion and his body like the body of a dragon (great serpent). His wing is like the wing of a

227 This is an identification already made by Polotsky in the 1940 édition. See translations of this passage
by Lidzbarski, Ginza, 278 and Puech, "Le prince des ténèbres," 113. Puech believed that the Mandaean
passage was based on the Manichaean, due to what he called "la gaucherie" of the prior (114). Yet, the
Manichaean passage is no less (if not more) "gauche" in the way in which the compiler incorporated this
outside material. Rather, the Manichaean passage seems more like a development of the Mandaean. It is,
however, possible that both passages drew on some unknown antécédent.
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bird, his tail like the tail of a great fish, and his four feet like the feet of a beast of burden"

{Fihrist, 778 [Dodge]). Moreover, an additional witness to this zoomorphic description

can be found in Kephalaia Chapter 27 "On the Five Forms which exist in the Archon of

Darkness" (IKe 77.29-78.1):

As for the Archon, the leader of ail the powers / [of Darkness], there are [Five
Forms] in his body, according to / [the form] of the seal [of the Five] Créations
which exist in the Five / Worlds of Darkness. His head has the face of a lion,
which / exists in [the] World of Fire. His wings and his / [shoulders] hâve the face
of an eagle, according to the form of the Sons of Wind. / [His hands] and [his
feet] are démons, according to the form / [of the Sons] of the World of Smoke.
His belly has the face of / [a dragon, according to the form of] the World of
Darkness. His tail [has] / the form of the fish, which belongs to [the World of the]
Sons of Water. Thèse / Five Forms exist in him; they [hâve corne] from the Five
[Créations] / of the Five Worlds of Darkness (IKe 77.26-78.3).

This means that we are faced with four variant descriptions of the dark-lord, each of

which is expressed in five-parts.

Al-Nadlm
head of lion
body of dragon
wing of bird
tail of fish
feet of beast

Kephalaia Ch. 6
head lion-faced
hands/feet demon-faced
shoulders eagle-faced
belly dragon-faced
tail fish-faced

Kephalaia Ch. 27
head lion-faced
wings eagle-faced
hands/feet démons
belly dragon-faced
tail fish-faced

Right Ginza, 280
head of lion
body of serpent
wings of eagle
sides of tortoise
hands/feet of démon

There is obviously a complicated relationship between thèse accounts. On the one hand

the descriptions from Kephalaia Chapter s 6 and 27 are essentially the same, varying only

slightly in the order of their terminology,228 while on the other hand, the descriptions

preserved by al-Nadïm and the Right-Ginza agrée in ail but two of their features.

Interestingly, however, a variant from the Mandaean description, i.e., the demonic hands

and feet, is preserved by both Kephalaia accounts. Ail that we may assume is that a

zoomorphic description of some sort did exist as part of Manichaean canonical tradition,

•r/r, Presumably "wings" and "shoulders" are meant to designate the same feature of the dark-lord.
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although the exact composition of that description remains elusive.229 After ail, it seems

difficult to privilège al-Nadïm's testimony from the 10* century, even if he claims to

quote Mani directly, over 4th or 5* century descriptions from the Kephalaia.

What then, are we to make of such variations? Perhaps the compiler felt that the

canonical description available to him did not achieve the desired effect, or, perhaps he

was so impressed by the other account that he sought to weave it into is own literary

création—with mixed results. At any rate, the compiler seems to hâve been confronted by

two problems: first, how to describe the chief ruler of darkness, and second, how to name

him while still preserving the canonical order of dark worlds established by Mani.

Unfortunately for the compiler, Mani's description of the dark-realm, even if it

did include some sort of zoomorphic description of the dark-lord, seems to hâve been

ambiguous at best. Théodore bar Khonai, for instance, simply records that "the Evil

Nature he calls 'King of Darkness' and he says that he dwelt in the Land of Darkness

with his Five Worlds: the World of Smoke, the World of Fire, the World of Wind, the

World of Water, and the World of Darkness" (313.18-21 [Scher]), as does al-Nadïm

(Fihrist, 777 [Dodge]). A certain amount of ambiguity even seems to hâve surrounded

the nature of the term "World" as applied to the régions of Darkness, since according to

Théodore bar Khonai, Mani employed the Syriac term -p \N. {'âlarri) which can mean

either "world" or "âge."2 ° Augustine, reacting to the so-called Fundamental Epistle

variously described thèse entities as saecula {De natura boni, 42) and naturae

{Fundamental Epistle, Frag. 6b). In De moribus, however, Augustine seems to hâve

229 Mani does seem to hâve described evil entities in zoomorphic ternis in his Shabuhragan, where he
makes référence to " two l ion-shaped a rchdemons" (Klimkeit , Gnosis on the Silk Road, 223) .
230 Cumont, Recherches I, 11 n.3.
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imagined them as caves (antra) (2.19), which may dimly reflect the notion of

"storehouses" (xa|O.ieia) known to the Kephalaia and Simplicius (35.65-66 [Adam]).

Cumont's suggestion that the Latin term saecula was selected via the Greek aiœveç231

seems at odds with what is beginning to be known about the Coptic translation of Mani's

Living Gospel (from the Synaxeis codex) in which the Five shekinahs of the light-realm

are called N2JCDN23 At any rate, few spécifie détails other than their order, however,

are given about the structure, activities, or inhabitants of thèse dark worlds in known

canonical accounts. For instance, a fragment from the Fundamental Epistle233 preserved

by Augustine, describes the five régions of the land of darkness (this time in reverse

order) impressionistically as

deep and of immeasurable extent; in it réside fiery bodies, baneful breeds. Hère,
emanating out of the same principle came a boundless and incalculable darkness,
together with its own progeny. Beyond the darkness lay filthy whirling waters
with their inhabitants; further within were terrifying and violent storms with their
ruler and progenitors. Next followed another fiery région, a prey to destruction,
with its leaders and peoples. In the same way there lived inside it a breed filled
with gloom and smoke, among whom loitered the horrible ruler and leader of ail
thèse worlds, who had congregated around himself innumerable princes, and he
himself was the spirit and source of ail of them (trans. Hendry).234

In addition, Severus of Antioch recorded a statement about how "ail the members of the

Tree of Darkness...rosé up and ascended with numerous powers impossible to

calculate."2"'5 Such descriptions drawn apparently from canonical writings do not achieve

the clarity and specificity sought by the Kephalaia compilers. This ambiguity is (pardon

2 3 1 C u m o n t , l l n . 3 .
32 Funk, personal communication.
13 The exact nature of this writing's relationship with the Manichaean canon remains ambiguous.

234 Feldmann, Die 'Epistula Fundamenti ', fragment 6a. For translation see Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean
Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 169-170.

Kugener and Cumont, Recherches sur le manichéisme II, 125.
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the pun) in stark contrast to the light realm, where the Father of Greatness, as we hâve

seen, dwells with his Five Limbs, and from which émanâtes a well-known cast of

characters including the First Man and his Five Sons, the Living Spirit and his Five Sons,

as well as the Third Ambassador, the Virgin of Light, and Jésus the Splendour. It would

seem then that the compiler of Chapter 6 for some reason felt compelled to clarify just

what Mani meant by his seemingly abbreviated, or simply ambiguous, description of the

dark-realm and to create a greater degree of parallelism with the World of Light. His

efforts, however, left a number of obvious traces.

In order to frame and re-enforce this clarification, the compiler of Chapter 6 gave

five-part structures a central compositional rôle. In the first place, the chapter title (which

may in fact hâve been added at some later stage of the textual history) somewhat

awkwardly enumerates five sets offive to be discussed in the chapter, namely, 1) the Five

Storehouses, 2) the Five Rulers, 3) the Five Spirits, 4) the Five Bodies, and 5) the Five

Tastes, while (as we hâve seen) the introductory frame re-emphasizes the thematic

centrality of five by means of a dus ter of five statements (see above). Then, the central

discourse begins, which is itself divided into five parts dealing with the five Kings of

Darkness, with (as we hâve also seen) the section about the King of the World of Smoke

itself divided into five parts:

1) King of the World of Smoke, chief of evil (IKe 30.25-33)
1) 5 Forms are in him (IKe 30.33-31.2)

i) head lion-faced
ii) hands-/ feet démon-/ devil-faced
iii) shoulders eagle-faced
iv) belly dragon-faced
v) tail fish-faced

2) Also, 5 (additional) forms in him (IKe 31.3-7)
i) darkness
ii) stench
iii) ugliness
iv) bitterness
v) fire
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3) 3 other things (IKe 31.8-32.13)
i) body is harder than any métal
ii) kills with his magie arts

(Interpolated admonition: Keep away from magie! [IKe 31.24-33])
iii) knows languages of 5 worlds

4) Also, (IKe 32.14-32.30)
i) he car» spread out his limbs or draw them in like an insect.
ii) his voice is terrible like thunder
iii) he can't see what is far away

5) Thèse are his evil signs and symbols (IKe 32.30-33.8)
i) his body is gold
ii) his taste is salty
iii) he rules over the powers and authorities of the world.

2) The King of the Worlds of Fire (IKe 33.9-17)
i) lion-faced
ii) brass body
iii) sour taste
iv) his spirit rules the kings of the world and the fire-worshiping sect

3) The King of the Worlds of Wind (IKe 33.18-24)
i) eagle-faced
ii) iron body
iii) hot taste
iv) his spirit rules idol-worshipers

4) The King of the World of Water (IKe 33.25-32)
i) fïsh-faced
ii) silver body
iii) sweet taste
iv) his spirit rules the baptists

5) The King of the World of Darkness (IKe 33.33-34.1)
i) dragon-faced
ii) tin body
iii) bitter taste
iv) his spirit rules oracles and soothsayers

The descriptions of the Five Kings in Chapter 6 may be summarized by the following

table, which reveals that structurally the chapter as a whole enumerates five sets of five:

1) five rulers, 2) five faces, 3) five bodies, 4) five tastes, and 5) spirits or sphère of

influence:

5 rulers
(King of Smoke)
King of Fire
King of Wind
King of Water
King of Darkness

S faces
(all-faced)
lion-faced
eagle-faced
fish-faced
dragon-faced

5 bodies
(gold body)
brass body
iron body
silver body
tin body

5 tastes
(salty taste)
sour taste
hot taste
sweet taste
bitter taste

5 spirits (ruje)
(powers that be)
fire-worshipers
idol-worshipers
Baptists
oracles etc.
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While the concept of Five Worlds of Darkness is relatively well attested in

canonical sources (Théodore bar Khonai 313.19 [Scher]; implied by Fundamental

Episîle, Frag. 6b; al-Nadïm, Fihrist, 111 [Dodge]),236 in the Kephalaia they are known

not only as "Five Worlds of Darkness" (IKe 31.2; 32.2; 48.17; 48.15; 58.9; 74.29; 77.28;

78.3; 167.23; 169.10; 169.13), but also as "Five Worlds of Flesh" (IKe 26.33; 48.19;

121.20; 123.3; 177.18; 266.14) and "Five Storehouses" (IKe 28.8; 30.13; 30.17; 155.19).

The explicit idea of Five Kings or Archons is known almost exclusively from Chapter

6,237 where they are also called the "Five Spirits" (IKe 30.15; 30.23; 34.9). This, in itself,

may not be that surprising given the confusion that seems to hâve been created for the

compiler of Chapter 6, who (as we saw above) found it difficult to reconcile the title

"King of Darkness" with the fact that "smoke" is the first of the canonical Five Dark

Eléments. Nevertheless, the need to dissect the chief ruler of darkness into five sub-rulers

is essentially a reflection of the compiler's désire to identify and attribute a particular

governing spirit or authority to what he perceived as five sphères of négative influence in

the world. In the end, this association serves as the take-home message of this particular

chapter.

The danger of thèse Five Spirits is emphasized at the end of Chapter 6, where we

find a grave admonition placed in the mouth of Mani: "Therefore I tell you, my brothers

and my members, perfect faithful and holy elect: Keep your hearts with you and keep

yourselves from the Five Slaveries of the Five Dark Spirits. Abandon the worship of their

16 We cannot say, however, as Gardner and Lieu hâve recently suggested, that "elaborate descriptions of
the kingdom of darkness, and its powers, are a feature of Manichaean...writings that must dérive from
canonical sources (Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 199).

' The idea of a ruler for each world is also implied by the Fundamental Epistle (Fragment 6b
[Feldmann]).
238 This may even represent an innovation on the part of the Chapter 6 compiler.
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Five Bodies. Do not interact with them, so that you might escape their bond and their

punishment forever" (IKe 34.6-12). This passage needs to be placed in its social context

if it is to become compréhensible. As such, the King of the World of Smoke, the chief, is

said to rule over the "powers and authorities of the earth and the whole world.. .those

who rule over ail of création, as they humble people in their tyranny according to their

will" (IKe 33.6-8), a référence that could conceivably be applied to authorities in both

the Persian and Rome Empires. The King of the World of Fire is said to rule the "kings of

the world" as well as the "Sects who worship fire" (IKe 33.15-17), no doubt a more

explicit référence to the Sassanian Kings and their Zoroastrian clergy. The King of the

World of Wind, in turn, rules in "every temple, eidoleion, place of worship, statues and

images, shrines of worldly Error" (IKe 33.22-24), presumably those who follow the

traditional cuits. The King of the World of Water is said to rule "those who baptize with

water" (IKe 33.31), a référence to either Christians, Elchasaites, or perhaps even

Mandaeans, while the King of the World of Darkness can be found in the utterances of

soothsayers, oracles, and seers (IKe 34.3-4), seemingly the more popular religious

practices of the time. The compiler's effort to associate a dark ruler with each of thèse

sphères of influences was probably driven by a désire either to draw, or more likely, to

keep members of the Manichaean church away from them and in the fold. After the

withdrawal of Persian impérial support, which resulted in Mani's exécution in 276/277

CE, his community experienced a period of harsh repression, persécution, and no doubt

apostasy. As a resuit there would hâve been a strong désire, on the part of Manichaean

teachers, missionaries, and catechists, to clearly define the dangers associated with thèse

oppressive and competing sphères of political and religious influence, and to do so in a
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way that contributed to and strengthened the cohérence and symmetry of the Manichaean

System. Therefore, as Manichaean missionaries and catechists moved from Mesopotamia

into Egypt and the Kephalaia (as we know it) began to take shape, numerical pattems,

especially in ternis of fïve-part structures, played a key rôle in how this cohérence and

symmetry was achieved and communicated.

4.4.3 Astrological Polemic

The third major thème addressed by the Kephalaia compilers in their descriptions of the

dark-realm is the relation of the dark-powers, specifically the Five Worlds of Darkness,

to the twelve signs of the Zodiac and the seven planetary powers. While there are

références to the "Twelve Spirits of Error" in Chapter 15 "[On the] ... Five [Parts] ...

World of... " (IKe 48.34) and anthropomorphic accounts of their cosmic distribution in

Chapter 70 "On the Body, that it was made to resemble the Cosmos" (IKe 173.21-

175.4), the most explicit description of the relationship between the dark powers and the

Zodiac can be found in Chapter 69 "On the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac and the Five

Stars. " In this chapter the disciples question Mani about what powers rule over the

Zodiac and the so-called "Five Stars." In response, Mani is made to begin his discourse

with an (unsuccessful) attempt at distributing the twelve signs in pairs to the Five Worlds

of Darkness, which inevitably leads to the attribution of three signs to two of the worlds.

This, however, is how it should be understood: They / are drawn from the Five
Worlds of Darkness, are bound in the / Sphère, and two zodiacal signs are taken
per world. The Twin239 / and the Archer24 belong to the World of Smoke, which
/ is the Mind. Also, the Ram241 and the Lion242 belong to the / World of Fire. The

39 i.e., Gemini .
240 i.e., Sagittarius.
241 i.e., Aries.
242 i.e., Léo.
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Bull,243 the Water-bearer,244 and the Scales,245 / belong to the World of Wind. The
Crab246 and the Virgin247 / and the Fish248 belong to the World of Water. The
Goat-horn249 / and the Scorpion250 belong to the World of Darkness. Thèse are /
[the] twelve Archons of wickedness, those who wickedness does not / For
they commit every evil and / . . . [in the] world, either in the tree or in the flesh
(IKe 167.22-167.33).

Following this, each of the "Five Stars" (i.e., planets) is associated with a particular dark

world: 1) Zeus/Jupiter to Smoke, 2) Aphrodite/Venus to Fire, 3) Ares/Mars to Wind, 4)

Hermès/Mercury to Water, and 5) Kronos/Saturn to Darkness (IKe 167.34-168.6). Then,

in the third section of the discourse, the signs are divided according to the quadrants of

the sky (IKe 168.16-23).

What follows is a sort of astronomical revisionism, whereby the Sun and Moon,

normally counted among the seven planets by ancient astronomy but cherished by

Manichaeans as Light-ships, are substituted by "Two Ascendants." According to Chapter

69, Mani is made to state that "thèse seven, which we hâve named—the Five Stars and

the Two Ascendants (2iN.2LBIB.2k.ZCDN)—they are the evil-doers who perpetuate every

wickedness and evil in every single land" (IKe 168.11-13).

According to Roger Beck, the anabibazon is an astronomical concept that

represents, along with the kaîabibazon, the two points (or "nodes") at which the orbits of

the Sun and Moon intersect on a monthly basis. According to Beck, this seemingly

straightforward astronomical concept may hâve been interpreted in a sinister light by

Manichaeans due to the fact that it is at one of thèse two points that éclipses of the Sun

243 i.e., Taurus.
244 i.e., Aquarius .
245 i.e., Libra.
246 i.e., Cancer.
247 i.e., Virgo.
248 i.e., Pisces.
249 i.e., Capricorn.
250 i.e., Scorpio.
251 "Anabibazontes," 193.
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and Moon may occur.252 In addition, the fact that thèse nodes appear to "move" led to

their being considered as quasi-planets and to their eventual incorporation into late

antique astrology as the "head and tail" of a great dragon responsible for éclipses.25

Moreover, in Zoroastrian tradition, the nodes came to represent a "Dark Sun" and "Dark

Moon" that acted as agents of Ahriman.254 Yet according to Beck, this référence to the

anabibazontes in the Kephalaia likely represents the "earliest unambiguous attested

instance of the demonization of the lunar nodes."25 ' This became necessary due to the

fact that Manichaean theology demanded the removal of the Sun and Moon from the

standard séries of seven planets,25" thereby requiring substitutes in the form of the

anabibazontes. The substitution, however, remains somewhat awkward, given the fact

that, while the compiler of Chapter 69 is determined to associate/zve of the planets with

the Five Worlds of Darkness, ancient astronomy recognized seven. Without this

substitution of the Sun and Moon by the nodes Manichaeans would hâve appeared to

violate ancient astronomical koinë, thereby discrediting any claims to astronomical

orthodoxy, especially in Mesopotamia where rival religious groups such as Zoroastrians

and Mandaeans appears to hâve been steeped in astrological spéculations.25 Yet even in

spite of Manichaean efforts to talk about astronomical concepts, observers such as

252 "Anabibazontes," 193-194.
253 Beck, "Anabibazontes," 194. Seventh century CE Syriac author Severus Sebokht explained that this
dragon is known as the athalia {r£j\b\t<) (Nau, "La cosmographie," 253-4), a term attested in both the
Manichaean Psalm-book (2Ps 196.8: 2LB2LA.I2I) and Syriac Manichaean fragments (Burkitt, Religion ofthe
Manichees, 114: r£*\b\rt). According to his description of Indian astronomy, al-Biruni states that "the
dragon's head" is counted among the unlucky stars by the Hindus (India, 212 [Sachau]).
254 Beck, "Anabibazontes," 195. See Bundahisn, 49.12 (MacKenzie, "Zoroastrian Astrology," 8).
255 "Anabibazontes , 195-196.
256 Mani attributed his récognition ofthe true nature ofthe Sun and Moon to Jésus in a fragment preserved
by al-Biruni (India, 284 [Sachau]).
2 Mandaeans, for instance, spoke about the "seven and the twelve" as malevolent powers (Widengren,
Mani, 69).
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Alexander of Lycopolis and, later, Augustine remained unconvinced. That

Manichaeans were "amateurs" in astrology259 does in fact appear to be the case when we

do a close reading of Kephalaia Chapter 69, which contains significant compositional or

editorial flaws.260 Similarly, the following chapter, Chapter 70 "On the Body, that it was

made to resemble the Cosmos, " contains two conflicting melothesiac261 descriptions of

the Zodiac:

Signs ofthe Zodiac
Ram/Aries
Bull/Taurus
Twin/Gemini
Crab/Cancer
LionJLeo
Virgin/Virgo
Scales/Libra
Scorpion/Scorpio
Archer/Sagittarius
Goat-horn/Capricom
Water-bearer/Aquarius
Fish/Pisces

Description A: IKe 174.3-10
Head
Neck & Shoulders
2 Forearms
Oesophagus
Stomach
Heart
Spine & Intestines
Chest
Loins
Feet
Shinbones
Soles of feet

Description B: IKe 174.21-175.2
Right Temple
Right Shoulder
Right Foreann
Right Rib
Right Stomach
Right Intestines
Left Belly
LeftRib
Left Breast & Kidney
Left Elbow
Left Shoulder
Left Temple

This chapter, which as Gardner has suggested was likely drawn from "a number of

separate sources,"262 although re-enforcing the compiler's anthropomorphic view of the

cosmos, does little to establish his credentials as a serious astrologer.

What then are we to make of this lively, although somewhat incohérent, interest

in astrological spéculation? Stegemann suggested that the association of the signs of the

8 Alexander j oked that Manichaeans should hâve "occasionally visited the as t ronomers" {Contra
manichaei opiniones disputatio, 22) , while August ine could not reconcile his private study of astronomy
with Manichaean teachings (cited by Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 178). See also
Ferrari, "Ast ronomy and August ine ," 263-276, who suggests that éclipses witnessed by Augustine played a
rôle in his break with Manichaeism.
259 Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 179.
260 Such as the attribution oîthree signs to two ofthe five worlds.
261 A similar concept relating the parts o f t he body to the Zodiac is described by al-Biruni in his chapter on
Indian astronomy (India, 218 [Sachau]). Nagel compared thèse arrangements to melothesiac lists from the
Apocryphon ofJohn, although thèse are not put in relation to the Zodiac ("Anatomie des Menschen," 91).
According to Nagel , such formulations are a reflection o f the tendency (or "mania" for that matter) of
Manichaean discourse for typology, analogy, harmony, and symmetry ("Anatomie des Menschen," 91) .
262 Gardner, Kephalaia ofthe Teacher, 179.
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Zodiac with the Five Worlds was some kind of game with the aspects intended to show

the adversarial relationship of the signs to one another.263 This explanation, however,

seems too obscure and technical to hâve generated any real meaning, even to an educated

Manichaean Elect. Instead, I would suggest that the aim of Chapter 69 might not hâve

been astrological at ail, but rather polemical. As we hâve seen, the compilers went to

great lengths in Chapter 6 to associate each of the Five Dark Worlds with particular

sphères of political or religious influence. Thus, it is possible that a similar manoeuvre is

at least being attempted in Chapter 69. For example, while in Chapter 6 the World of

Smoke was associated with Roman and Sassanian impérial authorities, Chapter 69' s

attribution of the Twin (Gemini) and the Archer (Sagittarius) may involve a similar

symbolic association. Similarly, the association of the Crab (Cancer), the Virgin (Virgo)

and the Fish (Pisces) with the World of Water, could refiect Chapter <5's association of

this world with rival Christian and "Baptist" groups. This interprétation (already implied

by Khosroyev),26 4 although highly spéculative, seems at least plausible, given the

penchant of the compilers for associating mythological formations with concrète social

realities. After ail, allegorical interprétations of the signs are known in Jewish,265 Judaeo-

Christian,266 Gnostic,267 mainstream Christian,268 and even Mithraic269 circles, and the

263 S tegemann, "Zu Kapi ta l 6 9 , " 217-218 , followed by Widengren , Mani, 7 0 - 7 1 .
264 Khosroyev , "Zu einer as t ronomischen Real ie ," 349 .
265 A n u m b e r of ancient synagogues conta ined mosaic représentat ions of the Zodiac . See Goodenough,
Jewish Symbols; Hachli l i , "The Zodiac in Ancient Jewish Art ," 61-77; Ness , "Astrology and Judaism,"
126-133.
266 The signs were associated first with the twelve patr iarchs and were then transferred to the twelve
apostles (Daniélou, "Les douze apôtres et le zodiaque ," 14-21).
2èl Welburn , "The Identity o f the Archons , " 241-254 .
268 See Z e n o of Verona , Tractatus de duodecim signis ad neophytos (CCSL 22) , 105-106; Hubner , "Das
Horoskop der Chris ten," 120-137.
269 Goodenough , Jewish Symbols, 153.
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planets themselves were sometimes associated by Hellenistic astrologers with particular

religious groups.270

At any rate, regardless of whatever polemical or scientific intentions may hâve

been behind such formulations, it is at least clear that the Kephalaia compilers, like so

many other aspects of reality, viewed the astrological powers as basically pentadic in

structure. This is emphasized also by a passage from Chapter 57 "On the Génération of

Adam, " where (also in the form of a cluster) Mani is made to describe how

They (i.e., human beings) hâve increased, extended, and diminished / because
there are Five Types of Authority and / Guide set in the sphère of the Zodiac and
the / heavens which are above it. They hâve <Five>271 Names, by which / they
are called. The first name is the "Year", the / second is the "Month", the third is
the "Day", the / [fourth] is the "Hour", (and) the fifth is the "Moment." Thèse
Five / Places and thèse Five Dwellings are found in the sphère and / the heavens.
Thèse régions hâve Five Powers ruling over / them (IKe 145.7-16).

In this chapter a certain Babylonian catechumen has questioned Mani about why the

lifespan of Adam and his génération seemed so much longer than the people of their time.

Mani is made to respond by saying that Five Authorities rule the various life-spans of

beings in the world, from year to month to day to hour to moment. The fact that people's

lives are becoming increasingly short means that the end is near and that their light

substance is dwindling. Whereas Adam and Eve were full of light substance, their lives

were longer, they were larger, and produced more offspring, contemporary people are

small, ugly and evil, meaning that they are nearly void of light. While this discourse is

meant to address the apparent discrepancy between the life-spans of biblical figures and

later générations, the explanation is framed by a pentadic conception of both the

astrological powers and their influence on history, which is itself conceived of has having

270 For instance, Jupiter with Zoroastrianism, Mars with idolaters, or Venus with Arab religion (Khosroyev,
"Zu einer astronomischen Realie," 349 n.32.
271 Polotsky/Bôhlig, 145.10 note.
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five phases. This, of course, represents yet another example of the pervasive emphasis on

five-part structures presented by the compilers.

This désire to présent a set of astrological spéculations based on pentads, although

no doubt influenced by the same pentadization process observed above, was also driven

in this case by a systemic contradiction generated by Manichaean vénération of the Sun

and Moon and their generally négative évaluation of five of the canonical seven planets.

In this way, the pentadization of the planets can be seen less as a stylistic or ideological

préférence and more as a response to a genuine doctrinal problem.

But why go to such great lengths to emphasize the pentadic structure of the

powers of Darkness if this is already a quality possessed by the powers of Light? On the

doctrinal level, the System appears to demand it, particularly when, as in the image of the

Two Trees, the natures are depicted as essentially symmetrical in orientation, with

parallel sets of Five Limbs attached to two coeternal sources of being. Besides, as we

hâve seen, Mani himself appears to hâve described the Land of Darkness as made up of

Five Elemental Worlds, although, unlike the Realm of Light, he seems to hâve left fewer

dues as to what impact such a structure had on other aspects of evil. Thus, the Kephalaia

compilers were forced to build upon and expand existing material. One particularly

difficult issue for the compilers seems to hâve been the way in which Mani ordered the

Dark Eléments, with Smoke first and Darkness last. This, as we saw in Chapter 6, caused

a great deal of confusion for the compiler, who found it difficult to reconcile a being

called "King of Darkness" with the fact that the World of Darkness came fifth in the

canonical séries. Similarly, the relation of the Sun and Moon to the planets also caused a

theological quandary. Such traces of conflicting and contradictory ideas indicated that
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even at the stage when the surviving text was being edited, the Kephalaia compilers were

still engaged in sorting out some of the difficultés contained within the canonical

tradition.
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4.5 OTHER TYPES OF PATTERNING

Aside from five-part patterns dealing with spécifie structural and operational aspects of

either the light or dark realms, a variety of other pentadic formulations can also be found

in the Kephalaia dealing with a range of 1) soteriological, 2) ethical 3) ecclesiological, 4)

polemical, and 5) aetiological thèmes.

4.5.1 Soteriological Patterning

The Kephalaia compilers' efforts to présent gênerai soteriological thèmes in five-parts is

évident in Chapter 13 "On the Five Saviours Resurrecting the Dead, along with the Five

Résurrections, " Chapter 16b (On the Five Advents), Chapter 18 "[On the Five] Wars

[which the] Sons of Light waged with [the Sons] of Darkness, " Chapter 19 "On the Five

Releases; what they mean, " Chapter 103 "On the Five Wonderworks that the Light-Mind

reveals to the Elect, " Chapter 112b (On the Five Things Revealed by Jésus), and Chapter

176 "On the Spiritual Transition in Five(?) Forms and that through which the Church

changes. "

Chapter 13 présents a séries of "Five Resurrecting Saviours" CJ*OY NCHp

NpeqTOYNOYC) (IKe 45.17), although the fragmentation of the text allows for the

identification of only the third and fourth. In this séries, the Father is placed in third

position, which appears strange given the importance usually accorded to him as the

foundation of ail subséquent being, while Light-Mind is placed in fourth position.

In Chapter 18, the confrontation with the dark-realm is presented as a séries of

"[Five] Wars" (['J'OY] MÎTOAGMOC)272 waged by the "Sons of Light"

72 *t*OY has been restored (IKe 58.2). Even though only four of the wars are readable, I am assuming,
based on this restoration, that five wars were described.
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(IKe 58.2-3). Hère an additional séries of "five sons" is created, although

this time using primary actors not normally designated as "sons" such as First Man,

Living Spirit, Third Messenger, Jésus the Splendour, and Call & Response. Again, as in

Chapter 16, the three-part canonical version of the myth is transformed into a séries of

five conflicts. Interestingly, the same five figures appear in Chapter 16b273 as a séries of

five "advents" (NÔINGI), with the "advent" of each agent assigned to a particular

metaphor. The advent of First Man, for instance, is compared to a noble son deceived by

his enemies (IKe 50.19-20), while the advent of Living Spirit is compared to ajudge sent

by a king to quell an uprising (IKe 50.28 ff). The advent of the Third Messenger, in turn,

is likened to a king who cornes to inspect the work of his artisans (IKe 52.22 ff), while

the advent of Jésus the Splendour evokes the image of a man sent to root out and burn

evil trees (IKe 53.19-27). Finally, the advent of Call & Response is compared to the

homely image of butter being melted into warm milk (IKe 54.26 ff). Chapter 19 again

présents the same séries, only this time it is identified as the "Five Releases" (T'J'G

NÔINpBà-A.) or "Libérations" (NÔIN-f OYCD). The fragmentary state of the chapter has

obscured many of the détails, but in gênerai we find hère an additional formulation of

Manichaean soteriology in five parts.

Also on the soteriological level, there are a small number of five-part structures

relating specifically to the influence of the Light-Mind on the individual. For instance, in

Chapter 103 "On the Five Wonderworks that the Light-Mind reveals to the Elect" Mani

73 As we can see, Chapter 16 somewhat awkwardly juxtaposes two différent séries, one labelled as the
Five Greatnesses and the other (presumably) the Five Advents. This may indicate that two separate
kephalaia hâve been combined together to form a single chapter. After ail, the bénédiction at the close of
Chapter 16 mentions only the Five Advents, a séries that is described in elaborate détail, while the Five
Greatnesses are given only an abbreviated, formulaic description (see Gardner, Kephalaia ofthe Teacher,
54).
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is made to describe "Five Light Signs" (*fOY MMGÏNe NOY^ÏNe) (IKe 257.13) that

the Light-Mind works among the Elect, namely, 1) Wisdom, 2) Faith, 3) ... , 4) Love,

and 5) Severity of Judgment (IKe 257.13-24). It is by means of thèse Five Signs that the

Light-Mind "purifies, refines, raises, and saves" (IKe 257. 29-30) the New Man.

Although this séries of qualities differs from that of the eanonical Five Virtues discussed

above, which includes 1) Love, 2) Faith, 3) Perfection, 4) Patience, and 5) Wisdom, there

is an ecclesiological context to Chapter 103 that seems to justify the arrangement.

Whereas Wisdom is the product of the Elect's preaching activity, Faith is the desired

resuit among his hearers. The unknown third quality appears to promote peace in the

community, while Love is engendered among the brothers and sisters. Finally, Severity

of Judgement enables the Elect to purify the community of error. In this way, the "Five

Light Signs" revealed by the Light-Mind, although soteriological in nature, are

ecclesiological in orientation and can thus be seen to cross over into this category.

An additional soteriological pattern can be found in Chapter 112b (On the Five

Things Revealed by Jésus)21* According to this chapter, Jésus is said to hâve revealed

"Five Great Things" (IKe 268.4) to humanity: 1) its affiliation with the race of Light, 2)

the condition of the Aeon of Greatness, 3) the heroic activities of the Light, 4) the

purpose of his mission, and 5) the imprisonment of the rebels (IKe 268.5-18). This list

essentially constitutes the "gnosis" originally delivered by Jésus to Adam and Eve (IKe

268.2) and, later, by ail the "apostles" to humanity. The motif that Jésus revealed to

Adam his true nature is recorded by both Théodore bar Khonai (317.15-28 [Scher]) and

al-Nadim (Fihrist, 784 [Dodge]) as attributed to Mani, although neither source records

274 Hère I am taking IKe 267.18-268.18 as a separate chapter that has been embedded within Chapter 112
"The Human Being is less than ail the Things of the Cosmos, and He is more shipwrecked than them AH"
(IKe 266.3-268.27). This section even has its own Q & A frame (IKe 267.18-28).
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such a spécifie, five-part élaboration of this message. Thus, once again, the compiler

seems to hâve shaped canonical material into a pentadic frame.

A final soteriological pattern can be found in Chapter 176 "On the Spiritual

Transition in Five(?) Forms and that through which the Church changes. " In this rather

fragmentary chapter, several séries of five "transitions" (MMeTà.B.à.CIC) are described.

The first séries appears to describe the movement of the individual towards righteousness

and entry into the Holy Church (IKe 453.4-455.6), while the second séries describes the

fate of the soûl after death, as it passes through the various stations and light-vehicles to

its eventual réunification with the Father (IKe 455.7-456.17). This second séries then

appears to be re-expressed, although this time with slight variations in détail and an

association with the "Five Dwellings" ( ' foy MMONH) (IKe 458ff). While the exact

détails of thèse transition séries are impossible to reconstruct, it is at least clear that the

movements of the soûl were seen as taking place in five-stages.

Thèse chapters demonstrate the degree to which the Kephalaia eompilers viewed

their drama of salvation as a fïve-act play, rather than the three acts established by the

founder of their religion.

4.5.2 Ethical Patterning

Pentadic structures play a rôle in Manichaean ethics as well, particularly in Chapter 91

"Also on the Catechumen, who is saved in a Single Body, " Chapter 146: "The Old Man

has Five Foods to live on; the New Man has Five Others," Chapter 165 "Envy exists in

Five Forms" and Chapter 189 "[On the Five Temptations]. "
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Chapter 91 contains two discourses on Catechumenate ethics. For the first

discourse, Mani is questioned by an Elect about how a Catechumen can avoid the process

of reincarnation. In response, Mani is made to describe three sets of five characteristics

that the Catechumen must posses. First, the Catechumen must regard 1) his wife as

stranger, 2) his house as an inn, 3) his family as fellow travellers, 4) his possessions as

borrowed, and 5) his thoughts must always be on God (IKe 228.24-229.6). Second, the

Catechumen must practice enkrateia by 1) not eating méat, 2) fasting and prayer, 3)

almsgiving, 4) lack of malice, and 5) dévotion to the church (IKe 229.20-29). Third, the

good Catechumens can be known by the fact that they are 1) like the "good pearl"

mentioned in Mani's Treasure of Life, 2) not bound by the enemy, 3) purified according

to their deeds, 4) healed and purified, and 5) constantly at prayer (IKe 230.6-29). For the

second part of the discourse, Mani is asked about what happens to the prior sins of those

Catechumens who were idolaters, blasphemers, murderers, and magicians before entering

the church (IKe 231.12-24). In response, Mani is made to argue that as long as such a

Catechumen 1) accepts the faith, 2) séparâtes Light from Darkness, 3) perceives the

mystery of the Living Soûl, 4) receives the right-hand of peace, and 5) prays to the Light-

Mind for forgiveness (IKe 232.1-8) ail prior sins will be forgiven. In addition, the

Catechumen's position may be improved by 1) abstinence, 2) vigils, 3) fasting, 4) care

for the Living Soûl, and 5) prayer (IKe 233.5-14). What follows is an account of how the

Catechumen's sin is divided into five-parts. While four of thèse parts may be forgiven by

the church, the fifth requires further purification (IKe 233.21-234.20).

Essentially what Chapter 91 présents is four sets of five-part ethical patterns, two

from the first discourse (Discourse A) and two from the second (Discourse B):
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Discourse A (1)
abstinence
hospitality
detachment from family
detachment from things
piety

Discourse A (2)
vegetarian diet
fasting and prayer
almsgiving
lack of malice
dévotion to church

Discourse B (1)
faith
séparation of natures
mystery of Living Soûl
right-hand of peace
prayer to Light-Mind

Discourse B (2)
abstinence
vigils
fasting
care for Living Soûl
prayer

It is interesting, however, to compare what relation thèse five-part ethical patterns might

hâve with the "Ten Commandments," which according to al-Nadïm, Mani established for

the Hearers (Le., Catechumens) {Fihrist, 789 [Dodge]), and which are known in various

branches of Manichaeism,275 against 1) idol-worship, 2) lying, 3) greed, 4) killing, 5)

fornication, 6) theft, 7) pretences/false teaching, 8) sorcery, 9) doubt, and 10) sloth.276 In

fact, there is little in either of Chapter 97's lists to suggest any conformity with the

canonical list from al-Nadïm, although four of the canonical commandments appear to be

alluded to when Mani is asked about the prior sins of idolaters, blasphemers, murderers,

and magicians just before the second discourse.

It appears as though the compiler of Chapter 91, although apparently interested in

the Ten Commandments of the Catechumenate, has decided to divide two variant sets of

them into two sets of five, to which he has appended in each case a five-part discussion of

purity. It is difficult to imagine why this was done, except perhaps in response to a

greater need for ethical flexibility depending on the type of person entering the

Catechumenate. Could it be that a generally upstanding person entering the church was

subject to a slightly différent set of criteria than someone with a criminal past? We cannot

be sure. What is clear is that the compiler of Chapter 91 has rejected a ten-part ethical

framework in favour of one with five parts.

276
See Sims-Williams, "The Manichaean Commandments," 577-578.
Sims-Williams, "Manichaean Commandments," 578.
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Chapter 146 présents the radical différence between what influences and sustains

the individual prior to and post conversion. Whereas prior to conversion the individual is

sustained by 1) physical beauty, 2) evil discourses and myths, 3) beautiful works (of

some kind), 4) worldly foods, and 5) sexual désire (IKe 349.24-350.3), after conversion

this sustenance is exchanged for 1) the spirit of the church leaders, 2) liturgical prayer, 3)

joy, 4) itinerate preaching, and 5) scripture (IKe 349.5-18). As is so often the case in

Kephalaia theology, good and evil, although radically différent in their nature, are

conceived of as structurally analogous. Just as the Good and Evil Trees both hâve Five

Limbs, so too are the Old Man and New Man driven by five sources of nourishment.

Unfortunately, while the lacunous state of Chapter 165 completely obscures the

five forms of envy, two of the five temptations can be read from Chapter 189, namely the

fourth, désire for women (IKe 485.23), and the fifth, apostasy during persécution (IKe

485.30-486.7). Somewhat clearer is the distinction made by Chapter 193 between the

"Five Properties" of the Evil One and the Good One. To the "Evil One" are attributed 1)

..., 2) slander, 3) murder, 4) greed, and 5) mixing of light and dark (IKe 490.27-29),

while to the "Good One" are attributed 1) fasting, 2) grief, 3) almsgiving, 4) faith, and 5)

séparation of light and dark (IKe 491.5-6). Hère, again, the qualitative rather than the

structural différence between the two natures is emphasized.

It is interesting to note that in none of thèse ethical chapters is référence made to

the canonical "Five Virtues" of 1) love, 2) faith, 3) perfection, 4) patience, and 5) wisdom

known from Mani's Epistles (50.9-14) and al-Nadïm (Fihrist, 777 [Dodge]). This

indicates yet another déviation from canonical traditions by the compilers.
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4.5.3 Ecclesiological Patterning

While we could see that some of the sotenological patterns discussed above had certain

ecclesiological overtones, one Kephalaia chapter in particular, Chapter 137 "On the Five

Types of Brotherhood that are distinguished from one another," contains an important

discussion of ecclesiological issues. In this chapter, a distinction is made between five

types of individuals who form part of or are associated with the Holy Church, namely 1)

brothers, 2) children, 3) disciples, 4) "day-labourers," and 5) slaves (IKe 338.25-27).

"Brothers" are the "people of righteousness" (NpCDMG NTA[IK.âJOCYNH]) (IKe

338.29) guided by the Light-Mind, while the "children" are "considerate people"

(NpMMMà-KMeK.) (IKe 339.9) who always follow the ways of truth. "Disciples" are

described as "splendid sheep" (NBCàY MTTpîe) (IKe 339.17), who follow their teacher

in patience, while "day-labourers" are those whose commitment to the Church is not total

(IKe 339.21-29). Finally, "slaves" are vain and disobedient people who fiée at the first

signs of persécution (IKe 340.1-12). Interestingly, while the discourse classifies Church

members according to thèse five groups, the reader is encouraged to reject the last two as

"foreign races" (MTTireNOC CNGY NCyMMO) (340.14).277 While this five-fold

division of the Church appears to hâve nothing to do with the formai, five-part hierarchy

of 1) Teachers, 2) Bishops, 3) Presbyters/Elders, 4) Elect, and 5) Hearers known from a

variety of Manichaean sources,27' it is important to remember that what is being

described by Chapter 137 are not formai, ecclesiastical classes but rather types of

77This represents a kind of stylistic division sometimes employed in the Kephalaia whereby a fïve-part
séries is divided into three good and two bad components. A similar effect is achieved by Chapter 39 "On
the Three Days and the Two Deaths," in which the doctrine of "Three Times" is contrasted with two
moments of defeat for the Darkness.
278 Tardieu, Le manichéisme, 77-78; Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 27.
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relationships. Whereas acceptable members of the Church behave like "brothers,"

"children," or "disciples," unacceptable members act with the indifférence of "day-

labourers" or, worst of ail, the disloyalty of "slaves."279

An additional, albeit enigmatic, référence to five-part ecclesiological structures

can be found in Chapter 3 "On the Interprétation of Happiness, Wisdom, and Power;

what they mean. " This chapter, after enumerating the iîve levels of existence at which

thèse three concepts can be found, closes with a cluster of références to "Five

Happinesses, Five Wisdoms, and Five Powers" (IKe 25.3-4) which are then (following a

lacuna) set into some kind of relation to "Five Churches" (IKe 25.4). What this référence

to Five Churches means, however, remains entirely mysterious.

4.5.4 Polemical Patterning

While we hâve seen that Chapter 6 and Chapter 69 used five-part patterns to polemical

ends, a similar technique is used in two additional polemical280 discussions of rival

religious groups. The first instance can be found in Chapter 12, where Mani is asked to

explain the "Five Words which are proclaimed in the teaching of the Baptists" (IKe

44.25-26) and other sects. Unfortunately, the lacunous state of the text once again

prevents us from reconstructing what thèse "Five Words" might hâve been, with the

exception of "Third Messenger" as the second in the séries (IKe 44.36-45.1). Similarly,

in Chapter 100 "On the Dragon, the one with Fourteen Heads; what is it and..., " Mani is

questioned by a disciple on the existence of a fourteen-headed dragon mentioned in the

79 There is no doubt a social dimension to this metaphoric revilement of "day-labourers" and "slaves" as
"foreign races" that would be worthy of exploration.
280 Interestingly, both chapters make use of the word MNTTTa.pa.TTe2OYT. While the exact meaning of
this word remains a mystery, given its connection with a rival teaching it presumably indicates something
to do with error.
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"laws of the Magi" as dwelling in "Five Hallows" Cfoy NCy^qçyq) (lKe 252.1-3). In

response, Mani is made to give an anthropological interprétation in which the fourteen

heads of the dragon are said to represent the seven (sic!) sensés of the head and the

seven sensés of the body (lKe 252.19-253.2). The "Five Pits" C}*OY NBHB) in which

the dragon dwells, however, are said to represent five of the internai organs (lKe 253.2-

7).

4.5.5 Aetiological Patterning

Finally, a small class of what might be termed aetiological patterns can be identifif d in

chapters where Mani is made to account for the existence of certain natural or biological

phenomena. For instance, in Chapter 95 Mani is made to offer an explanation of five

différent manifestations of cloud (lKe 240.19-244.13), while in Chapter 65 he is made to

describe five aspects of the Sun, namely its 1) light, 2) beauty, 3) peace, 4) life, and 5)

force (lKe 162.1-13). Similarly in Chapter 68, Mani made to describe five effects of fire,

such as the fact that it 1) destroys materials, 2) séparâtes fire, light, ash, and smoke from

wood, 3) gives taste to food, 4) helps craftsmen work, and 5) helps people to see (lKe

166.19-30). In addition, Chapter 104 is a particularly enigmatic discussion of five ways

in which the energy provided by food is expended by human beings through 1)

intellectual pleasure, 2) speech, 3) physical activity, 4) sexual intercourse, and 5)

procréation (lKe 258.10-23). Interestingly, emphasis is placed on the well-being and

needs of the fifth product, the child, as most important, while the other four are seen as

281 One would expect Mani to describe the five sensés of the head and the body, but the fact that fourteen
heads are mentioned nécessitâtes the description of seven. Besides, if one counts two ears, two eyes, two
nostrils, and one mouth, one arrives at seven.
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unimportant and incidental. Finally, Chapter 107 offers a five-part explication of the

production of speech (IKe 261.3-12) based on a metaphor involving the work of

craftsmen.

Such chapters are generally very brief and seem to hâve served as simple

aetiological discussions about commonplace topics that were likely seen as problematic

when viewed through the lens of Manichaean ideology. For instance, the status of fire as

both a Light and Dark Elément no doubt caused confusion as to its utility. Similarly,

Manichaean condemnations of procréation likely perplexed some of the Catechumens

with families. The fact that such issues could be explained in terms of five-part patterns

would hâve been reassuring to the Kephalaia's intended audience, for whom a pentadic

vision of reality was being constructed.
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CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS

This study of fîve-part numeric patterns in the Manichaean Kephalaia has led to one

primary conclusion, namely, that the text contains a considérable number of theological

formulations that appear to be at variance with what we know, or can infer, about

canonical Manichaean traditions. This means that the compilers of the work deemed it

necessary to alter, expand, and improvise upon the teachings of their founder in order to

address a variety of thèmes that were seen as either pressing or simply of interest. If this

is the case, then why did they do it? What were some of the factors that might hâve

stimulated this departure from teachings and traditions that Mani had, for ail intents and

purposes, expected to be définitive? In response, three factors appear to hâve been at

work that led to this créative use of numeric patterning: 1) scholastic rédaction, 2)

response to adversity, and 3) missionary expansion. Moreover, by way of conclusion,

some suggestions will be offered as to why the number five was favoured in particular as

well as who could hâve been the driving force behind this numeric interest.

5.1 Scholastic Rédaction

As was stated above, from what we can pièce together from the many scattered remains

of Mani's own writings, it does not appear that his work was very systematic in nature.

Rather, likely written over a substantial period of time in varying circumstances,28

Mani's writings seem to hâve been largely incidental, dealing with a wide range of (often

miscellaneous) theological, polemical, and pastoral concerns (as in the Book of Mysteries

and Epistles). In some cases, he seems to hâve presented a more-or-less straightforward

82 In fact, we hâve no clear ideas about how the canon came to be formed or if the canonical writings (plus
Shabuhragari) were, in fact, the only ones he composed during his lifetime.
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narrative of his cosmogonical, prophetological, or eschatological ideas (as in

Shabuhragan, Living Gospel, and the source[s] used by Théodore bar Khonai and al-

Nadïm), while in others, he appears to hâve been somewhat of a collecter of pre-existing

traditions (as in the Book of Giants). Besides, the fact that he attempted to portray his

vision artistically by means of his Picture-book implies that Mani may hâve been more

interested in the aesthetic impact of his message than its systematic présentation. More

importantly, however, none of thèse canonical writings appear to hâve contained the

same degree of fascination with numbers and numeric patterns as can be found so

prominently expressed in the Kephalaia. This means that, at some point in the (largely

obscure) literary history of the work, the compilers of the Kephalaia saw fit to introduce

thèse patterns in order to résolve what may hâve been a substantial number of "loose-

ends" and ambiguities in the canonical tradition. By doing so, they were attempting to

construct a more cohesive and, by extension, more compétitive theological vision of the

cosmos. The fact that the compilers of so many chapters display a pronounced préférence

for flve means that the redactional efforts in which they engaged can be reasonably

described as a process of pentadization.

First, in section 4.2, we observed that the compilers of the Kephalaia appear to

hâve adopted as a gênerai theological principle the idea that divine beings—both good

and evil, light and dark—ought to be conceived of as having five basic properties. This

was, as we saw, dramatically (and it would seem programmatically) expressed in Chapter

2 through the radical opposition between the "Two Trees," an early Manichaean

metaphor for the two radically opposed principles. In this case, the two opposed natures,
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so fondamental to Manichaean cosmology, are conceived of as being qualitatively

différent, though structurally identical.

Then we directed our attention to the light-realm (section 4.3), where we saw that

this interest in conveying the fïve-fold nature of divine being was extended to the most

revered of such beings, the Father of Greatness, who, even though he was known in

canonical (and later eastern) traditions both as the "Four-faced God" and as having "Five

Limbs," was portrayed by the compiler of Chapter 21 a being characterized by five

qualities (section 4.3.1).

Following this, we looked at the degree to which the Kephalaia compilers were

faced with considérable conceptual and terminological challenges in their efforts to

describe the constituent éléments that give light-being its substance (section 4.3.2). Thèse

"Five Eléments," also known as the "Five Sons of First Man," the "Five Luminous

Gods," and at times even the "Five Intellectuals," are found in an often bewildering array

of contexts that do not always allow for a clear differentiation of concepts. Nevertheless,

in spite of this obvious terminological variability and confusion, we also noted that the

compilers do not appear to hâve been interested in sorting them out. Rather, this séries,

particularly under the guise of the "Five Sons" served as a convenient literary and

rhetorical tool for the construction of other more elaborate patterns and formulations

involving other number patterns.

Next, we examined the degree to which five-part patterns played a pivotai rôle in

both the theological and literary formulations of Chapter 38, a text that might be

considered the centre-pièce of Kephalaia volume one. In this chapter, really a treatise,

Mani is made to go to great lengths to explain to a réticent disciple his assertion that the
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human body is really just a microcosmic représentation of the macrocosm and that both

domains display an equally pentadic structure in which a divine guardian watches over

five districts continually disturbed by the rebellions of the dark powers.

Our final foray into the light-realm involved an examination of how the

Kephalaia compilers sought to transform the basic pattern of Manichaean conceptions of

divine activity from one based on three-stages (most clearly evidenced by Théodore bar

Khonai's account) to one based on five. This was expressed by means of the highly

variable séries known as the "Five Fathers" as well as the grouping identified as the "Five

Greatnesses." Each of thèse cases appears to hâve represented a deliberate attempt at the

pentadization of Manichaean discourse.

When it came to the dark-realm, the compilers were compelled to be more

créative in their rédaction efforts, since, as far as we can tell, Mani's descriptions of the

land of darkness do not appear to hâve been ail that spécifie. This meant that the

compilers had to construct a vision of the dark-realm that was equally rooted in five-part

patterns and, as such, could be symmetrically opposed to the light-realm.283

In the first place, we saw that the compilers attempted to account for the basic

évolution of the dark-realm out of the evil principle variously known as "Matter,"

"Darkness," "Sin," and "Death." This meant positing five stages of development before

the élaboration of the dark-realm into five separate elemental worlds. How to describe

thèse individual jurisdictions, however, became a challenge, since the eanonical ordering

of dark éléments, which had placed "smoke" in first position and darkness last, led to a

83 Given the obvious and overriding importance of luminous séries such as the "Five Limbs" and the "Five
Eléments," especially in eanonical traditions (see above), I do not accept Couliano's suggestion that the
Five Planets are the basis of ail Manichaean pentads and, therefore, the dark-realm must hâve preceded the
light-realm in Manichaean ideological formulation ("The Counterfeit Spirit," 57). If anything, this study
demonstrates that the opposite was the case.
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terminological difficulty that the compilers were not quite able to overcome. As we saw,

this problem became most évident in Chapter 6, which applies no less than four différent

names to the chief ruler of the "Five Worlds of Darkness," although hère too, as in

Chapter 38, five-part patterning was woven into the literary and rhetorical structure in

order to drive home the essentially pentadic nature of evil.

Next, we saw that Manichaeans also got into trouble when they attempted to

malign only five of the seven planets known to antiquity, with the exception of the Sun

and Moon, which they viewed as light-ships ferrying liberated light-particles back to their

homeland. This necessitated the substitution of the "Two Ascendants," an astronomical

concept that they do not appear to hâve completely understood, since as Roger Beck has

described it, the "Ascendant" (anabibazori) was meant to be complimented by a

"Descendant" (katabibazori).284 Then, the compilers' attempt to associate the twelve

signs of the Zodiac with the "Five Worlds of Darkness" led to equally patchy results,

although in this case, this artificial construction seems to hâve had a polemical

motivation.

Then, in a more generalized way, we examined how the Kephalaia compilers

used five-part numerical patterns in order to address a variety of soteriological, ethical,

ecclesiological, polemical, and aetiological thèmes. Hère too, we observed that,

especially in soteriological, ethical, and ecclesiological contexts, the compilers presented

pentadic constructions at variance with what can be known from canonical traditions.

Such an extensive, albeit often subtle, reshaping of Manichaean discourse implies

that the teaching and writings that Mani left behind were not seen as sufficiently clear

and, as such, required extensive commentary and retooling. After ail, the mère existence

284 "Anababizontes," 193.
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of an apparently scholastic work such as the Kephalaia on such a massive scale indicates

that, in fact, there were a considérable number of ambiguities in the Manichaean tradition

that needed to be addressed, since we may assume that many chapters hâve as their kernel

some sort of exegetical puzzle found within the canon. This kind of redactional work not

only runs contrary to the finality and definitiveness that Mani appears to hâve claimed for

his "gospel," but it also challenges the assumptions of many modem scholars who hâve

allowed themselves to be influenced by such claims. In fact, there is a long tradition in

Manichaean Studies of scholars asserting the gênerai uniformity and consistency of

Manichaean doctrine across its bewildering array of culturally spécifie milieux.285 Even

Polotsky talked about the essential unity of Manichaean traditions from North Africa to

China. Thèse conventional assumptions about Manichaean discourse can be

summarized as foliows:

1) that Mani established a complète theological system in ail of its détails,28

2) that this System was transmitted essentially unchanged from one socio-

historical context to another,288 and

3) that this System can be reconstructed from the diverse, but essentially uniform,

sources into which it was recorded.

85 Such assumptions, for example, hâve even led Lieu to assert that "literalist" understandings of Man i ' s
teaching made Manichaeism "a static rel igion" (Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 32). This
implies, however , that basic features of the discourse did not change and made it easily exposed to
philosophical attack.
286 Polotsky, "Manichâismus ," 101 [240].
287 Recently Gardner and Lieu state that in contrast to mainstream Christianity, which worked out its
doctrinal formulations over centuries, "Mani took great pains to establish a total religion based upon his
own comprehensive scriptures and preaching," thus, there is "less scope in the study of Manichaeism to
trace the évolution of doctrine, since ail teaching was rigidly tied to the very détails of the divine word in
Mani's scriptures" {Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 9-10)
288 Rudolph suggested that Coptic sources corne "closest to the original System" (Gnosis, 334), while
Heuser, in spite of his efforts to focus on a limited socio-historical source base in his study of Manichaean
myth in Coptic texts, suggests that "the Manichaean myth in toto can be deduced from" thèse sources ("The
Manichaean Myth," 5).
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Today, however, it seems no longer appropriate to talk about a unifîed

"Manichaean system," especially one formulated and set-in-stone by Mani himself.

Rather, as this study has shown, Manichaean theology, even at a relatively early stage,

seems to hâve existed in varying states of flux and évolution, depending on the context in

which it circulated. However, as Jason BeDuhn has pointed out, Manichaean ritual, in

contrast to doctrine, seems to hâve been one aspect of the religion that remained

particularly consistent throughout the wide array of cultural environments, and, in fact,

theology may hâve acted more as a conceptual framework meant to support ritual.291

Thus, it seems more appropriate to talk about phases of Manichaean theology. Just as

mainstream Christian theology can rightly be identified by any number of qualifiers, such

as ante-Nicene, post-Chalcedonean, etc., so too would it be désirable for scholars to

develop similar nomenclature based on critical évaluation of the sources. This is partly a

resuit of the fact that some scholars hâve been somewhat overenthusiastic in their désire

to hear the authentic voice of Mani preserved in texts such as the Kephalaia, which

présents itself (artificially I believe) as a record of his discourses. Such a désire, although

not surprising, runs contrary to the fonction and purpose of the work as identified by this

study. A methodological lesson can and should be learned from the degree to which

many New Testament scholars are generally sceptical about how much material from the

gospels can be directly attributed to Jésus. While Jésus of course never intended to found

a religion, it is thought that canonical early Christian writings do contain at least a core of

authentic material drawn more or less directly from his teaching (reflected in part by the

9 In his présentation of the Manichaean "system" Hans Jonas stated that he made use primarily of
Théodore bar Khonai, "supplemented by whatever pièces of material from parallel texts fit into a particular
passage" (The Gnostic Religion, 209). Later, Klimkeit would allude to the fact that Manichaean sources
reveal "a remarkably unified system" (Gnosis on the Silk Road, 4).
290 BeDuhn, The Manichaean Body, 6-7.
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hypothetically posited Q-document in particular). Many décades of careful study hâve

shown the degree to which this material has been shaped by the redactional and editorial

efforts of the first générations of Christians. We should assume that a similar relationship

exists between a work such as the Kephalaia and the words of Mani himself, also in his

case he deliberately sought to found a religion. While it may be assumed that on some

level a certain amount ofKephalaia material was drawn either from Mani's own writings

or from oral traditions passed down by early disciples and teachers, the vast majority

seems to hâve undergone a substantial amount of expansion and revision. It just so

happens that this particular study has focused on redactional tendencies by means of

numeric patterning, although there would certainly be other thematic gateways worthy of

exploration.

5.2 Adversity and Persécution

The désire to clarify the teachings of the founder may not hâve been the only reason that

so many Kephalaia chapters were shaped by such a redactional tendency, since some of

those most deeply interested in five-part patterns also reveal a keen awareness of both

external and internai pressures perceived by the community. External pressures, for

example, are evoked most explicitly in the efforts of Chapter 6 to describe the properties

of the Five Worlds of Darkness, which ultimately lead to an association of thèse worlds

not only with rival religious communities such as Zoroastrians, Christians, and "pagans,"

but even, as in the case of the great World of Smoke, the "powers that be." As such, we

are told most emphatically that "the spirit of the King of (those of) Darkness is the one

who raies / today in the powers and authorities of the earth and the / whole world. I mean
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those who rule over ail of création, / humbling people in their tyranny according to their

will" (IKe 33.5-8). This statement no doubt reflects bitter memories of persécution at the

hands of Sassanian and, later, Roman authorities.

After the deaths of King Shapur I (ca. 272 CE) and his successor Hormizd (273

CE), both of whom had been favourably disposed to Mani and his teaching, religious and

political machinations began within the Sassanian administration against the new, upstart

religion. In particular, Kirdir, the Zoroastrian "high-priest," sought to bring the empire's

religious minorities under control,291 as is evidenced by one of his surviving inscriptions,

which states, in Middle Persian, that "the Jews, the Buddhists and the Brahmans, the

Nazarenes (i.e., Aramaic-speaking Christians) and the Christians (i.e., Greek-speaking),

the Baptists and the Manichaeans were struck throughout the land." Eventually, this

led to the imprisonment and death of Mani (ca. 276 or 277 CE) and the scattering of the

Manichaeans from Mesopotamia. Within flve years, Mar Sîsin (i.e. Sisinnios), the

successor to Mani as head of the church, or archêgos, was also executed by Vahram II

(286 CE).293 Some Manichaeans, fleeing this persécution, took refuge at the court of King

Amaro ('Amr ibn 'Adi) at Hira,294 to the southwest of Seleucia-Ctesiphon.295 By the

290s, Amaro was even able to convince King Narses to hait the persécution of the

Manichaeans, although this was done, in part, strategically, since Emperor Diocletian had

recently issued an edict against the Manichaeans on his territory in 297 CE. This was

seen by Narses as an opportunity to gain Manichaean support. But, soon enough, under

291 Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 108.
92 Gignoux, Les quatres inscriptions du Mage Kirdir, 69-70. See also Hutter, "Manichaeism in Iran," 308.
n According to the Chronicle of Seert, the close relation between Manichaeans and Christians in the

Sassanian Empire led to Vahram H's persécution of both groups (Patrologia orientalis 4.3: 237).
294 See Pedersen, "A Manichaean Historical Text," 196.
295 Hutter, "Manichaeism in Iran," 309.
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Hormizd II (303-309 CE), the Zoroastrian priesthood again agitated for the king to strike

at the Manichaeans.

Similarly, under the Roman Empire, Manichaeans were faced with periodic

persécution and toleration. After making initial inroads into Syria, Palestine, and Egypt,

Mani's followers were (unjustly)297 condemned by Diocletian in 303 CE for purportedly

propagating the "damnable customs and perverse laws of the Persians."298 The so-called

"Edict of Milan" (312 CE), however, brought some respite on a whole range of religious

matters and, as a resuit, Manichaeans seem to hâve flourished in places such as the Nile

Valley, where the Coptic Kephalaia were likely produced, Palestine, where a teacher

such as Julia could flourish,299 and Italy, where Augustine, on the recommendation of

some rather well connected Manichaean "saints," was appointed Chair of Rhetoric in

Milan.30" This relative religious peace was short-lived, since with the accession of

Theodosius anti-heretical measures were reinforced (381 CE). Ultimately, by the time of

Justinian, Manichaeans were outlawed and the Elect threatened with death.301

While the bitter memories of thèse persécutions are a well-known feature of the

Manichaean Homilies, especially the "Sermon on the Great War,"302 echoes can also be

heard in the Kephalaia, which may in fact draw on traditions pre-dating the Homilies?^

96 Hutter, "Manichaeism in Iran," 309. See Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 106-109.
297 Brown, "Diffusion," 92-103.
298 For the "Edict of Dioclet ian" see Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 117-
118; see also Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 122-123.
299 Mark the Deacon, Life ofPorphyry, 85 -91 ; see Scopello, "Julie, manichéenne d 'Ant ioche ," 187-209.
300 Confessions, 18. See Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 110.
301 Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 111.
302 See Pedersen's idiosyncratic, yet thorough, study. Studies in The Sermon on the Great War. According
to Pedersen, this homiletic texts was meant "to strengthen the persecuted community in 3rd or 4* century
Mesopotamia" (28).
303 For instance, in the "Sermon on the Great War , " Mani is m a d e to say "I weep for m y Kephalaia" (Hom
18.6), which m a y indicate that "kepha la ic" literature of some sort existed prior to the composi t ion of the
Homilies. See Pedersen, Studies, 90 -93 .
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For instance, in Chapter 189 "[On the Five Temptations]'," the fifth temptation menacing

the Elect, presumably apostasy, cornes during persécution:

[The fifth is this:] If persécution / [happens] in ... through the persecutor ... / ...
the Sects, those who stand in ... / ... tribulation. Or again as they ... / ... as they
strike him with whips ... / ... and they come to "crucify"304 him and he does not
turn ... / ... from his truth and he bears every thing ... / ... wrath, bond, (and)
crucifixion. In thèse Five / Temptations of the Elect / ... he receives the ...
... / ... increases in faith and becomes true ... /hisknowledge ... temptation ... /
... and he returns immediately and reveals / the truth and ... gives ... (IKe
485.30-486.13).

Such a vivid description reveals that persécution formed part of the living memory of the

Kephalaia compilers and influenced at least some of their pentadic formulations.

The adverse effects of persécution are also incorporated into Chapter 137 "On the

Five Types of Brotherhood that are distinguishedfrom one another. " This chapter, which

as we previously saw, enumerated five types of people found in the church, suggests that

the fourth and fifth classes, the so-called "day-labourers" and, especially, the "slaves"

flee at the first sign of persécution (IKe 340.6-7).

While it is obvious that persécution was a subject that the compilers incorporated

into some of their numeric formulations, less obvious is the possibility that such

formulations acted as a fortification strategy in the face of real or potential persécutions.

It seems at least plausible to suggest that the attempt to shape Manichaean discourse and

ideology into such regularized and reoccurring patterns could hâve served as a means to

strengthen the faith of adhérents, especially the Elect, to whom the Kephalaia as a work

appears to hâve been directed. The broad application of pentadic structures, which were

seen as indicative of divinity itself, to such a wide range of phenomena could only serve

to reinforce the Manichaean claim to truth and, thereby, support the typical Manichaean

In this case "crucify" is likely a synonym for torture.
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boast to hâve an explanation for everything. Such a vision of reality, if it could be seen to

reproduce itself throughout the cosmos, may hâve helped to keep adhérents in the fold

and held them fast during times of adversity and repression.

5.3 Missionary Expansion

An additional aspect to which numeric patteming may hâve contributed is the missionary

expansion of the movement. As is well known, Manichaeism was a self-consciously

missionary religion. As Lieu has written, "misson was the driving force behind the

religion from its very inception."305 Mani's assertion that the previous révélations of

Zoroaster, Buddha, and Jésus had been unjustly limited to spécifie socio-cultural settings

meant that he actively sought to deliver his message to a wide range of audiences. As

such, modelling himself on Paul, Mani undertook missionary journeys to diverse parts of

the Sassanian Empire,306 which enabled him to encounter and preach to Christians in the

west, Buddhists and Brahmins in the east, and Zoroastrians in the Iranian heartland. His

disciples followed suit, with Mar Adda being primarily responsible for the western

mission and Mar Ammô as the chief organizer of the mission to the east.307

Numeric patteming may offer us a glimpse into at least one of the missionary

techniques employed by Manichaeans, at least in the western context to which our texts

testify. As Asmussen observed: "Mani and his missionaries knew the importance of

répétition. When well-known material and names occurred again and again, a feeling of

security and confidence was produced in the minds of the listeners."308 As such, the

305 Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 88.
306 Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 88.
307 Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 90.
308 Manichaean Literature, 113.
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repeated présentation of Manichaean doctrines in predictable and self-reinforcing

patterns, such as those involving five, could hâve contributed to the palatability and

plausibility of the missionary's teaching. In addition, the fact that the number five was

used with such frequency could hâve also had a mnemonic value, since a séries of five

points could be easily recalled using five fingers. After ail, a number of the Kephalaia

chapters that elaborate five points are extremely brief—almost catechetical (see, for

instance, Chapters 25, 33, 37, 68, 107, 193)—with little or no literary frame. Such

chapters appear to represent "proto-^ep/za/a/a"310 and it may well be that many more

elaborate chapters hâve their origins in such brief, mnemonically digestible, didactic

texts. This means that numeric patterning, especially those patterns involving five, could

hâve served as a valuable pedagogical tool for the Manichaean missionary.

5.4 Why five?

But why, we may ask, was five favoured as a figure around which so much of the

Manichaean world-view was organized? The fact that five played such a central rôle in

the development of Manichaean discourse is, as we hâve seen, rooted in the fact that

Mani and Manichaeans seem to hâve believed as a gênerai principle that most beings

(both Light and Dark) possess five qualities. This concept, in turn, was connected to the

Manichaean conviction that the human being, with its five limbs, five sensés, five fingers,

and five toes (on each limb), was a microcosmic représentation of both the wider macro-

309 In fact, ancient theoret icians suggested that the five fingers of the hand could serve as a valuable tool in
the memoriza t ion of a discourse (Kennedy, A New History ofClassical Rhetoric, 124)
310 See T. Kell. Copt. 1 in Gardner , Kellis Literary Texts, 2 .
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cosmos311 and the divine power at its source. After ail, according to Manichaean

cosmology, when the démons conspired to create Adam and Eve, they used the

androgynous image of the Third Messenger as a model (Théodore bar Khonai 317.7-11

[Scher]). This basic anthropological importance of fîve, however, was likely drawn from

2nd-century Syriac philosopher Bardaisan, who according to Ephraim taught that ail

entities possess fîve aspects corresponding to the five sensés. Each must hâve its own

colour, its own smell, its own taste, its own texture, and its own voice; ' sentiments

definitely echoed by the description of the dark ruler in Chapter 6. In addition, the fact

that Mani seems to hâve inherited a concept of Five Eléments, perhaps also from the

school of Bardaisan, as the basic building blocks of both the soûl and its material

antithesis, as well as the concept of the Five Limbs, means that some of the most

fondamental concepts in Manichaean theology were canonically expressed as pentads.

This, in turn, provided the précèdent for later teachers and theologians to use, expand,

and reinvent this basic paradigm.

5.5 Who was responsible?

In closing, a clue to who may hâve been the driving force behind this process of

enumeration and systematization may be found in a Sogdian fragment from Turfan on the

healing of Nafsha of Tadmor/Palmyra. In this text, Mar Adda, the primary Manichaean

missionary to the west, is said to hâve received a vision from the master himself, in which

311 For example, Kephalaia Chapter 70 is called "On the Body, that it was made to resemble the cosmos."
Also, the Manichaean account from the Acta Archelai states that "this body is called cosmos in relation to
the great cosmos (i.e., the macrocosmos)" (xo ydp oxôua TOVCO KÔCTUOÇ KaA-Ei/toa rcpôç xôv né
KÔCTUOV [9.4]).
î12 See Ephraim, Prose Réfutations ofMani, Marcion, and Bardaisan, 223 (Mitchell).
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everything, we are told, is explained "fully and completely by numbers."313 Michel

Tardieu suggested that Adda, who held the ecclesiastical rank of "teacher,"314 may hâve

in fact been the author of the Kephalaia?n We may never be able to validate such a bold

suggestion, but it at least seems plausible that Adda, if not the actual "author" of the

Kephalaia, may hâve provided the main impetus or model for the development of this

interest in enumeration and systematization. This Iranian fragment would seem to provide

the much needed "authorization" from Mani for Adda (and/or his followers) to do

something that Mani's great religious project was supposed to hâve made unnecessary—

that is, the interprétation, clarification, and systematization of the teaching of God's

ultimate messenger. Mani's canonical writings were supposed to hâve been définitive,

but as the "prologue" to the Kephalaia itself reveals (IKe 8.34-35), where Mani is made

to exhort his disciples to record what he taught them, the définitive and final pretence

with which Mani packaged his writings was quickly overridden by the needs and

circumstances of the communities he left behind.

313 So. 18223 + So. 18222 (Gardner and Lieu, Manichaean Textsfrom the Roman Empire, 113). See also
Sundermann, Inhalts, 44 (3.3).
314 Funk has raised the quest ion as to whether or not the " teacher" referred t o by the title of the first
Kephalaia volume is in actual fact the author rather than Man i ("Reconstruct ion," 154, n. 17).
315 Tardieu, "Principes de l'exégèse manichéenne," 134, n. 73. Cited (tentatively) by Funk,
"Reconstruction," 154. Adda is known to hâve composed his own writings, which were sometimes
mistaken for those of Mani (Lieu, Manichaeism in the Later Roman Empire, 91). This, in fact, may hâve
been the resuit of conscious imitation or attribution of his words to the master, not unlike the situation
found within the Kephalaia.
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